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Decision On Medical
Building Expected Soon
A definite 'decision on a professional
loan ahead of schedule.
When asked by Dr. Lowry, Toland
office building for physicians, to be
said that rental for the office spaces
located adjacent to the Murraywould be no greater than $7.50 per
Calloway County Hospital, should be
square foot.
made this weekend, members of the
hospital's board of commissioners were - "Unless. something unforseen hap•
pens," Toland said, -it will be 87.50 or
told last night.
Drexel-To-land'of Drexel Toland and
One point.in the operational policy for
Associaties, a consulting firm emthe new building stipulates that an
ployed by the hospital, told the board
advisory committee composed of three
that preliminary talks with local
physicians and three members of the
physicians indicated that about two
hospital board will oversee the
floors in such a building would be oc
operation of the building as an incopied by the doctors.
termediary for the hospital board.
Doctors associated with the Houston'
-. The policy adopted by the board will
McDevitt Clinic Corp. are to consider
allow individual physicians or
the hospital board's proposal for the
physicians practicing as a corporate
building at a meeting tonight. Dr. C. C.
group to operate laboratory facilities
Lowry, president of the clinic group ahd
within their own offices in the building.
a member of the hospital board due to
It does not provide for the location of a
his position as chief of the hospital's
pharmacy in the building, which has
medical staff, said he would be able to
been a ,stumbling block in the
-tell the board this weekend definitely
negotiations between the board and the
how many of the clinic doctors planned
clinic
doctors during the past 18
to
move
into
the
new
facility.
REPUBUCAN COMMITTEE MEETS—About 60 local Republican party members met last night to make plans for the
months.
The
hospital
board
adopted
an
11Republican primary in May. Ed Thurmond, left, county GOP chairman, appointed., John Neubauer, second from right,
Hospital board chairman James E.
point professional office building
Garrison offered the board's position on
chairman of a committee to locate and assist candidates for the primary. Also pictured is H. M. Scarbrough, right, who ''operational policy" that will be
a pharmacy by saying:
presented a check to Wayne Moore, vice-chairman of the Young Republicans club at MSU,for use by the dub. Also appresented to the clinic physicians. It
"14 and when -it's determined- that-apointed to Neubauer's committee were Moore and Mrs. Jane Barton. SitVeral party members indicated that they will file
was pointed out that the professional
pharmacy should be put in the building;
for elective offices this year, a spokesman said.
office building will be open to any
Staff Photo I;v Gene McCutcheon
that the interests of the patients and the
qualified physician regardless of
interests of the community dictate that
whether or not he is a member of the
we put a pharmacy there, then I think,
clinic group.
one,
the pharmacy will be on a bid
An application for financing for the
basis, open to anybody and everybody,
new building has been filed with the
and, two, revenues generated from that
Farmers Home Administration FHA).(
pharmacy will apply toward paying off
Hospital administrator Stuart Poston
the building or reducing the rents..."
told the board that approval of the
Garrison said that the board wants to
. loana five per cent, 40-year loan -- is
keep the, unit absolutely independent
expected i4-30 to60days.
for anybody that wants to come.
-The- building is to be operated on a
"If any dottor wants to come there
non-profit basis with all profit from
The Murray City Council will hold an .enery, but we still have to serve our
have to serve our customers."
and
join the clinic (Houston-McDevitt
rental
of
the
office
spaces
going
emergency meeting today at three p. customers."
emphasize
to
the
toward
"We just want to
Corp.) and practice medicine as a
retirement of the mortgage. Poston
m. to discuss the natural gas situation,
"The energy crisis is not over in any
people that we're not using any more
member of the clinic, that's up to him
according to Mayor John Scott.
shape, form or fashion," Mayor Scott
energy being open than we would if we 'pointed out that FHA would impose no
and
the „clinic," Garriton said,' "By the
-penalty. 4 the hospital paid back the
That deciSioll follows an an; said, after hearing thatlocal businesses
were closed."
same token," Garrison added, "if he
nouncement-ty-the Downtown Mer- were going tin.gk to regularhours.
wants to come there as an independentchants Association and stores in local
Scott added that he will present the
doctor, or with another group practice
shopping centers that stores in the situation to the city council today, and
or a partnership...however he wants to
downtown area and the shopping ask for their recommendations on what
come...we feel strongly that he be
centers will return to normal business to do in the event the city is faced with
allowed to do so."
hours, beginning today.
penalties for gas overruns.
In referring to the operational policy
George Hodge, president of the
Scott said that he had hoped that the
An intensive manhunt Thursday suspect since before three p. m.
downtown merchants, said today that
businesses would remain on the limited
Buie waived extradition and was
afternoon by local authorities resulted
the majority of the members -of the schedule as long as Governor Carroll's
returned
to Tennessee to face charges
who
-year
old
man
arrest
of
a
I9
in
the
group, which met Thursday afternoon, emergency declaration was in effect.
had been sought by Tennessee of auto theft and burglary.
felt that since the stores in the outlying
Russell Dowdy,_owner of Uncle Jeff's
The search here began after Henry
authorities, according to Murray Cit)
shopping centers, as well as those in Discount Store, said today that the
County officials pursued Buie into
Police reports.
surrounding towns, were back on decision by the shopping centers to
Officials from-the Calloway Count) Kentucky after the alleged burglary of
regular hours, that the downtown return to regular hours was made
Dr. Kyo Jhin, one of the four OutSheriff's Department and the Murray a grocery store on Highway 119 in
'merchants should re-optin - as well.:- because, "We're not using any more
standing Young Educators of America
City Police apprehended 19-year old Tennessee, according to official
Major stores in the shopping centers energy when we're open than when
according to.the United States Junior
Robert Buie, Jr., in a ltundromat in the reports.
went back to regular hours Thursday.
we're closed." Chamber of Commerce, was the guest
Buie was also being sought in conBel-Air Shopping Center at 7:15 p. in.
"We are still very conscious of
Dowdy noted that the thermostats in
speaker at the regular meeting of the
last night, after searching for the nection with the alleged theft of an
energy conservation," Hodge said."We the stores are cut back to 55 degrees,
Murray Civitan Club last night.
automobile in Carroll County, Tenall have our thermostats lowered to the that employes are wearing extra
"For a long time, we !lave been
nessee.
point where it is necessary to wear a clothing, and that 50 per cent of the
what's Wrong with America,"
counting
The
suspect
abandoned
his
vehicle
on
sweater, and our lighting is cut back as lighting is turned off.
South Fourth Street, near Gardner's
Dr. Jhin told the Civitans. "It's time we
far as possible. We want to cooperate in
"We're doing our part to conserve
Wrecker Service, and eluded officials
started counting our blessings."
every way possible in conserving energy," Dowdy said, "but we still
until his capture in the Bel-Air ShopDr. Jhin spbke on "The Meaning of
The Murray High Basketball ping Center.
American Freedom," at the meeting,
Homecoming activities will be oband drew a standing ovation when he
served tonight (Friday) between the Bfinished.
team and varsity boys' game with
Special guests at the Civitans
Symsonia at the Murray State
meeting were the ministers of various
TODAY'S INDEX
University Sports Arena.
churches in the surrounding area. The
One Section Today
*Finalists for basketball queen are
local ministers were honored guests at
Three persons have filed recently for
Huel -Wimpy" Jones, Calloway
2,3
Local Scene
Tammy Boone, daughter of Mr. and
public office in the May Democratic
the Civitan Club, which joins other
County Jailer, has filed for re-election.
2
Horoscope
-Mrs. Jimmy Boone, Marlene Farrell,
Clubs around the nation during
Civitan
Primary, according to County Court
Harris reported today that his office
2
Dear Abby
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Farrel:
Clerk Marvin Harris.
the month of February in honoring local
will remain open today until six p.m. to
4
Opinion
Page
Keane Gregory, daughter of Mr. and
ministers.
Clint E. Colson, of Almo, has filed for
allow local automobile owners to
6,7,
Sports
•
Mrs. John Gregory.
Those who know America like I do
the office of magistrate.from District
purchase car licenses for 1977.
Comics
9t
The B-team will begin at 6:30 p.
Number One.
would choses to live in America first,"
a
Crossword
He also added that his office will be
and the varsity game will be held imLloyd Arnold, incumbent City
the native of Korea told the Civitans. "I
12, 13
Classifieds
open on Saturday, Feb. 26, from nine
mediately following the crowning of the
Councilman from Ward A has filed for
had a choice, You didn't, you were born
14
Deaths & Funerals
a.m,to five p.m.
queen,school officials said.
re-election.
here. But I chose America to live in
because it is The greatest nation on

Council To Meet Today
On Energy Situation

Fugitive From Henry County
Authorities Captured Here

adopted by the board at its meeting last
night, Poston said:
"I think, as Mr. Toland,said, We've
made a 360 degree turn.. We've had
statements and rules and regulations.
-'and regulations to regulate the
regulations and it had gotten to the
point where negotiations, again, had
bogged down somewhat.
"I think that this does give a broad
statement of the way the relationship
between the hospital and physicians
should be if it's going to be a successful
venture.
"Basically, what we're looking for is
improved health care 4 for the community) and to provide the facilities
that will help us recruit new physicians
to this community."
In other business at the meeting, the
board elected officers for the coming
year. The new officer, who will
assume their positions at the April'
meeting, are Mayor John E. Scott,
chairman; Martha Broach, vicechairman and Harold Hurt,secretary.
Also at the meeting, the board heard
a report from the administrator on the
current construction program at the
fitiSpitiI. Roston said that the construction is approximately four weeks
behind schedule due to inclement
weather but that good progress is expected if the weather remains
favorable.
Poston also reported that the hospital
had a net retained earnings figure of
$40,525 for the month of January. Later
in the meeting, Poston told the board
that the proposed budget would be
ready -for • constdetation at the March
meeting of the commissioners. The
budget reflects an increase of $67,000
over the previous year Poston said.
GM'rison pointed out to the board that
it would be necessary for the board to
ci rate increases in the very near'
alum
• The board also approved the tradingin of the hospital's 1973 station wagon
on a-new model. Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet submitted the low bid on the
auto exchange of $4,466.75.

Educator Is. Guest Speaker
At Civitan Club Meeting Here

MHS Homecoming

.Set For Tonight

Three File For Office; Harris
Announces Longer Office Hours
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earth." pr. Jhin has been an American
.citizen since 1966.
"There are six reasons I have chosen
to tell you why America is the greatest
nation on earth," he said. These inPhoto on Page 14
eluded: "America is the most beautiful
nation inthe World; America is the:
most scientific nation in the world;
America is the wealthiest nation in the
world; America is the land of freedom:
America is the land of opportunity:"
and lastly, which Dr. Jhin labeled as
the most important, "America was
founded by those who believe in the
principles of Christianity."
Dr. Jhin, a renowned lecturer all over
the world, -will tilt the pulpit at the University Church of Christ Sunday_

Increasing Cloudiness
- Increasing cloudiness tonight. Mostly
Cloudy with a slight chance of showers
on Saturday. • Lows tonight near 30.
Highs Saturday in the mid to upper 40s
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GIFTS FROM EDUCATION-4n charge of donations harm education grcups to the local Re Cross fund drive are, from
left, Dr. jack Rose, Calloway County School Superintendent, who is in charge of the county sclool system; Wilson Gantt
MSUftegistrar, in charge of don'ations from Murray State University; Dr. Harty Sparks, Red Cross Fund Drive Chairman; and
a
Fred Schultz,city school superintendent, who-is in charge of the city school system.
Staff Photo by David Hill
•

.s committee of the Red Cross fund Drive here are, from left
ADVANCE GIFTS WORKERS—Members of he advance gift
Dave Cfickson, foe Dick, Leonard Vaughn, H. Glenn Doran, and Holmes Ellis, who is chairman of that committee, and also
chairman of the board of directors of the Red Cross here.
n'
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Coffee Cup Chatter

-

Persons 110-spitaked
,;
In Hie Area: -isitors Here
1 hin Sr

•

Thursday with Bro. and Mrs.
•
Warren Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. Nina Holley and
Howard Morris Thursday.
Mr.,and. Mrs. Carnol Boyd
and Arlin Paschall visited Mr.
and- Mrs. Barrion Nance- on
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore, Bro. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Rickie and Bryan,
and Mrs. Carlene Paschall
visited Howard • Morris and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
. . Jenkins, Sherri and Scott
PFC.
Douglas Vandyke had Parish were dinner guests of
surgery in the Baptist the Morris Jenkins' family
Hospital, Paducah. Visitors Sunday.
included Mr. and Mrs Milford , Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
Orr, R. D. Key, Glynn Orr, and Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and visited Mr's. Bertie Jenkins
Sunday.
Clerris Wilson.
Little Miss Tabitha Lee
Mrs. Onie Wilson is improving after several days in spent Sunday night and
the Henry Coirnty Hospital. Monday with her grandHer daughter, Mrs. R. V. parents, Bro. and Mrs.
Deering of Michigan came to Warren Sykes, while her
be with her mother. Other parents, Bro. and Mrs. Jerry
visitors were Clerris Wilson Lee, and R. D. Key and Mr.
Sykes went to Memphis, Tn.,
and Mrs. Maburn Key.
Coy Monday for Mr. Key and Bro.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Kuykendall visited Mrs. Sadie Lee to see the eye doctor.
Mrs. Judy Bernath and son,
Bucy and Mrs. Onie Wilson in
David,of Detroit, Mich., came
the hospital Tuesday.
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited by airplane Saturday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Grooms her, grandmother, Mrs. Onie
Wilson at the Henry '- county
on Sunday.
-WS:FL-a-1C-6Y-and- MitchMr. and Mrs. Enloe
Sykes spent Tuesday with Bro.
Tarkington and Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, R. Tommy Veasey visited Mr.
D. Key, Tommy Jenkins, and and Mrs. Nathanial Orr on
Bro. James Phelps visited Sunday.
The sad but loving memory
Howard Morris on Wedof our dear mother, Mrs. Ella
nesday,
Bro. and Mrs,Jerry Lee and Morris, who died December
daughter. Tabitha, spent 19, is still with us as we
remember one year ago on
February 1 with hearts of joy
and a feast before .us we
celebrated, her 99th. birthday
hev. K ,n0 of Bon.9fore
Febr-uary 2. We were hoping
she would see her 100th mark.
Here is a poem I have written
in her memory:
Just a thought of sweet
-remem-b-rance,
Thousands of
Just a memory fond and true,
Used Paperbacks'
Just a token of affection,
And a heart still aches for you.
Often still our hearts do
• Current Best Sellers
wander,.
• Classics
To a grave not far away. • Mysteries
Where dearest mother was
• Historical Novelt
laid,
• Gothic Suspense
Just six weeks ago today.
• Harlequin Romance
• Western
• Non-Fiction
, • Science Fiction
PADUCAH PATIENT
•Children's Books
Dewey Hall of Murray has
been dismissed from. the
All at 1/2 Original
Western Baptist Hospital,
Price or Trade 2
Paducah.
Books You Have
Read for 1 of Ours
PADUCAH SPEAKER

By Mrs. R. D. Key
February. 1, 1977
[limn ard Morris had surgery
at the Baptist Hospital • last
Tuesday. Those there with
him were Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins, Mrs. JeSsle Paschall,
and Gaylon •Morris. Mrs.
Paschall, a sister, stayed With
tons until he returned home
January 26 when Mrs. Glynn
Orr and Mrs. Warren Sykes
stayed a few days with him.
Other visitors include Bro.
Warren Sykes, Mitch Sykes,
Morris Jenkins, and Milford

The Book
RAck

J

_r
SOeC.a. 1

OC

Dr. James T. Thompson.
chairman of the Department
of Agriculture at Murray State
University, will speak on
the
"Conservation" at
meeting of the Paducah
Garden Club to be held
February 18 at the Paducah
Country Club.

Section

Shiro News
Mon.-Srt. 10-6
SOS chistmo

753-4821

I.

Bill Bodey. Owner

Nacation incFlorida
Near
44 Walt DisneyWorld

,
1Decut A611
Gardener Accuses
Wrong Rose Thief
By Abigail Van Buren
. 1977 51 Crifcago Toboo• NY N•ve$ Syod Inc

ABBY: I've always gotten along well with my
.
DEAR
neighbors, hut listen to this. The woman next door has a
lovely Peace rose hush.
Last June she planned to take a large bouquet to decorate our church, but when she- came out early Sunday morning to cut the roses, she discovered that the bush had been
stripped!
Meanwhile, guests whom we had for dinner on Saturday
night brought me a large bouquet of Peace roses, which I
had placed in our front window.
When my neighbor discovered that her roses were gone
and she saw the bouquet in my window, she immediately
assumed that they se-re' hers, so she rang my doorbell and
awakened me. Then she forced her way into my house, took
my flowers and said some terrible things to me. I was too
shocked and bewildered to respond.
Since then she's been avoiding me, but her husband still
talks to my husband. Now it turn0out that on the Monday
following the episode. another neighbor had come to her to
apologize for her preteen daughter, who had sneaked into
her yard that Saturday evening and taken her roses!
My neighbor's husband says his wife is too embarrassed
and ashamed to fact. me,and I should swallow my pride, go
over there and make up with her.
Abby,I can t forget those shamerulThings She said to me.
I feel terrible about the whole thing, but since she's in the
wrong... I think she should come here and apologize to me.
How can this be settled so we can be friends again'?
ROSE FEVER

The various ways to wear the Versatile Scoop, one of
the new hair styles for spring and summer 1977 are
shown by models for the National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association who designed the new hair
styles.

Down Concord

Inauguration Day events
Discussed by The Writer

time comes to empty the attic
By Estelle Spiceland
of all the accumulation of the
February 1, 1977
Both presidents, Ford and years and souvenirs of a past
Carter, were examples of good which will never pass this way
on again.
sportsmanship
After the death of our
Inauguration Day with the one
bowing out gracefully and the parents who'had spent almost
other thanking him for leaving seventy years tognther- afid
behind him a legacy of peace. reared five children, there
We just hope that day of was the sad task of emptying
good will is symbolic of what the old trunk, boxes of
treasured letters and cards,
the future holds.
DEAR FEVER: She SHOULD come to you and apolThe extreme cold which and an old attic of everything
ogize, but since she hasn't and you want to be friends again,
swallow your pride (thorns and alll and make the first
man cannot control caused us from baby shoes to an old halfmove. Be mature. Defer.
to read Job 37:5: "God bed which proved to be much
thundereth marvelously with desired when refinished by
DEAR ABBY: I am 12. I told my father to g-o jump in the
His voice, great things doeth Mrs. Guy Lovins, and is now
lake. We live by a lake-hut it is frozen over now, so he
He, which we -cannot com- used by a great grand-'shoulciAave known I didn't really mean
daughter, Kelley Lovins. •
prehend."
He.grounded me indefinitely. How long is -indefinitely'?"
I found it more painless to
Concord is beginning to be
GROUNDED IN MINNESOTA
.
Concord again since the destroy without looking the
it takes your
DEAR GROUNDED: It's for as long
Belsons have opened the big hoard-of letters, cards, school
papers, and clippings saved
father to cool off. lApologize and promise to be more restore.
spectful,and it may'break the ice.I
Rut a man we all depended oyer the years,though most of
upon when we needed a their old belongings now have
•--DEAR ABBY: What clo TOU think of a 5-5. year old-Mama's
helping hand, Mr. Kelley sentimental value.
boy who gave his girlfriend an engagement ring in 1970 but
But a poem from Edgar A.
Smith, suffered a stroke one
does not allow her to show it to anybody because he doesn't
caught my eye:. .
Guest
wheelchair
a
is
and
day,
cold
want his mother to find out'?
"On The Last Day"
patient in his home just now,
Well, I am the girlfriend. I have gone with Arthur for 10
years, and I am pretty sick of this setup.. I met his mother
attended faithfully by family "With one more day to live,
Just once, when Arthur brought her to the eye door. He
members. We all hope he and only one,
let me go along for the ride. He never told her-I was his girl
I wonder what great task I'd
quickly recovers.
friend, though. The problem is. Arthur's mother has
Relatives and friends of work upon.
money, and she says:if he marries, she will leave it all to
Glertith Wisehart are sorry to Granted full strength for those
the ch urch
hear that he is' hospitalized fast fleeting hours,
He was so confused two years ago he wrote to you: and
after surgery especially since I wonder on what deed I'd
you told him to talk to his pastor. He said he did, and the
pastor told him he was lucky to have such a wonderful
his wife has been a wheel spend my powers.
mother.
.chair patient since having a I'd see how cheap are things
What am I supposed to do now'? I am 48 and not getting
men strive to claim,
stroke in January 1971.
any younger.
It's hard to talk Health as I'd have no vain illusions then
ARTHUR'S GIRI, "Dear Abby's" poem advised of fame,
when so many are sick, just as For that last day allowed on
DEAR GIRL: Put the ring through Arthur's nose and
.
would be to order rose earth to me
it
send him to his mother.
bushes (as I did) when people I'd be the person I've always
wished to be!"
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
are freezing.
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
We had never imagined how
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
an energy crisis could affect
the world- as this has. As a
song says;"In tines like these
we need an anchor."
I did enjoy Lochie Flart's
"Obentitled
article
servations." So many of us
have had that same ex- Some people believe that
Frank.es Drake
perience of -separating the honeysuckle will cure an obFOR SATLADA Y, FEBRUARY 19, 1977
sheep_from the goats". when a session with the past.
What kind of day. will SCORPIO
tomorrow be" To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
the stars say, read the forecast
Once you have made a
decision, back it up with
given for your birth Sign
vigorous action. You may run
ARIES
41ilk-k
into some opposition, but you
'
20)
Apr.
to
21
Mar.
1 can counteract with reason and
'
'
Slow down to gather forces logic.
more compactly; to conduct SAGITTARIUS
activities more adroitly. Don't r Nov. 23 to Dec. 21i
0.
4ti41
deviate from a pre-planned
Better-than-average aspects
program for no good reason, but, • in general, you will fare
Thru Thur.
however,
better at routine activities than
Sun.-2:39,7:30
TAURUS
in starting hew ventures. Watch
Mon.-Thur. -7:30 Only
• Apr. 21 to May 211
the budget!
Fn.&Sat. -7:25,9:10
You may need a little extra CAPRICORN
push over certain projects now I Dec. 22 to an 201
at
but, with your know-how and
IT'S LAUGHTER UNLEASHED!
Mixed influences. Plan to
-good judgment, you should be clear up .any confusing
able to manage nicely.
WALT DISNEY
situations. Security must be
PRODUCTION*"
GEMINI
built on a solid foundation - not
I May 22 to June 21i
on shifting sancLs.
--Arrotel-piteserrt tendencies AQUARIUS
THE
toward recklessness and ex- i Jan. 21 to Feb. 19i
'U24k
travagance. You could regret
If pleasure-bent, Shun risks,
such actions later.
unwise involvements, If busy at
('AN('ER
p .-) work, follow a system that will
.
:
fi(
TECNNICOLOR
June 22 to July 231
not overtax you. Easy does it Take a close look at factors in all things!
Ali, COIITTIAY PLEMMETTE ViNal
(
which influence your decisions. PISCES
Try to build a sturdier platform Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
from which to launch a more
An auspicious period. If yoii
Late
successful assault on ob-.'. cooperate smartly, you should
.jectuieS.
not only accomplish much but
LEO
"break through any barriers to
I July 24 to Aug. 23i '
124
'. hew attainment.
Fine solar influences encourage your efforts now,
YOU BORN TODAY are
Especially favored: business endowed with many talents,
'a/YgIrs, through which you can achieve
and---filiAriTraT
Thru Wed.
organizational interests, a highly successful life. You are
satisfactory conclusions to versatile, imaginative,
7:30
.7:30
sionSun.. :30,
complex business negotiations. discriminating and though
Only
Mon-Thur.
VIRGO
Fri. &Sat. -7:20,9:35
innately modest, you develop a
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A keen sense of the value of your
THE GREATEST AFRICAN
You may count on this to be faculties and become more
ADVENTURE EVER FILMED.
one of your more memorable outgoing, prouder of. . your
CtayS. - Lo#:Ple: TUT some tines- achievements 'as'Yo n grow
pectedly pleasant news and older. Excellent at research.
you could succeed as a scientist,
recognition for past efforts.
IJBRA
educator or journalist; could
also es" el at almost any of the
Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —
Personal relationships under arts. B thdate of: Nicholas.
,some restrictions. Keep private Copernicas, Polish astronomer.
matters separate from business Adelina Patti, Italian prima
activities and you will he less donna; David Garrick. English
bothered by dispute and-..tur..., actor; Lee Marvin, American
film star.
moil.

Your Individual
Horoscope

or
011111
Up.to4 Persons:
Septl- Dec15 $14 /
Deei6-1un14 $18
luni5-Aug 31 $22

c

So convenient to Disne.; World, the
Kennedy Space Center, Sea World,
Circus World Cypress Gardens.
Stars Hall of Fame. Busch
Gardens see them all'
Hideaway Inn
8 minutes from Disney

Winter Garden Inn
17 minutes from Disney

BOTH LOCATIONS FEATURE
• • Recreation
• Pool
• Lounge
• EfficiericieS
•Restaurant
TV
.\ Color
•Children under 12 tree in
Air Conditioning
same room with parent
• 2._doub le beds
For reservatIon iryormation and confirrn.atioia send che k Of
. 99,,_rj nom1;er of rooms \are now
.
d-nOney Order4cr.$0
aval!able so hurry'\. Cance ed• check oarantees yot r orr,
•

========

411111.11•10•1=11=1111.110.1,01

Check let choice Hid••way inn

Wint•r Garden Inn__
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DOUBLE
FEATURE!!

This Son.
Open - 6:45

"The Med*" (R)
and
"Roan Of Chains" (R)

Start - 7:15

Each Feature Shown Once Nitely

UT USENTEITSAM)

ts'S IRV
AD Etti0E1

e,

Winter MO
Garden II I

,By University of Kentucky cupied chair at the table.; 40"
in front of buffet drawers to
County Extension Agents
allow space for opening. ,..
for Home Economics
SHOPPING AT SALES Living or Family Room)"An understanding of the
to 30" for leg room in front
24"
various types of sales will help
pieces; 24" to allow
you take advantage of them. of seating
foot stools or
moving
for
Clearance sales usually offer
space for recliners
the biggest price reductions. hassocks;
still have
They are held to sell fashion to recline fully and
past;
walk
to
people
for
space
items that have not moved.
or
Annual, sales do not give 30" to 36" in, front of a desk
a
as
such
storage
door-type
drastic price reductions.
record player, or
Goods from regular stock are television,
machine; 40" in front
put on sale for a short period sewing
or other drawer
chest
a
of
of time. Take advantage of
to place end
-space
storage;
of
items
staple
for
sales
these
edges don't
front
the
so
tables
dress, such as hosiery, unthe edge of
derwear, pajamas and ac- extend beyond
cessories. Special purchase chair or sofa.
sales include items which
Traffic
Smooth-flowing
were reduced on the wholesale
30"
least
at
have:
Lanes
market. Look for slight im30" betperfections or lower quality in doorways; at least
mer- ween low pieces of furniture or
purchase
special
low
chandise. Many other sales between the wall and
bet36"
least
at
furniture;
the
increase
are used to
36"
volume of business during ween two walls; at least
or a
slow seasons. If you shop between high furniture
wisely, you may get a bargain divider and a wall.- Mildred
at a sale. If a sale garment W. Potts, LaCenter.
does not fit right, is not the
.!P
++++
right color, is of poor quality,
Plants that are grown in the
or if you don't have anywhere
to wear it, it's not a good buy house during the winter can be
after all. - Judy Hetterman, moved outdoors for the
summer. The best location
Hickman.
outdoors for the plants depend
+++
When a parent dies a child on the amount of sunlight they
needs someone he knows well can tolerate. If the plants do
to be with him and to tell him well in direct sunlight, they
the truth. The tears of can be set in the open. If they
grownups are not bad for need diffused sunlight, place
children, and a child should them under trees or tall
-shut out -shrulls where.they will get a.
net be
from us with ilryeyed silence. mixture of sunshine and
The child needs to be able to shade. If they need subdued
talk about the one who has daylight, keep the plants on a
died, in any way he wishes, shady porch. Plants that are
with those to whom he feels kept in pots outdoors need
the closest, When he recalls more frequent watering than
the memories, the unpleasant they., do indoors. To maintain
ones along with the happy plants through the summer
ones, it helps him to feel with a minimum of care, sink
natural and secure. A child the pots in the ground up to
nfeds to see that in spite of their rims. Lift or, twist the
gtfef and uprootedness that pots once a month to prexent
death causes, the living take the roots from groiving
up their lives and go on.-Sue through the drainage hole in
the pots. Before the nights
Fraser, Bardwell.
become uncomfortably cool in
+++
lift the plants and
autumn,
ROOMS WITH 'PEOPLE
repot them if necessary. If
SPACE" When thinking about
they are diseased or infested
room arrangement, -keep
space with insects, do not return
general
some
them to the house. — Juanita
requirements in mind. By
recom- Amonett, Paducah.
the
following
mendations, you will have
+++
enough space and avoid. that
Staystitching — To keep
crowded-out feeling. Of
curved and bias edges
course, your home may not
(usually necklines, shoulders
these
meet
expand to
and waistlines) from stretrecommendations. In that
out of shape, do a line of
ching
case, it will help to make the regular stitching directionally
most of the space you have.
42 inch from the edge
Dining Area - 24" of linear
Staystitching also serves as a
setting
table space-per place
guide for clipping curves. for daily use; 18" per place
Dean Roper, Courthouse.
setting for large crowds; 24"
Mayfield.
clearance behind each oc-

SNAGGY
,
ILA.
Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"Love Lips"(X)
18 Or Over Only

LEE
ROGER
MARVIN , MOORE

SHOUT AT
THE DEVIL[0i-1

e4

tigig'
Held Over 4* Big Week
Sun.-2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thur. -7:300nly
Fri.SiSat. - 7:20,9:20

Clos,#,"
S LVER

•to

JILL CLAYBURGH

1m

Ciniif

RICHARD PRYOR
11)G1

Thru
•

Sun.-2:30,7:30
Mon.-Ibur -7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat. -7:36,9:40

An unspeakable
1
crime IIMOnf
officers and ladles.
MAIM ICU.—

MICHAEL YORK
IUCHARD A1ITmosot.00
• TREVOR HOWARD
.
crArYKi,Ant
O4LV30PUrdi41.1347444
SUSANNAH 1110
'PG'

\1010
istsw00

4—
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ble• 40"
wers to
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Friday, February 18
Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have a
potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the church with Dr. W.• P,
Mullins, Jr., to show slides of
Holy Land.
•
Saturday, February 19
Murray Shrine Club will
have a social and dinner at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.

in front
to allow
or
ecliners
ill have
• lk past;
'desk or
ch as a
: yer, or
in front
drawer
:ce end
:es don't
edge of

Captain James Campen
Chapter of the Kentucky
Society of Sons of Americari
Revolution' will have a luncheon meeting at Colonial
tfouse Smorgasbord at noon.

Traffic
- 30"
30" betiture or
rid low
36" beteast 36"
e or a
Mildred

Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World 'Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 19
Chili Supper will be servet
starting at 5:30 p.m. at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church by the
Senior High UMYF.

we in the
er can be
for the
location
depend
ight they
plants do
:ht, they
n. If they
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ILL get a
me and
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ants on a
that are
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ing than
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summer
are, sink
d up to
twist the
• prevent
growing
e hole in
• nights
,ly cool in
: ts and
ssary. If
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at return
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e edge
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Secretaries Chapter Holds
•
,
Meeting At I nirersity Hank

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Basketball games will be at
MSU Fieldhouse as follows:
Murray men's junior varsity
at three p. m., Lady Racers at
5:15 p. m., and Varsity Men at
7:30 p. m., all with Western
Kentucky.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have a family dinner
_meeting_atthe Colnnia HillAP
Smorgasbord at 6:30 p.m. with
C. W. and Dortha Jones as
wagonmasters.
Mrs. William Major will
serve lunch at her home, 817
Nord;20th Street, to members
of Chapter M of P. E. 0. at
twelve noon.'
Sunday, February 20
Senior trumpet recital by
Jeryl Ann Fischer, Henderson, will be at two p. m.
and junior clarinet recital by
Rita Reasons,Dyersburg, Tn.,...
will be at 3:30 p. m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, MSU.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams
of Hazel Route Two will have
an open house at their home in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary from
one to 4:30 p. m.

•

Open house in celebration of
50th annivtrsary of Mr. and
Mrs. Reggie Jones will be held
from two to four p. m. at their
home.

Murray- @Amp(er, National
Secretaries Asen., met
January 31 at the University
Branch, Bank of Murray, with
Faye Wells, CPS, president,
presiding.
Joyce Haley reported on
the Christmas party shared
with the patient,' at Westview
Nursing Home. Mrs. Gladys
Reynolds, Paris, Tenn., gave
a check for $25.00 to be added
to the Mary Alice Trotter
Memorial Fund. Mrs. Trotter
was her daughter.
Two members turned in
their resignations. Melva
Holt, president-elect, will be
moving to Louisville, and Ann
Russell Harris, will be moving
to Chicago. Anita Thomas will
be serving on Secretaries
Week Committee, for Ann

• Sunday, February 20
Alford Chapter. No. 445
Order of the Eastern Star will
have a smorgasbord at the
Masonic Lodge at Aurora at
one p.m. Tickets are $2.50 for.
all yop can eat and children
$1.75.
First United Methodist
Church Women will have a
potluck supper at 6:30 p. m. at
the church followed by the
first session of the mission
study.
Wesley Student Fellowship
will be at United Campus,
Ministry from six to 6:45 p.m.
Monday, February 21
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
sweetheart dinner at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house for members
and guests.
Murray
Chapter,
Secretaries, will have its
"program of the year" dinner
at Winslow Cafeteria, MSU,at
seven p.m.
Community
Continuing
Nursing Education meeting
will be held at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Conference Room at 7:30 p.m.
with Dr. Charles Clark as
speaker.
Calloway
County
Association Tirr — Retarde-dCitizens will meet on the
second floor auditorium of
Special Education Building,
Murray State, at 7:30 p.m.

Harris.
The "Program Of the Year '
dinner meeting will be held
Monday, February 21, at
seven p.m. at Winslow
Cafeteria; Murray State
University.
Members attending the
meeting were President
Wells, Melva Holt, Carol Sims,
Linda Myhill, Annie Nance,
Doris Rowland, Martha Beale.
Joyce Haley, Frances Shea.
Meth Hateher, Anna Ruth
Harris, Mayre Palmer, lou
McHugh, Linda Farley, Betty
Baker, Joan Simmons, Bev
Stickler, Jean Fleming, Anita
Thomas, Patsy Dyer, and
Neva Grey Allbritten.

To Be
!lel(' On Sunday
F1->//07CSi/ lit)

FARMINGTON HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL ROYALTY -Miss Shelia Adams, center, was recently crowned basketball
queen at Farmington High School. Shown here during pre-game
activities of the Farmington-Fulton City game are left to right,
Miss Teresa Elmer, senior attendant; Miss Donna Usher, junior

attendant; Dody Harrison, :bliss Adams, Kent Hamblin., Tammy
Hengy, sophomore atendant; and Jean Ann Wilford, freshmen
attendant. The crown bearer and flower beam were Jennifer
Delk and ChrisWilson.

Miss Sheila Adams, Farmington High Senior, Crowned Basketball Queen
On February 1, Miss
Shelia Adams, a senior at
Farmington High School,
was selected from a field of
twelve candidates to reign
as the 1976-77 Boys'
Basketball Queen.

and Kent Hanehne. They
are the sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Reece Harrison and Mr.
and Mrs. Donald timeline.

annual and newspaper
staffs, and was voted Most
Athletic in the Who's Who of
the senior class.

Miss Adams is involved

The queen's court was
made up of one member
from each high school
class, chosen from three
girls who were nominated
by their classes.

in various activities at
Farmington School, serThe queen, the daughter
ving as captain of the
of -Mr and--Jesse - - varsity----theertesders,
Adams, was voted on by the
Future Business Leaders of
basketball team and
America officer, member
crowned by the two senior
of the Future Farmer of
.America, a member of the
ballplayers. Dotty Harrison

Miss Teresa Elmer was
selected as senior attendant Miss Elmer is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Freddie Castleberry. She
was escorted by Dody
Harrison

Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Center at twelve noon. Film
will be shown at 12:45 p.m.

The junior attendant was
Miss
Donna
Usher,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Ray Usher 'Her escbrt waS
Tony Smith

Re(,overy, Inc., will meet at
Presbpterian Church,
Main and 16th'Streets, at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F&
meet at lodge hall at
7:30 p.m.

Miss Tammy Hengy was
the sophomore attendant
and was escorted by Alan
'Cochran Her parents are
Mr and Mrs Don Hengy

Bluegrass State CB Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Calloway County Court House
at seven p.m.

Miss Jean Ann Wilford

was selected freshman
attendant,
and
was
escorted by Don Brittain.
Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Gene Wilford.
Other candidates
selected to via for queen
were Miss Donna Edwards,
senior; Miss
Marisa--Rodgers and Cheryl Wilson,
juniors,. Miss Stephanie
Halsell and Miss Debbie
Shell, sophomores: and
Miss Tammie Hardison and
Miss Sandy Pigg. freshmen
The crown carrier and
flower bearer were Miss
Jennifer Delk, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Delt,
Jr.;and Chris Wilson,_son of
Mr. and Mrs Bobby Joe
Wilson
All other Farmington ball
- players
and - varsity
cheerleaders participated
--in the program. Miss Lisa
Hunter, a student at Farmington High, provided the
music for the event.

OPpli
"A Celebration For Getting"
Mi !MillIP-67
1
ll
Acquainted" will be the
program for the Wesley
Student Fellowship Sunday,
February 20, from 6:00 to
6:45 p.m. at- the United
Campus Ministry, 202 North
15th Street.
The Fellowship is an
w 'thou t
nrganization sponsored by the
United Methodist Church, but
is open to all persons.

Don't '
Make a Move!'

elamagn

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Katie Redden of Hardin was
dismissed February 4 from
the
Benton
Municipal
Hospital.
BENTON PATIENT'
Troy Butler of Almo was
dismissed February 6 from
the Benton Hospital.

Our Hostess
Gifts ano Information are
the -Key tte YourNew Community
Mel Kihtlicy0 Ototland
Pewee p53.375

VP°

110••• 0••••• IMO•IN Yin

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD,Inc.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
•

Blood River Acteens will
meet at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church at seven p.m.

HOSPITAL NEWS

February 14, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Willis F. Adults 137
Pritchett will have open house Nursery 2
from two to four p. m. in
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
celebration of their 25th
Baby Boy Kennedy (mother
wedding anniversary.
Patty), Rt. 1, Puryear, In.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elizabeth A. McDowell, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra K. Craig, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. E. Sherron
Grace, Box 243, Puryear, In.,
Mrs. Pamelia Stanley, Box 64,
Farmington, Mrs. Wanda L.
Summers,2, Hazel, Mrs.
Karen V. Wilderson, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Mrs. Linda K. Watkins,
Rt. '1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Janice Weaker, 1300 Olive,
Miirrly,Mervin Ft Young,-Rt.
1, Kirksey, Carlton M.
Per Pose In Living
Outland, 1809 College Fm.
Rd., Murray,J. C. Farrell, Rt.
1, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Clara R.
Roberts, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
For Original Print Only
Burnice R. Bratton, 207 S.
•No Limit
16th., Murray, Rube V. Bird,
*Groups Okay
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn., Cecil L.
ft All Ages
Knight, Rt. 1, Alrno, Floyd
Garland, Hwy. 444, New
Concord, Mrs. Neva 0.
The Professionals
Manning, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
118 S. 12th 753-0035
Katie Simmons (expired), 102
Free Parking In Rear
N. 6th., Murray.

YOUR
PHOTO

119c
Color

Artcraft Studios

MISS SHELIA ADAMS, a senic- at Farmington High School,
was crowned Boys' Basketball Queen at the Farmington-Fulton
City game recently. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mn. Jesse
Adams;of fentltrtIllm

Debby Inman To Marry
Mark Smith At Church
Debby
Miss
Inman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Inman, 503 Barger Street,
Mayfield, has completed plans
for her wedding to Mark
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Smith, of Kirksey, route
1.
Vows will be exchanged on

WithYour
Hien
V%
Rot invite her to Nterle
_Skuri_an Studio'It yin.] c,;ik.ti
mike. iSt)
- Merle N()rmiin
cosmetic purch:Ise.each of
you is entitled to buy five
of our most tempting
henury enhancers for
Rist .

MERLE noRmAn COSMETICS
-,..,it h,KAI I trte,1.1 t•orniettpaarv I% thrr.ugh Aped Vi Ig 77 k00 V. htle skaprItes Tilt at
o'
• : . - , •••• ,., Redeemable on Is at ti ;40.in-base Se. Me whir reit,toy Nle rle Norma n Studros
,
,
LE dom ,imm .win ow iiimi roe ar win .1m& rob for•
owe
,
•
•

Friday, February 18, at semen
o'clock in the evening, at .
near
Rozzells
Chapel,
Mayfield. The double-ring
ceremony will be performed
by the Rev. James Moreland
Mips Inman, who will be
escorted to the altar and given
in marriage by her father. has
chosen Mrs. Jerry Milrs
as her matron of honor and
only attendant.
Clay Smith will serve his
cousin as best man. Ushers
will be Eddie finnan and 'Jack
Smith.
The guest register will be
kept by Mrs. Eddie Inman
A reception will be held in
basement
the
church
following the ceremony.
Assisting at the reception will
be Paula Adlich, Carolyn
Wilford and Rita Roberts

-RANGEFINDER°
-- TOLFAX9,--Eknet-tAP-t-'1-led° dentist, Barbara
drove to Cletelandfor• an
dental association seri recently, and got lost us
town traffic.
She was driving somey.
; aimlessly when she spoil.
' bumper sticker on a car at
II Said. 'TaridyPrank."
That message,'she rease
ould onlyk come from a der*:
So Dr SaWka followed the
tomobile and, sure enougtwas a Cleveland dentist
to the sainnageting
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The Editor's

Council
Seotii
--Girl
_
_Needs Our Support

Notebook

10 Years Ago
:Darrell-.Shoe-maker; civic and'
business leader in Murray for a number
of years, has resigned as Master
Commissioner of Calloway County.
A "Rudy's Football Association
Dinner," sponsored by gipha TaJfr
Omega fraternity and the Youirg
Business Men's Club, will be held
March 4, according to James Boone,
chairman of the dinner committee.
Deaths reported include Loid Preston
Parker.
Robert Wilson, administrator of the
Murray-Calloway 1 County .Hospital,
spoke on "Medicare and Its Effect On
u
-aaPitat
and-Kiwanis
Care”.atClub
the
meeting °ccaPaneY
of the Murray
Woman's
Murray
Club
held ,at the
• •
House.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gordon Cowin
announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Nancy Louise, to
Sammy Steven Knight, son of Mr, and
Mrs. Newel Knight.
r

By GENE McCUTCHEON
into •which it is absorbed. Most of the
Unless ,substantial financial support contribute. It-has been estimated by the
solutions to the financial crisis lie with
local administrative staff that it costs
can be obtained during the next few
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
the area residents and depend upon the
weeks, the Bear Creek Girl &out - frOtit $40 to 445 per girl, per year:to
The
those
interested in the
desire of
Council will be forced to dissolve and to provide scouting in the area.
scouting'program to continue the work
merge its responsibilities and services budget for 1977 totals about $88,000.
The 'following information . is
stamps, unemployment benefits,
including the cost of conducting Camp t of the Bear Creek Council, Mrs. Jones
reprinted from "Kentucky GovernWith another council, officials say.
educational benefits, farm subsidies,
.
- said.
Rep‘ated pleas for publica•support Bear Creek.
mental Affairs," a publication of the
research grants, and all _of the other
The council must , have financial
The last major fund drive by the
and efforts of the. Council ,have
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
.rtffeellaneous grants, subsidies and
conducted
in
support in the way • of sustaining
Council before 1976 was
produced little aid in the Council's
The United States government has a
handouts that seem to flow out of
membership- -contributions; business -gigantic prici tag.The proposed budget
—11iffic4ulties, according tO--the -Council i98.tJntIl the past- year, industry
Washington. 11 taken singlY7 these
people who are trained and experienced
donations to the Council have been
president.,Mrs. Charles Jones.
for fiscal year 1978 calls for outlaysbenefits are moderately alarming. But
in-fund raising and managenient are
The -Council -serves approximately relatively smallandiew-.$440 billion. As a historical review, the
taken together they point in one
badly needed to serve as heads of fund
The Board of Directors has en2,400 Girl Scouts in 13 counties of
,first POO billion budget was in 1962,
direction - the total control of the
couraged the various communities drives and as board members; many _ taking 186 years to reach. The first $200
Western Kentucky and Southern
American people by the government.
volunteers are needed to -aid in the
•Minois, -and if it-is- forced-to diss,olve, within the area served by Bear Creek
billion budget came in 1971, ancTif took 9- - As.government grows- people always
acraising
fund
fund raising projects in all capacities;
Council to enter into
the impact on the local scouting
years to reach. The first $300 billion
lose their freedoms. Big government
public support of the cookie sale is vital,
tivities and has set suggested goals for
_ _program may be great.
budget, iii 1975,took only 4 years. The
means more central cOntrol - control
Mrs. Jones said.
The financial crisis is the end result the communities based upon the
first $400 billion budget in 1977 will take
of the people through employment,
not
Other steps open to the,council are
number of girls served. However,
of a number of forces bearing on the
just 2 years. What is interesting is the
control of business through regulation,
-already being considered. Thcse in-council during the-past 'few years.- all have responded, Mrs,Iones-said.
Size of the budget is getting bigger
control of our • institiltions through
On
year
fiscal
The Council closed its
clude reduction of the administrative
'these include the increaseof salaries of
quicker. Can the dynamics be broken?
absorption orintimidation.
December 31, 1976, *ith a deficit of staff, sale of the office Wilding, and
• the administrative staff, the increase in
It is not at all certain but it could be.
It is not government spending, but
Boy Scout Troop 45 held many acpossibly the sale of Camp Bear Creek to
the cost of insurance, the increase in $8,789. This money was taken from
Members of the U. S. Congress and
overspending that creates our public tivities during Boy Scout Week. They
savings, virtually eliminating the an approved group: with the possibility
the cost of office space which led to the
the bureaucrats in Washington have
debt and springs in large measure closed the week by conducting the
balance remaining in the old restricted that the scouts could then rent it for
purchase -of a new office, and the inlong-distance bosses with little control
inflation. Our Founding Fathers had Sunday evening services at the First
camp programs.
crease in the size of the staff serving the fund.
over them. They seem to view life as a
some common sense and knew how to Methodist Church with Don Buxton
The Council's executive director,
Problems are many but with public
council in a paid capacity.
public auction, where they sell public
respect a penny. They disliked waste giving the main sermon.
Barney McGill, Said this week that the backing and financial support, Bear
Few of these increases were the
benefits for public votes. Today, just
and borrowing at interest. Thomas
"Hamp Brooks has a beautiful home
Council can continue to function only Creek Girl Scout.Council can stay inresult of deliberate choice on the part of
about lialf of government spending goes
Jefferson wrote in 1816 that "The out on the College Farm Road. It is in a
If
the
funds.
present
the
March
on
until
tact, McGill said.
the council's board members, officials
for social welfare, or transfer
greatest danger to be feared is the perfect setting," from the column,
-Written by Sue Miller
of the organization point out. Salaries. March cookie sale is very successful,
payments, in one form or another. An
public debt."
"Seen di Heard Around Murray"'by
the Council may be able to vontinue
-- Public --Relations were increased to meet federal labor
almost lialf-b1 me natiolI'1215 million
Our republic really had no debt ofany James C. Williams.
to
and
months
mittee
standards. These standards are en- through the summer
people receive a signifiOnt portion of
consequence until the Civil War. In
Murray State Thoroughbreds beat
conduct camp for the scouts.,ff it is not
Bear Creek Girl
forced by the national organization,and
their income from .the government;
1929, the federal debt stood at about $17 the Eastern Maroons to take third place
hold
lo
impossible
will
be
successful,
it
Scouf Council
the local Council was required-to meet
from social security, government
billion; by 1949, it was up to $252 billion, in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Board Member
Them in order to remain in good -stan- camp, he said. Several improvertiefits
and from then on the throttle was wide
employment, welfare, pensions, food
Mrs. Jack Frost who served as
ding with the Girl Scouts, U.S.A. at the campsite are required by the
open. Where do we stand today? representative of the Woman's Society
and
national headquarters before June,
Additionally, the staff was increased
President Ford, before leaving office, of Christian Service of the Methodist
two years. ago, again to meet the . the camp will not "be allowed to open
proposed the budget for the 1978 fiscal Church at the United Nations, spoke at
unless these requirements are met.
requirements of the natio:hie'
year; calling for outlays-$440 billion, the meeting of the Wesleyan Circle of
Not everyone is aware of the services
headquarters.
receipts -$393 billion, and a deficit- the First Methodist Church WSCS held
provided by the Council, Mrs. Jones
Insurance costs, whicll\ have in$47 billion more. The deficit would at the church.
By Dr. H.C.CHILEScreased for all professional -groups, said:
Icrease the national debt for PY 78 fa
The sale of Series E and H Savings
Besides operating Camp Bear Creek,
have also increased significantly for
$785.0 billion, The interest alone on it Bonds in Calloway County during
operation
the council directs the over-all
the scout council. The insurance
,outotti.e so
will be $44.6 billion per year.
1
January;amounted to $18,050.
of the scouting • program in the
carried by the council is somewhat
Kentucky's share of the federal tax
regulations
seeingthat
the
area,
county
similar to medical malpractice
burden for the new budget is $5.4
desires in those whom He saves, our
Power to Transform Life
coverage. Itprovides protection for the'-- and requirements of the national
billion, which comes to $1614 for each
requirement:
threefold
Lord
set
forth
a
By
H.
C.
Chiles
organization are carried out in._ an
vouncifond theindividual scout leaders
man, woman and child living in the
1. Self-denial.
•
Crowds
of
pilgrims
accompanied
approved manner.
and other adult workers in the event of
state. That is 33 per cent of all that we
-Whosoever will come after me, let
Mrs. Jones said the rnuncil's officPrs Christ on His journey to Jerusalem for , hiM deny hitnaelt-Self-denial means
aerick-nt-iiwolving scouts who arc in
es
f'3-pci-capftei is $4871.
and administrative staff are respon- the last Feast of the Passover before choosing Christ instead of self; saying
their care.
That is 'high, but just the "interest" ' HEARTLINE is a service for senior
I-14
.
death.
Among
the
curious
masses
sible for the selection and training of
Office space had been a problem for
alone on the national debt is eighttintes citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
who wanted to see Christ as He passed -no" to self, but"yes" to God.
r the council in years past, ad- -scout leaders; for maintaining an office
greater. Overpsending and borrowing answer questions and solve problems2.Self-renunciation.
through
Jericho
was
a
well-known
and
and.. meeting place for any scout
ministrators said. When faced with a
has made the debt so high that it will fast. If you have a question or a
"Take up his cross." "Cross" here
well-to-do
man
named
Zacchaeus,
business; for the training of specialties
refit increase and an office space cut
take
all the federal taxes collected in 21 problem not answered in these
afflictions
which
various
mean
does
-not
leaders who can work with the troops on about whom we shall note four things.
• two years ago,the Board of Directors of
states next year just to pay the interest columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
-commonly are called crosses, and
Luke
19:1-10
projects suck-as ecology and other
the Council elected to purchase a small
- the states of Alaska, Arkansas, Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
which we cannot avoid even if we
His Character
specific programs; _for providing
house for use as council headquarters.
Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, 45381. Senior citizens will receive
contrary,
it
means
would.
On
the
Zacchaeus was a Jew by nationality
library resource inaterial and program
This coincided with the increase of the
Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, prompt replies, but you must include a
something to be taken up voluntarily
and
a
publican
in
position.
He
thought
aides, such as slides, films, brochures,
staff size. The new facilities were
Nevada,
New Hampshire, New Metico, stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
endured
because
it
is
and
not
merely,
slide projector and other material for more of money than he did his nation; laid upon him.
purchased for $22,000, and paid for out
North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island, most useful replies will be printed in
_the
respect
of
hisfellossmen,
his
soul,
or
the use of leaders; for handling all
of money the Council had in savings at
South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, West this column.
3.Self-abnegation.
God. He was an extortionist,levying the
the time.
money, with the exception of the in- taxes to
HEARTLINE: I am 25 years old and
Virginia, Wyoming and Kentucky.
"And follow me." Self-abnegation
the
limit,
paying
the
demands
General inflation has affected the
dividual troop activities funds; for of the
am gradually losing my eyesight due to
But
the
figures
given
so
far
do
not
tell
obediently
another
means
to
accept
Roman
government,
and
adding
council's budget in the same way all
providing immediate help to each of the
the whole story. When you take into a condition called retinitis pigmentosa.
Person rather than self as the leader of
the balance to his personal savings. He
business and personal finances have
neighborhoods served, and for raising was
account the Treasury Department's It looks like I won't be able to continue
one's life and activities.
held
in
contempt
by
the
people.
been affected,administrators point out.
the money to provide these services.
Annual Statement showing total U. S. much longer in my job as a secretary
may
requirement
This
threefold
His Condition
Funding for the Council is provided
In addition, the office staff maintains
sound like a very difficult assignment, government liabilities - the whole because of the amount of reading I have
Zacchaeus
was
small
in
stature.
He
through four primary sources: United
a constant $3,000 inventory of patches,
panorama of federal indebtedness, to do. I've heard about a special
but it guarantees the most joyous and
was a social outcast. Being a traitor to
Fund participation, cookie sales,
badges, pins for resale to the troops. his
commitments
projected into the future definition of blindness to qualify for
no
other
possible.
There
is
uteful
life
country, he was hated by his
sustaining nIftribership donations, and
This allows troop leaders to purchase
for
government
employee pensions and Social Security disability benefits. Can,
highest
opening
the
door
to
one's
way
of
fellowmen.
His
ill-gotten
riches
enabled
community fund drives. All support
these items at any time, without
you tell me what it is? F.K.
social
security,
for example - the
development,
fullest
possibilities,
him to purchase many things, but there
. must be locally derived,directors of the
waiting. The staff. handles from 10,000
ANSWER: A person whose vision is
federal debt right now is over $6 trillion.
largest
and
greatest
happiness,
were
two
things
which
he
could
not
buy
•
Council stress. No direct financial
to 14,000 separate ifema in a year's
no
better than 20-200,even with glasses,
Given
that
number,
Professor
John
W.
enjoy
the
most
we
are
to
usefulness.
If
-peace with God and true happiness.
support is ever received from national
time,according to McGill.
or who has a limited visual field of 20
Kendrick
of
George
Washington
exemplary
be
abundant
life
and
Dissatisfied i•,
,illhirnself and his way
headquarters.
'
The Council ia also responsible for the of
degrees or less, is considered "blind"
University totaled up the net worth of
Christians, we must put down self_life, and with a great longing for
The Girl Scout Council is included in
financial support of- all council-wide
under the Social Security law.
the
American
people.
He
selfcounted
all
the
self-assertion,
and
conceit,
something better, he resolved that he
the United Fund contributions from
activities, such as the7 wider opstocks, bonds, bank accounts, land, Additional information about disability
selfmust
practice
indulgence,
and
we
would
go
to
see
Christ,
who
had just
Paducah-McCracken County, Mayfieldportunities program, which permits
benefits in case of blindness is available denial, self-renunciation, and self- buildings, highways, machinery, gold
Graves, Calvert City, Obion County, selected scouts to attend national come to town. It was not iasy for him to
at any Social Security office.
- everything. And, his total is $5.7
abnegation.
accomplish
his
purpose
because
of
the
-Ballard County anit-Massac County. -programai---the-Gia.-Scout
HEARTLIFIEL lam 46 years old and I
Although thi3 world is of tremendous _trillion.So the total government debt,if
multitude surrounding tne Saviour and
Illinois. These contributions provided
the Cadettes-on-the-Ge,program; and
have
one child. My husband recently
it
fell
due
right
now,
is
more
than
the
transcends
it
soul
worth
of
a
value,
the
his own smallness of stature.
approximately $21,000 of the council's
the Junior Jubilee.
-passed away. I have heard about country's net worth.
invaluable
is
soul
is
far.
That
a
by
Undaunted
by
these
handicaps and
operating funds in 1976.
The Council pays the insurance and
We should ask not what we are paying
obvious to any who will consider the
mother's benefits from Social Security.
obstacles, he went ahead of the crowd
The spring cookie sale provided
utilities for the/Girl Scout centers in
for our government. We should ask
immensity
paid
for
it,
the
infinite
price
Can
you tell me who is eligible for this?
and
climbed
the
famous
sycamore
tree.
in working
approximately $22,0(
Metropolis and Murray, which are
of its capacities, and the immortality of what our government is taking from us.
T.O.
That
was
a
very
undignified
thing
for
a
two
years-ego,
this
would
funds.--Until
available to any troops in the area for
its being. 'the souls of all who receive For .Freedom goes as government
ANSWER: If a man retires, becomes
public official to do, but Zacchaeus was
'have been restricted to use at Camp .campouts and overnight stays.
.
grows.
Christ as Saviour will be saved.
disabled or dies and the mother has
out
for
something
far
better
than
Bear Creek and to use for direct serIf-the local Council is merged with
children in her care (under 18),and Se
dignity, namely,to see Christ
vices to scouts. However, the money
another council, probably the -Kenis not yet old enough to draw wife's
•
His
Call
now is used as a part of the general
tuckiana Council at Louisville, much, if
benefits (62) or widow's benefits (60,50
When
the
Saviour
arrived
at
the
tree
fund. The dissolving of the restricted
not most, of the-local- control will be
if
disabled), the mother would be
which
Zacchaeus
had
climbed, He
fund was one of the measures taken by
gone, but the local communities still
eligible to draw mother's benefits from
- looked up at him and said: "Zacchaeus,
the Council's Board of Directors in an
will be required to provide the money
earners, $2.50 per month; payable in advance
her husband's account until the
make haste, and come down; for today
Times is published
The Murrai, Ledger
effort to meet general expenses.
By mail in (alloway County and to Benton, Harfor sainting If...the program is to be I
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Chnstyoungest child turns 18.
must
abide
at
t,hy
K.
.
and
house."
Mayfield.
Sedalia
and
Farmington.
din.
Christ knew
Sustaining metnbership donations
maintained, McGill said.
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn..$17 50 per
Mother's benefits may also be paid if
his
name,
Murray.
nature,
St
4th
Newspapers.
Inc
.
103
N
Murray
positiin,
and
$32.50
per
are contributions made bY industry or
year By mail to other destinations,
What this would mean to the area is
K4 .42071,
a
child, regardless of actual age; is
thoughts,
so
the
call
•
Was
year
quite
personal.
by individuals who are interested in
that there might be one member on the
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
Member of Associated Press, Kentuck4 Press
under a disability Which began before
Knowing that startled Zacchaeus was
scouting and in helping the organization
42071
Publishers
Southern
Newspaper
Association and
board , of directors of the new council
the'child reached 22 and the child is in
an outcast, but had a_real desireto see
Lissociation
444/BSC44444144N RATES In ar.'•• served by
function. These- funds- -amounted -to- fromthis-arearather than a local-board—
her care
the
Lord,
the
Master invited Himself
approximately- $6,000 in 1976. The to direct activities. All training and
into
the
home
of
this_greal_sinner.
This
largest of these contributions was a $500- service would be moved from Paducah
is\the only known occasion that Christ
• • donationfrom an area hidustry.
to the new council center. The property
ever did sucka thing.
-Corfrinantty callipaigns in Fulton and
belonging to the council, including
His Conversion
Murray, and a fund raising dinner in
Let's Star Well
Camp Bear Creek, would revert to the
When Christ singled out Zacchaeus,
.Paducah, brought in another $3,400.
new council or to Girl Scouts. U.S.A.,
Fees paid by scouts who attend day •with the local officials having no control addressed him by name, and called
upon hint to minister unto Him,it broke
camps and Camp Bear Creek are used
of disposition. The local staff would be
exclusively for food, camp workers, reduced from six to one or two petsons. his heart to think that here is One Who
.. camp programs and other expenses All patches and other materials would sees me, knows me, cares about me,
By F,..11- Blasingame, M.D
- directly connected with the operation of haVe to be obtained from the new and needs Me: He descended the tree
swan
,
and
joyfully
received
Christ into
ti:..e7te camps. Council administrators council center, probably in Louisville,
-identify elevated pressure. It
inherited tendency. The walls of
his home.
Complications of high blood
point out that the fees meet about half
Q: Mr. T.H. asks why there is
according to McGill. Camp Bear Creek
may be up. and produce no
the arteries become tight and
in
an
interest
such
currently
presttre, while they may come
Zacchaeus'
conviction
of
the cost of the camps,and the balance
sii)
andihiting
would no longer he-for tie
resist
when
-The-heart
Torlfitem - - •
-Filorid pressure-. Hts- kenttst
on Sias+,are serious and consist
feignedrepentance reception of Christ
is paid from the council's general fund.
punts blood through them.
of area scents, who would have to use
High blood preesure often runs
wanted to take his blood presof heart attakk, stroke or kidney.
All Camp Bear Creek maintenamer thes_amp along with the entire council confession of faith in Him,restitution of
present,
hypertension
is
Once
in families It is more common in
sure before working on his teeth.
failure, if untreated. High blood
possessions, joy of heart, and reforits tendency persists for the re
upgrading and capitol -expenditure
black males It is worse when asand at a nearby pharmacy, he
pressure shortens life and inmation of life were-excellent evidences
mainder of the person's life-even
comes from general hinds. The camp
sociated .vut, sugar diabetes.
saw a Sign offering blood prise
creases disability if pressure is
with treatment. Unfortunately,
of his genuine conversion and salvation.
sure readings as a'part of the ex- 'heavy smoking, obesity, erno-,'
ranger is considered a full time emnot kept down.
mane people believe that the dik
tional sires and lack of regular
panded service to customers.
A terrible grafter had been tranTreatment is effective if taken
ployee of the council.
ease is curable and stop taking
For the preaching of the cross is - sformed into a generous giver. A
exereLSC.
A: A major campaign has
as .prescribed. While . the
Rental of the camp site t
proved
brought
once
it
has
meditation
but
--for-severalfoolishness;
-way
to them thai perish
been undee
medicines may cam symptoms
-Pres-Sure is considered
marvelousetrange was wroughj,in him,
roups brought in about $600 st year.
the pressure down to acceptable (diarrhea,
years to detect those who have • to be high when it S higher than
unto us who are saved it is the. a as is true of every person who repents
sluggishnem dePresgoes
op
pressure
levels.
Blood
, Although th,e Council
rves 13
(hyan elevated blood pressure
lion and impotence) when first
140 (40tolic) over SO (diastohr).
power of Cod. I Corinthians 1:18.
of
his
sins
and
when
the
medicine
is
disagain
receives
i"the
Son of
counties, a d provides scouti to girls
pertension). It is imated that
started. drugs usually can be adSystolic is the time when the
continued.
one in every 10 persons(from 201
-in all ttiese °unties, mime a not able
The world says that see& is be- man" Who ''is,conie to seek‘and to save
justed to relieve side effects and
heart- is pumping out blood, and
instrument
pressure
blood
A
ta 25 mibion Americans) have
lower blootpressure,
to contribu in any way to the support
diastolic is between beats.
lieving God says that believing is that whieli was lost."
at
and
used
may be obtained
the disease and that only about
Mark 8:34-36'
The cause of most cases.othyTreatment is ahvays a regu• of the council. This ir.eana that their
seeing When we do, we recognize
pressure.
Arecord
-Tiikiite
to
take
it.
know
them
of
two-thirds
•
*tension is unknown. It probalar, persistent lifetime matter
In pointing the way to true
that preaching clintains ifie power
.'hare of the financial burden must be
your
physibe
kept
to
show
can
measuring
other
than
test
No
•
bly is related to a congituional.,.
• Cilhat Ifn thlwl Nan %him. h
discipleship, which is what Christ
cian at the neid
. ..carried by the communities which do 'Of God.
the pressure with a Cuff will
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•

Five Points
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Trenholm's

Palace
Cafe

753-7175 .,

Center
' Most Complete Deportment Store"
Murrays

tntmekit Fried Chiekta
753-1751

"It's Finger Lickin' Good'
Try Our Delicious Beef end Hem Sandwich es
Sycamore at 1 2th
Call in Orders 753-7101

PHILLIPS

.
Rudy Lovett

66

Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd
753-2752 or 753-3571

Cain-AMC
Jeep

Hornet - Matador-Gremlin-Jeep- Pacer Wegon
Top Ovelity Used Cars
Pfierm 753.64411
106 Coldwater Rd.

,----/

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

thicken - Pizza -Spaghetti
Lunches - Steaks - Sandwiches

753 7992

1'...2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489

Farmers Grain

Paschall Truck Lines

& Seed Co.

"

Murray Cablevision

75 3-1 7 1 7

"Jesus Saves"'

Dan Boaz-Owner
Railroad Ave. 753-3404

Murray, Ky.

End., so.. Monogvinent

Stokes Tractor &

A.B.C. Play School

4411D

pr-4

_

Dunn, Furniture

•

Implement Co.

Storey's
Food Giant

.

Tabers Body

.-__,

,

-Go TG

Let us Entertain You
1
15:
1

-

-

Murray

i
'
Kelley
s Termite &

Tire Service
Ewing'
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenyer-Truck E. Farm Tires
808 Coldwater Rd.
., 753-3164
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Grecian tteak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host

I

We we mania, specials Daily, Men. Him Then.
Fri., Sot., Sim. - TAM** Steak Special
No 13th, f rt. 641 - Call in Orde.s to 7S3-4419

• -"For All Your Fertiliser Needs"
103 Maple -753-1933

7531777

& Air Conditioning

,

-

'Residential

rs3-6t6t

Economy
Selections
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. P012 Midnight

The Little

•

'
Big John's
lion, of OvIllify

°Pen 6: 30• il Close II 00 ens Sensiey Open 8 00• in Close 10 00 p in
Soot* 121-h Phone 753 9131
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Repoirs A Installation

4t1,

D. Lents, Dewitt A. Joliet end

641 North - 753-2654
.

PM

Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
. Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgt. E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-1220

,
'0 •
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..,
,,

jilt k k Z-1,40A:

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDAIRE - MAYTAG

403 Maple

Phone 753-1713

-,,,,,,

Private Bre6kfest, LONCItINWS, Dirwers
Sunday IOW lvackiettii 11 te 1;30

Lynhufst

Resort

Col end IC' Monies Brows owners
Phone 416 2345 and 436 5376

•

South 12th St. 753-548fi

Shirley
'
s Florist &
Garden Center

Toys & Gifts

•••

as.

Larry Suite,. owners

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service

•

a

Murray Memorial Gardens
lefty

'

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

Sun.

641 Super Shell

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181

Theatres
ig1611;

753 ebb.

Free Pickup & Delivery

Air Condition,. item,1115ronmercial Ref myercrtion

& Pizza House

Disielend Caster

Open 9,9
Mon.-Sat.

..--."'

.
Your Plani & 1Aeker
Headquarters

Plumbing -(leating
Ct:Jrch Sunday

Randy Thornton Service Co.

r--114af'4,.,...___c----A

153-3037

,..
,
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Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.

Shop, Inc.

401 Olive - 753-5312

Fancy Plants

-_

,____4
4-_

I -6

Shop For The
Entire Familv

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Murray Electric System

DeVanti s Steak

So. 13th St.

S Deys

V1, orship With 'tour( hilaren
•C hildren Are Cods Gift
753-8807
1606 Ryan Ave Muvoy
....zoefr. C. .

Quasar

Acres of
Free Parking

501 si

Pest Control
We use plastic 8,
wood treatment for
7533914
mold fungus

Hews 6:45..0 to Spa

fr_.. _

T.V. & Appliance

-

.,....,

Whirlpiml sales & Service
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Roac
Phone 753-1319 Uncle- Jeffs Shopping Center
a
*
, BeL,Air Center

Creative Printers, Inc.

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285

753-4845

Bowl,ng A t Its Best
Chestnut St.
Ph. 753-2202
753 1215 1415 Main St.

a

100

753-2947

402 N. 12th

.

Corvette Lanes

Member FDIC
So. 12th 8 Story
753-6655

500 Main
753-3231

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. -Murray
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Wells Electric

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
s753-4424

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th 8 Chestnut
753-4132
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Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor

Regional Finals Tonight???
1

of her 16 points as Susie Imes of the
DRIVING FOR TWO — Tommy Boone flies down the court and gets ready to fire up two
hook shot with 11 seconds left in the
five-foot
Lakers defends. Behind Boone ore Denise Bumphis(5)and Rose Ross (22). Boone's
game gave the Tiger girls a 36-35 win over the Laker:.

(Staff Photos by Mike Broaden)

Boone Sparks Murray To
36-35 Win Over Lakers
to Calloway in the second half
Boone fouled
_ _
ln..the game to .gi_ve Murray loose ball,
W-WatliosSlisdlotte--to-Murray
McKenzie.
Marilyn
immore
High the win. But
free
the first half.
in
first
the
hit
McKenzie
portant, she scored 10 of her
'Boone was aggressive and
second.
the
missed
but
throw
last
the
in
points
16
game-high
and of course, she's the type of girl
quarter to bring the Tigers She got her own rebound
the who'll never say die. She'll
back from a deficit of nine put up an eight-footer from
fall just keep working until the
the
but
bucket
the
of
front
points.
end. When she gets
Boone was all over the floor, fellshort and Tiger center very
started, she picks up her
rebounded.
Bumphis
Denise
and
defense
super
playing
Then with 11 seconds left. tearrunates.
hitting the boards on both ends
and . "Generally, our team plays
of the court. And her shOoting Boone hit her hook shot
the pretty much the way Tammy
By
36-35.
led
Tigers
the
was deadly. .
added.
"She got hot at the end," time the ball had been thrown plays," Fitch
with ,.16
finished,
six
Boone
only
were
there
inbounds,
Davis
Marianne
Laker coach
rebounds and
nine
and
points
left.
seconds
said.
The Lakers got the ball was the only Tiger in twin
highly respect Tammy
the court and Susie digits::
down
player
Boone as an All-Region
Ross had 14 for the . Lakers
and possibly even an All- Imes, who was, completely
Stephanie -Wyatt,from
while
10-footer
a
tried
covered,
stop
can't
Stater. When you
best games
somebody like that, you're,,the left side but the shot was playing one of her
10 points.
had
horn
the
Season,
as
the.
of
deflected
partially
Davis
beat,"
get
to
going
outrebounded
Calloway
sounded.
added.
"We missed 10 layups in the Murray 37-29 with Pinner
For much.of the game, the
grabbing 14 and Wyatt 10.
Coach Davis said.
game,"
Boone.
Lakers had stopped
Going into the last period, "We were too anxious and at Bumphis had six rebounds for
the end, we lost our cool. Murray.
Calloway held a 29-21 lead.
The Laker girls drop to,10-8
And with six minutes left to Felicia Pinner fouled out with
about five minutes left in the with the loss while Murray
play, the takers led 31-22.
now sports a 9-3 season mark.
Senior forward Mary ,Ann game and that hurt us.
Both teams will be in action
"But I thought we played
Littleton hit a five-footer from
the right side then Boone better than we have in a long Monday. St. Mary is at
countered with a short jumper time. I feel like people better Murray High while Fulton
in front of the basket and watch out for us because we County visits Calloway.
from
Signs Contract
with 4:58 left to play, Calloway have our old momentum
REINMAN GAME
back," Davis added.
11 - 32
8 7
Murray
ATLANTA ( AP) — Free led 31-26.
8 16 4 3-36
Calloway
In.. the first half, it was all
Littleton, who had only four
agent pitcher Wayne Granger
Daniel, Britt I, Rollins
Murray 32
2, Hibbard 8, Wells 4, Swift 17 Bogard
has signed with the Atlanta points in the game, then hit Rose Ross.
Ross was firing in 15 and 20- and Milton Tiger frost niist 2-4 in
Braves,- the National League another short jumper and it
season
Calloway 36. - Lamb 4. Farr, Emerwas a three-point game, 31-28 footers at will and hitting
club announced Thursday.
them too. And while she was son 10. Scott, Pas( ;tall 9, Eihtards; and
The 33-year-old reliever with 4:35 left to go.
Graham 6 taker frost] now 6-7 on
Over the next two minutes, hitting the shots, sophomore season
pitched in 27 games for thee
was
Wyatt
Stephanie
center
Montreal Expos last year, Boone hit for six consecutive
f..! ft pf tp
4 16
Boone
finishing with a 3.66 earned points and Murray held a 34-31 hitting the boards.
1 4
By intermission, Ross had Littleton
run average. Granger pitched lead.
' 1 4 5
Runiphis
1 2 5
With 1:39 left in the frame, 13 points and the Lakers held a Farrell
under Braves Manager Dave
2 6
Washer
the Laker girls finally ended a 22-17 lead.
Bristol at Cincinnati in 1969.
Trials
11, 4 13 36
"I felt the key to the whole
Ginn,
five-minute scoring drought
lii ft pf tp
as Rose Ross hit a free throw thing was stopping Ross in the Ross
0 2 3 14
For Correct
coach
half,"
Tiger
second
0 0 4
Lioes
to make it 34-32.
Pinner
1 0 5 2
Fitch
said.
Then after the Tigers had Jane
M McKenzie
0 3
Ross was able to score only C. McKenzie
missed a free throw, the
,1 0 1 0
1 2
0
Todd
1
final
two
the
in
one
point
Lakers tied it at 34 apiece with
Wyatt .
4 2 2 10
Totals
14 7 12 35
1:11/_.lef . _Nhtn_ Marily n periods-.12 5 4 15-36
"She had it her way in thea Murray
McKenzie hit two charity
tielloway
II 1; 7 6-35
first half. She was hitting up
tosses.
from
and
the
front,
corners
over
ball
the
turned
Murray
with 57 seconds left and the from everywhere else," Fitch
Courtesy
Lakers began to work the ball said.
Then in the second half, the
around, running down the
i /BANK
PEOPLEt
Tigers put a box-in-one on
seconds
24
with
And
clock.
IT.
URILAT
411111111NIMINF
left, in a wild scramble for a Ross and Boone began doing

By MIKE BRANDON.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Remember a few years ago
when Murray High and
Calloway County used to play
before a packed house and the
games were classic confrontations that were decided
in the last few minutes?
In the past couple of years, a
little steam has gone out of the
rivalry ,and the games just
haven't been what they used to
be.
But the girls? They are a
completely different story.
For the third .time this
.. season, the Laker and Tiger
girls matched up on the
basketball floor. And in two
previoiii,meetings, the teams
had split.
Thanks to Tammy Boone,
the Tigers took a 36-35 win
over the Lakers in Jeffrey
Gymnasiam Thursday night
to take th "rubber" game of
the series.
Boone fired in a five-foot
hook shot in the middle of the
lane with only 11 seconds left

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
Day or Night

thing as being a key for tonight," Butler added.
Man-for-man,it's going to be quite a show.
The guards of Murray High will have a height advantage
over the McManus Brothers. But the McManus Brothers
didn't let a little mismatch worry them.
They are two of the most aggressive players in the
Region. Both are scrappers who dive on the floor and give
every ounce of energy during the entire 32 minutes.
Whittemore is an outstanding leaper and Allred is
perhaps, the best all-around player in the First Region.
Jones, a very aggressive forward, is perhaps one of the
most under-estimated players in the Region.
The Rough Riders come into the game ranked first in the
poll of coaches. Murray is ranked third.
A win by Symsonia would make them the favorites to cop
the Regional championship.
A win by the Tigers will prove Murray is capable of
beating anyone in this Region.
From a writer's standpoint, and let's add that a writer
who has seen more games than most fans, Symsonia deserves their number one ranking.
Outside of Meridian (southern Illinois' top-rated team), I
have not seen a better team anywhere this season. That
also includes Christian County. .
Symsonia is a well-disciplined ballclub. Talent wise?
Nobody really knows if they have that much talent or if Don
Butler is just one heck of a coach.
Really, with 5-6 and 5-7 guards, you have to wonder how
the Rough Riders can be 21-3.
But at the present time, they are the best team in the
Region. Not far behind are Murray, Mayfield and Tilghman.
A bit behind those clubs are Lowes and Lone Oak.
—the Regional
Lone Oak arid'IllgWan willTia doubt be-th
And so will (in all probability) Mayfield and Symsonia.
Hickman County and Carlisle County should make it along
with Murray High from the Fourth District. It's anybody's
guess as to whether it will be Calloway or Marshall County
as the second team from this District. But trying to pick a winner in the Regional for March
Madness? I'll stick with February Frugality.

The finals of the Regional Tournament . will be held
tonight at the Murray State Sports Arena.
No, you haven't slept through March Madness. But
tonight's game between Murray High and Symsonia could
well be the final game of the Regional.
Symsonia, barring a major upset, will be in the RegiOnat—
Lowes and Mayfield are !Allying each other in the District
and Symsonia should beable to coast into the championship
game of the District.
And although Murray High &,sv tfe dubious honor of getting the bye in the three-team "Fourth District, the Tigers
should be able to make it into the Regional.
"I don't really have any idea ofhow Murray will come out
in their District. Nobody will know until after the first night
who Murray will be playing," Symsonia coach Don Butler
said.
Butler's club is 21-3 on the season. They've lost to Lone
Oak in the St. Mary Thanksgiving Tournament, to Tilghman in the Tilghman Invitational, and of course, they lost
at Lowes.
In an earlier meeting, the Rough Riders coasted to an
easy 87-74 win over Murray High at Symsonia.
Symsonia will be in top shape for tonight as will Murray
High.
The Rough Riders will start 6-4 senior James Whittemore
in the pivot with 6-2 juniors Mike Jones and Tim Allred starting at forwards.
At guards will be 5-7 senior Mark McManus and 5-6 junior
Roger McManus.
Will the fact Murray High has played two games this year
on the Sports Arena floor be an advantage for the Tigers?
-"I don't think it will be any kind of a disadvantage to us,"
tinier said.
"There's a lot of difference in a lot of floors and we're not
going out with any different attitude. We're just going to try
to play it like we normally do, set up and run our plays and
try and play good ball."
Keys?
"There could be a lot of keys," Butler said.
"Murray plays good defense and most of the time, our
defense is strong. I don't think you could really point to one

Arizona Survives Scare
To Edge Brigham Young
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
•
Vern Thompson's slip was
showing. And, oh, was his face
red bec:a use of it.
While 14,129 fans watched at
Provo, Utah, Thompson
slipped and lost the ball while
moving downcourt.
This mistake led to a basket
for 17th-ranked Arizona and a
64-62 Western Athletic Conference loss for Brigham
Young.
"BYU had the ballgame
won and we took it away from
them," said Arizona Coach
Fred Snowden. "Thompson's
slip in the closing seconds
gave us a chance because
BYU had a man open under
the basket."
As the ball slipped through
Thompson's fingers, BYU
Coach Frank Arnold could see
another game slipping out of
his grasp. It was the 13th loss
in a dreary season for him.
"What a shame," he said,
"what a shame. Ninety-five
per .cent of the time, it was a
super game for us. When we
had a 10-point lead, we made
some bad passes. That was the
other five per cent."
The victory kept the
Wildcats tied with Utah for the
WAC lead,. each with 8-2

DIAL 753-6363

A Stroke
of Genius.

records. Utah kept pace with a
77-72 triumph over Arizona
State.
in
Elsewhere
college
third-ranked-basketball,
UCLA trimmed Oregon State
89-76, fifth-rated Michigan
defeated Iowa 91-80, No. 12
Minnesota stopped Michigan
State 99-77, and No. 20
Syracuse crushed Rhode
Island 70-47.
A jump shot by Herman
Harris with 28 seconds left had
tied the score at 62-62 for
Arizona. Then Thompson's
error allowed the Wildcats to
take the game's last shot.
Gilbert Myles missed — but
Phil Taylor tipped in the ball
with eight seconds left, giving
Arizona its winning points.
Jeff Judkins' 27 points led
Utah over Arizona State. The
high scoring of the 6-foot-6
junior helped hold off a late
Arizona State rally.
Jim Spillane scored 21
points and Roy Hamilton 18,
leading UCLA past Oregon
State. Hamilton scored three
baskets in the final minutes,
helping the Bruins pull away.
Rickey Green, Steve Grote
and Dave Baxter combined
for 47 points, leading Michigan
past Iowa. It was a tight game
for the first 12 minutes. Then
Michigan broke away, mostly
on the shooting of Baxter,for a
45-32 halftime lead.
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Get acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors.
And if you buy now you'll receive:

Dump Cart of any new

purchase
Troctor Sole
with the
$2750 00
Gorden
Case
00 to that
S995
model
priced from
the
depending on needs
your
best fits

When you're in the mood to buy,
we're in the mood to bargain!

McKee! Equipment us:
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut,

Murray, Ky.

753-3062

Revival'77
1st Christian Church
Murray
Feb.20-22,Sunday-Tuesday
7:00 O'Clock Nightly

Suzuki introduces the new GS series
with Double Over Head Camshaft.

GUEST PREACHER

0.

Mon-7 AM - Prayer Breakfast
Holiday Inn

Sermon Titles
Sun-AM
-God's Human Resources"
Sun-PM
"Did Christ Come Too Soon"
Mon-PM
"The Twenty Ninth Chapter of Acts"
T ues-PM
"Turning Hope Into History"

•Advanced DOHC engine for hot weed performance
•Lsghtweight. highly rigid frame •Low positioned seat and superior suspension system
•Balenced muffler design.(2 into 2. GS4001 (4 into 2, GS7501 •Disc brakes
\

-

SUZUKI
Pre-Seasbn Sale .
in Progress Now
Save Up To 40%
Sale Ends 8-3847

Available Early March
GS-S50

sou% anima

SUZUKI OF PARIS

SUZUKI'wt.
Paris, Tn.

HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE — That's what Rose Ross
was doing Thursday night against Murray Nigh, she was hitting
from here, there and everywhere. Ross fired in 13 points in Hoe
first half before being held to only one point in the second half
as Murray High come from nine points behind to win. Nero,
Ross gets a secondary rebound.

Dr. lames A. Moak, of Lexington, Ky., General Moderator of the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)io the United States and Canada

•
wit
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CO-WINNERS - hi the Calloway County Junior High Basketball Tournament lest week, an error
was discovered after the cheorleading trophy had already been presented to East Calloway, according to county school officials. Eight points were not awarded to the North squad, mhich
would have been enough points to give the cheerloading honors to North. Due to the fact the
trophy was presented before the error was discovered, school officials said East will shore the
honor with North and both will receive trophies. The North cheerleaders ore, top row left to
right, Donna Swift, Darlene Walker, Wise Curd and Gina &orgy:. Front row, Gino Bynum, Dee
Dee Darnell, Mitzi Newsom and Morcieir Cunningisom.
•

Indoor Meet To
Be Held This Weekend
OVC

Murray State doesn't figure
The 'two-mile relay team
to win the Ohio Valley Con- will consist of Tony Keener,
ference Indoor track cham- Johnston, David Warren, and
pionship at Morehead this Mabbitt. The team has the
weekend but Racer coach Bill hest time in the conference Cornell thanks his distance a 7:36 - which misses
men and relays will be among qualifying for the national
the best in the meet.
championships by only three
The two-day meet, the third seconds.
indoor championships in the
The mile relay team of
OVC's history, will get un- Sylvester Onyekwe, Mabbitt,
derway Friday at 6 p.m. Norman Simms, Chimes, and
Finals in the high jump, long Steve Crisafulli hasn't run up
jumps the distance medley to par yet this season, acrelay, and the three-mile and cording to Cornell.
preliminaries in most of the
Other Racer entries and
other events will be held their best times are:
during that session. The
High jump: Bill Bradford, 6concluding session will begin 8, and Axel Leitmayr, 6-8;
Three mile: Brian Rutter,
Saturday at 10 a.m.
The Morehead track, in use 13:40, and Mike Vowell;
for the first time this season,
Norman
vault.
Pole
is a 167-yard, banked-board DeCaussin; '14-6, and Keith
oval. The two previous indoor,. Fortin,- 134;
championships were at Middle
Shot put: Stan Simmons, 51Tennessee, the only other 10.1 ;
league member with indoor
Mile: Brewer, 4:09.1, and
facilities. Western Kentucky Rutter, 4:10.5;
is defending champion.
440:
Onyekwe
and
The Racer distance medley Crisafulh;
and two-mile relays will likely
60-yard high hurdles: Tom
be favored in the meet. Potter, 9.2;
Distance medley runners will
60-yard dash: Stanford
be Mitch Johnston, half mile; Patrick and Don Manning;
Dennis Mabbitt, 440; Pat '880-yard dash: Chimes,
Chimes, three-fourth mile; 1:51.8 (relay leg), and
and Martyn Brewer, mile: Johnston, 1:54.3;
Cornell figures the team
600-yard dash: Simms,
should better the Murray Mabbitt, and CrEiafulli;
1000-yard run: Warren, 2:12,
school record of 9:56.

and Kenner, 2:13.6;
Two-mile run: Brewer,
Richard Charleston, and Tim
Butt.
Brewer won the 'Blue-Gray
mile in the Mason-Dixon
Games last weekend, setting a
new Murray record in the
process. Shot putter Simmons.
a freshman, was fifth in the
Mason-Dixon, just inches
from a new school record.
Warren's 1000-yard run of 2:12
is also a school record.
The distance medley relay
was first in the Mason-Dixon
Games and the two-mile relay
was second in the Indiana
University Relays.

By El)SHEARER
"Alabama knows it needs before the season started that
AP Sports Writer
this one to get back on more or I'd take a 15-3 record and let
The three-way scramble for less an even keel as far as the everybody shoot at it."
the Southeastern Conference chainpiOnship
That -might not.happen this
is'
race
basketball championship hits concerned," said Tennessee time, main' because each of
the crucial stage Saturday Coach Ray Mears.
the contenders won road
when 14th-ranked Tennessee,
Coach C. M. Newton, games at Auburn and
the league leader by a half- seeking a fourth straight Alabama and Kentucky
game, visits. fourth-ranked conference title for the Tide, disposed of Florida in
Alabama in a regionally said earlier in the week that Alligator,.4ey-the on*
televised showdown.
his assistant coaches did all place Tennessee has fallen.
Tennessee enters the 4:10 the worrying about Ten=
Kentucky got an edge when
p.m. EST battle with a 12-1 nessee- he just did the it upended Alabama in
conference mark and an 111-4 - yin/Ty:mg about Ins own teanz..., Tuscaloosa, but the Wildcats
overall record. Alabama is-10tholight three losses absorbed their only SEC
2 in the conference and 19-2 for would win or tie for the con- defeat at home-against'
the year. attempting to reach ference championship," Tennessee on Jan. 12. Since
the 20-victory plateau for the Newton said. "It still may then. Kentucky has reeled off
fifth straightseason.
work- out • that way. I said 40-eonseetitive vietosios.
Meanwhile. Kentucky.
ranked second nationally and
the preseason favorite to win
its 30th SEC crown, visits
Louisiana State Saturday
night.
Kentucky currently is
By The Associated Press
quarter started, then ran off'
second in the conference with
Joe NIullaney• of Buffalo is eight straight points with
an 11-1 mark and matches
Alabama's 19-2 season record. the National Basketball Campy Russell and Jim
The Wildcats will be involved Association's newest success Chones hitting two baskets
apiece.
in the two following Saturday story
-That's the way to jump
Cleveland's next 11 shots
telecasts of showdowns among
the .contenders-taking on from zero !o 500 in a hurry," .were off the mark, however,
Alabama in Lexington next he mused Thursday night and the Braves capitalized,
week before visiting Ten- after the Braves made his widening their lead back to the
home coaching debut a win- final margin of nine pointS.
nessee on March 5.
"They just kept missing and
The only ther afternoon ninc one, beating the
we ended up with the breaks,"
sends Cleveland Cavaliers 112-103.
Saturday
game
It was his second game as Mullaney said. Fitch said, "It
Vanderbilt to •Mississippi. In
other action, Georgia is at Buffalo's ,chairman of the was feast or famine. We got
Mississippi State and Auburn hunch Wednesday night in back in the game, then we
'Philadelphia'. the Braves lost managed to miss 11 in a row."
goes to Florida.
Rookie Adrian Dantley
Tennessee won the initial to the ;tiers
In Thursday night's other scored 28 points and grabbed
match of the season against
Alabama, a 102-93 decision NBA action, Boston edged 11 rebounds, and Randy Smith
that stands as the Tide's worst Kansas City 126-125 in over- had 21 points for the Braves.
defeat in almost 100 games. time, Houston beat San Russell scored 24 for
However, the Tide has han- Antonio 113-99 and Milwaukee Cleveland.
dled the Vols in each of the last nipped Golden State 99-97.
Beth
Mullaney'
and
four games at Tuscaloosa,
AUTO RACING
Cleveland
Coach Bill Fitch
including a 93-90 overtime
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. iicknov.
ledged
that
a hot-anddecision a year ago in a
Richard Petty and Cale
dramatic battle that stands as cold spell early in the fourth Yarborough scored victories
period
did
in
the
Cavaliers.
one of the conference's finest
They trailed 9341 when the in qualifying races for Suntelevision matches ever.
day's $410,000 Daytona 500.

Racer-Western
Jayvees Will
Play Saturday
The Murray State and
Western Kentucky Jayvee
basketball teams will play at
2:30 p.m. Saturday in the MSC
Sports Arena.
Admission is free, but then
the arena will be cleared
before the doubleheader
between the Murray and
Western women and varsity
teams. The women's game
Will begin at 5:15, the varsity
game at 7:30.

Overton Says Western
Greatly Improved Team
By The Associated Press
hardly
been rernarkabMurray State is chasing ble." Bryant ranks second in
Austin Peay in the Ohio Valley the conference in scoring -with
Conference basketball an average of 20.5 per game.
championship race, but the Johnson holds the No. 5 spot in
Racers need a. victory over field goal percentage, while
Western Kentucky Saturday both Bryant and _JOhnson are
and over Middle Tennessee among the lelgue's top five
Monday to narrow the margin. rebounders.
Murray coach Fred Overton
Austin Peay, 10-1 in the
_sa,gs Westerra.entucky, 1,7 in..conferenmtrayOiowlin.AL
the OVC,has improved.
Green, Ky., Monday to face.
"Coach (Jim) RichardS has the
Hilltoppers
after
finally got most of his injured challenging a strong defensiva.
players back in action and Middle Tennessee team.
they've really been tough in
The • league-leading
their last few games," Governors score more points
Overton said. "His teams per game than any other OVC
usually are at their best late in squad, 79.9 per game, but
the season, and this one is no Middle Tennessee allows the
exception."
fewest points per contest,67.7
The Racers, 9-2 in the OVC,
The Raiders, who spoil
downed
Western, 89-87, eight wins in eleven leagae.
earlier in the season, but not outings, will be looking ka
before the Hilltoppers forced stalwarts Bob Martin, Greg
the game into overtime.
Joyner, "Sleepy" Taylor and
"We'll have to „ play Julius Brown to finish the
exceptionally well to beat season on a winning note
them," Overton said. "I ex- before the OVC playoffs next
pect a, lot of trouble from month.
Aaron Bryant and James
Meanwhile,
head,
Johnson and the tough inside State, with a 7-4 OVC mark,
game they play. Our defense hosts East Tennessee, 4-7,
against inside players has Saturday.

FREE Buy First
Footlong Hotdog Get
Second One Free

Mon -Sot 11.7
Sunday 1-7

Coupon

Buy One Footiong Hotdog
Get The Second
One Per Per:woolliest Hove Coupon
Expires Februar y 28

ANOTHER REBOUND - Stephanie Wyatt (32) of the takers had a super game Thursday. She
grabbed off 10 rebounds and scored 10 points. Here, she battles with Mary Ann Littleton for o
rebound. In the background, left to right, are Felicia Pinner, Tommy Boone, Rose Ross, Susie
Imes(11)and Mina Todd.

Racers, 'Toppers Set

•9 pieces of Kentucky Fried Chicken
• 1 pint of potatoes
•/
1
2 pint of gravy
•6 buttered rolls
•1 pint of slaw

Murray State's Ra‹sstayed alive in the Ohio Valley
Conference championship
race by beating East Tennessee 77-72 and Tennessee
Tech 79-77 last week but need
wins over Western Kentucky
and Middle Tennessee this
weekend to stay on the heels of
Austin Peay.
The Racers, 17-6 overall and
9-2 in the oyc will play
Western at Murray Saturday
night and Middle Tennessee at
Murfreesboro Monday. They
beat Western at Bowling
Green 8947 earlier this season
and Middle at Murray 71-70.
The Racers are now alone in
second place in the league
since Middle lost at Morehead
Monday. Austin Peay. who
will be at Murray Feb. 26, is
10-1 and trounced the Racers
90-71 at Clarksville.

is proud to announce that

Fred Doughty
is now associated with
University Barber Shop
along with
for your complete hair care whether
it be a hair style razor cut,layer cut,
or regular cut.
61
Fred & Don invites their forater
Don Kikoyne
Fred Doughty
customers and friends to come by or call 753-1953, 306 N. 16111(Next to Mr. l's Rest.).
-Plenty of Porting
,

Western is 8-15 overall .,nd
4-7 in the OVC after losim at
Morehead and winning at
Eastern
Kentucky - 1.1st
weekend.
•
Murray Coach Fred Overton
says the Hilltoppers are
playing as well as anyohe in
the league just now and that,
he expects ..a monumental
battle Saturday. "Coach
(Jim) Richards has finally ot
most of his injured players
back in action and they.vereally been tough in their .last
few games," Overton said.
"His teams usually are at
their best late iwthe •season.
and this one is' no exception.
We'll have to play exceedirrodY
well to beat them. I expect a
lot of trouble from Aaron
Bryant and James. Johnston
and the tough inside game
they play. Our defense against
inside players has hardy been
remarkable.
Bryant, a _ 6-7 sophomore
forward, has averaged 20.5
points and 10.0 rebounds and
Johnston, a 6-7 junior center.
has averaged 14.8 points and
10.2 rebounds. Johnston
missed the earlier MurrayWestern game with injuries
but Bryant had 24 points and 9
rebounds.
The other Western stows
are 6-5 freshman guard Mike
Prince, 8-9 sophomore forward Lloyd Terry, and 6-0
Junior guard Steve Ashby.
Prince has averaged 15 2

points. Terry 9 points and 7 2
rebounds, and Ashby 9 pointS.
Western has averaged 74.9
points and 42.7 rebounds to
opponents' 80.6 points and 43.2
rebounds. The Hilltoppers
have hit 46.4 per cent of their
field goal attempts. Their
opponents have hit 47.9. In the
earlier game, the Toppershad
52 rebounds and hit 52 per cent
from the field- Murray had 45
rebounds and hit 47 per cent'.
Murray will likely start 6-5
Mike Muff, and 6-4 Zach
Blasingrame it forward, 6
:
8
John RandanALCCII..tAryAr,K1
8 Grover Woolard and 6-1
Jimmy Warren at guserd. Muff
has averaged 18.7 points and
8.6 rebounds, Blasingame 11.3
points and\ 4.5 rebounds,
Randall 9.4 points and 6.4
rebounds, Woolard 14.9 points
and 4.9 rebounds, and Warren
9.4 points and 2.1 rebounds.
The Racers have averaged
79.2 points and 41.7 rebounds
to opponents' 76 points and
38.7 rebounds. They have hit
49 per cent of their field goal
attempts.
Middle Tennessee is 17-6
overall and 8-3 in the OVC
after beating Eastern Kentucky and losing to Morehead
over the Weekend. The
Raiders, in thir't1 place in the
league, :will play at Austin
Peay Saturday..
•

A new generation
of Volkswagen
fora new generation
ot Americans.
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FBI Efforts Pay Off With Dramatic Decline In Number Of Kidnaping Cases
Nationwide efforts by the
FBI to put the .braltes on
kidnaping and extortion cases
have paid off with a dramtic
decline in the number of
kidnaping cases and a sharp
increase in convictions for
both crimes, FBI Director
Clarence M. Kelley reported
today.
Kidnaping cases reported to
the FBI for investigation
dropped 25 per cent in Fiscal
Year 1976, compared to Fiscal
Year 1975. The ratio of convictions to cases investigated
jumped
15
per
cent.
Recoveries of ransom money
amounted to more than $2.6
million, nearly tw. e that of
Fiscal Year 1975 Some 226
kidnaping cases. we er'inin
-kestigatett by theFiscal Year 1975, and 170 last
fiscal year.
Although the number of
extortion cases investigated
by the FBI increased by eight
per cent in Fiscal Year 1976,
convictions in extortion cases,
totaling 82, increased by 15 per
cent over the previous year,
Kelley reported.
"We feel our efforts to alert
businessmen and others who
are more frequently victims of
these crimes contributed to
the decline in kidnaping cases
reported to us, as well as to the
increase in convictions,"
Kelley said.
"We have been taking
positive steps to reduce their
these
vulnerability
to
crimes," Kelley said.
These steps included conducting crime resistance-type
seminars with businessmen,
personal contact with likely
victims as well as the
distribution of material
containing tips' on avoiding
kidnaping.
Kelley said good teamwork
between federal prosecutors
rsr Agents was an important factor in the successful prosecutions.
Kidnpaing, with its dire
potential' for harm to the
victim, is .a crime which
demands to priority of the
FBI and other law enforcement agencies, Kelly
said. "Regardless of the
circumstances
which
motivate an abductor, the
FBI's primary consideration
in these investigations is
always the safe return of the
victim," the FBI Director
said.•
In one bizarre kidnaping, on
July 15, 1976, 26 children and a
bus driver vanished at
Chowchilla, California, The
following day, all the children
and the bus driver were
located at a quarry near
Livermore, California, after
they had escaped from a
subterranean
prison.
Cooperative efforts by local
authorities and the FBI led to
the arrest of three individuals
who are now awaiting trial on
numerous state charges in
California for kidnaping and

assault.
Earlier in 1976, the son of a
C.
D.
Washington,
businessman was abducted at
gun-point and held for five
days. He was released after a
$250,000 ransom was paid in a
nearby Maryland cominiunty.
Once again, cooperative efforts of the FBI and local
police culminated in the arrest

of 10 'persons who were timidate — and thereby to
charged in the abduction. An alter the plans and activities
eleventh individual was of — prominent persons and
placed on the FBI's "Ten Most organizations. Other extortion
Wanted'fugitives list prior to demands, he said, are
his apprehension in the motivated by simple greed.
One of the FBI's most inBahamas.,
Kelley said many violations tensive investigations - of
of the Federal EXtortion- .Fiscal Year 1976 involved an
Statute involve threats of attempt to extort $2.3 million
violence in an effort to in- from a top industrial

official in New York, under
threat of death to his son, who
had disappeared. Information
developed in the investigation
led FBI Agents to a New York,
apartmpt where two individuals were arrested and
the $2.3 million
was
recovered. The two persons
arrested were convicted in
state court for grand larceny

— extortion
To illustrate the wide
diversity in motivations underlying extortion demands,
Kelley said that one such case
investigated by the FBI in
Fiscal Year 1976, involved an
effort to extort $45 million
from several major oil
companies by threatening to
blow up oil company facilities.

Another case involved two
female followers of the
California-based Manson cult
who mailed letters to public
and private organizations
containing demands pertaining to the protection of the
environment. They threatened
death to those who failed to
comply.
Although three bombs were

actually exploded in the extortion attempt against the oil
companies, there were no
injuries and property damage
-was. minimal. Two men were
charged in this crime and
await prosecution, according
to Director Kelley.
The two Manson cultists
were convicted of sending
extortionate threats through
the U.S. Mails,a practice they
allegedly continued even
throughout the sentencing
phase of their trial.

Sale Starts Sat. Feb. 19
pr

i
ffj
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DAYSALE
WE CAN NOT TELL A LIE! THIS IS THE BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR!

DOOR BUSTER!

DOOR BUSTER!

POLYESTER THREAD
•100% Polyester

2

•225 Yds. to Spool
•All coliors
•2 to Customer

2

FO

DOOR BUSTER,

INTERFACING

4

•
•
•
•

UNHEARD OF LOW PRICE! -

PACKAGED ELASTIC

REGULAR S2.99 TO S399 YD

Regular $2.99 to $3.99 yd.

• 100% Polyester
• 1/4" to 1" widths
• I to 3 vds. to pkg.
• 2 pkgs. to Customer

100% Polyester
24" Wide
411111YDS.444
White Only
4 yds7toiCustomer

PKG.

UNBELIEVABLE SUEDE KNIT BUY!

SOLID PANT WEIGHT

Regular $2.99 yd.

60"

POLYESTER

RIB
SUPER
DOUBLE
KNITS KNITS SUEDE
•
•
•
•
•

100% Polyester, Cotton & Pol),,ester
24" to 60" Tubular Knits
All Wantid Solid Colors
For Tops, Body Shirts, etc
All Full Botts, Finest Quality

•

FIRST
QUALITY
4

1 I oz. Crepe Stich
tiR Solids
14 oz. Ponte De oma Solids
12 or. Twill Stitch Solids
12 oz. Gabardine Stitch Solids
Ito 6 yd. Fashion Lengths

'
FIRST
QUALITY

•
•
•
•
•

Full Bolts, 60" Wide
Washable Suede Knit
Blushing Pink, & Mint Green
Ideal for Spring Fashion
Save $2.00 on every Yard

FIRST
QUALITY

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY
most exhaust pipes, too

Save
money..
pipe bending
to yaw specs.
TAIL PIPES
DUALS
EXHAUST PIPES
FORMING
EXPANDING

Discount
Mufflers

REGULAR $1.99 TO S2.99 YD..

BRUSHED
DENIM
• I ult bolts, 457. wide
• 1O(' Cotton Denim
•
lean Weight
• Wash Out Blue Orik

REGULAR $1.49 TO $1.79 YD

BANDANA
PRINTS
•
•
•
•

from
10
:
/
3 QA20%
On Exhaust Off
Ports
*Free
Inspection*

1 latlY,; Cotton., 4,5- wide
Rcd. Blue and others
2to lOsi Lengths
Hurry, Lit-tided Quantity

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
--YOU must be.Comp1ete4 Satisfied
with Every Purchase or your
.Meney Back.
WE ARE NEVER
Wafter purchase you find
identical Fabrics priced
lower elsewhere, We'll
refund the
UNDERSOL4Wjel!
difference!

FABRIC MART

Authorized Huth Bend*, Center

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER

204 W. WAS

639 S 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
tr.

Paris,.Tn. •9

9 - 5(M - Th)
9- 6(Friday)
- 5:30 (Saturday)

kiwi/limas
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More Problems

Crossword
Puzzler A„"et 10 I-r404day s Purr*
AcROSS .2 GT ci'
:

ilencle
.,
tear
Sk
'
an
, a l'"e"1 3 At present
4 TeuloTc
Knocks
Cleit
- 2 gag f
thun er
6 Man s name
13 Gill s name
1 4 Verve
E Ordinance
87 EP413'1ea°1V
16 Sjing
9 Beverage
rage
18 Period
ri
of
411 Counterpoint
time
31 Projecting
19 Negative
pre14tooth
t6 Primer rwe20 Tow(
21 Guidd's +ow
1 71..atge vats
Cut enc.
44 '
E,
note
change
2-2Mmt
prensium
73-Symbor tor . 20Re4ionat• 22 Symbol for
34 Walk
45 14,n0
tantalum
36 Macaw
tabr.c
24. Silverct rd
25•Paths
37 Greek
46 Sea cage
26 Entangle
26Mourntui
marketplace 48 E mine;
28 Laughing
32 Preposition
$0 Derrsa
40 Make
5i Evergreen "
30 421:414es
A state les- -2-7—S*
78 Greek
ek
29 Brick-carry
amends
tree
tabby
de
41 South Amer- 53 Hole of
ingvice
32 Sharpen
31 Und ol
ican rodent
scait
33 Land
Siamese
42 Later
54 Preoos
34•B
rna
erara
ac
u'e
u cti - I ,J.... a ---..- '.',...f.....r
,5 6 "7 z::::',3
0 IC vi
35 ?slumber
36 Succor
12
37 Slanting
-=-4,
38 Rail bird
II
17 • • 1$
IR', 1 91
_ 40 Matured
41 Parent (cot=6_
110
......:
2
, •
top
-., •-.4.•
43 Note ol
Vv:v74 25
..r... cer '''
scale
?
.-...
44 Above and
.`-:' c9
211
. 30
1' it9
"
43
2
of
•.•
7
'acts
;:;
'4
',
,, •••••:
35
:3o
49 Strictness
EO
1'
3
51 Preposition
•
136 89
••.' :
52 Impurity
(:•'..
.....1.....:40ei..,
..,
65 Ona
ge
r
41 •12 1..
1;y43
46
, 2
.
.
.4
1
56 rmencan
e
47
349 50
411
essayist
:::::-.; 51
57 Heraldic
in

2o

toiOnciiin
Collection

:
0
.-../..".

Rk.:•f45

PHI

---------

DOWN

as

i'gf:',7sr
030
y U,rit.d F.at,r, Syndma e

1 Husband of

2 16

*IGA Correction*
Our Advertisement for

Green Onions
I!

•

Should Have Read

2 Bunches49'
Sorry For Any Inconvenience
This May HaveCa used.

Help Celebrate

Plea Bargaining Becoming
More Accepted In Kentucky
With court _dockets overA Louisville public defender are made again. When that
_crowde, an unwritten law in commented, "If the judge person is offered probation'or
-criminal justice is rdining to appears to_ be: the . one I minimum "sentence at'
the forefront and with it...fame negotiating with the defen- rucer facility, even those not _
problems, according to. the dant, then the adversary guilty will be tempted to plead
public defender's office.
proceedings are - eliminated guilty.
Plea bargaining,,though not and the process is subverted.'"
Public defender David
He cited one case in which Murrell said,"It does happen:
provided for spetifically, has
been an accepted *practice the defendant's lawyer left the innocent people do plead
since the first case was-tried courtroom during a brief guilty just to get it over with."
recess. The judge invited -the "One solution," he said,
in the Conunonwealth.Here's how it works: Before - defendant to his chambers, "would be to - have fixed
a berson is brought to trial-11e offered him probation for a penalties for a crime. lh that,
may meet with the prosecutor gUilty plea and sentenced way1' there would really be
and his defense counsel and him;-- this was finished by the nothing to bargain about." But
decide to: (1) Have the time his counsel had returned. that. would do away with plea
prosecutor encourage the "That has to affect the temper bargaining, which nobody
t e.;int.to riwkdrny.
----judge-to-retlem-the-pesalty-4,- o4-jastieee added.
a guilty plea is entered; (2)
Another
idea which is being
being
— Besides
Have the prosecutor seek demoralizing for the well- discussed in some urban areas
dismissal of the charge if he prepared
and is to set a deadline before the
defense
pleads guilty to a related or prosecution attorneys, it trial date When a final plea
'amtnded' charge; or (3) prepares a trap for both sides. must be made. This would
Have the prosecutor seek If you think a case will be eliminate the deals that are
dismissal-of other charges or bargained away at the *St made during a 'trial. Some
potential charges for a guilty minute, your own sub-• attorneys in Louisville 'have
plea to the one pending.
conscience can start working already started this practice
and are calling for the
The major 'advantages, against you," he said.
according to Commonwealth
cooperation of the Judges.
In many cases, especially" Murrell said he believes the
attorneys and. public defenders, are the time and money those that come -before the best solution would be to "not
that can be saved. It does public defender's office, the cut corners on justice." He
allelite case loads on courts diners primary concern is to said the legislature cut back
whn May have as many as get out of jail. Most county on the number of district
nine to ten cases schedul a jails are not pleasant places to judges primarily because of
-day, and it saves the expeáse even visit, and the time served Money) only
partially
there before trial does not relieving the oVercrowding
of court and jury costs.
Concern is being expressed count as "good time" (time problem.
now over what one attorney applied to the sentenceI•
He cited cases in which new
If a person insists on the charges were leveled apcalled "sloppy handling in the
,bargaining process." In some trail which . the _constitution parently 4 according to the 6th
counties, he said, the process guarantees and does not District Court of Appeals)
is still going on up to and even bargain, the case will most becasue the
defendant
during the trial. And the likely be continued. In rural wouldn't bargain. Sometimes
judges are the ones offering areas, it could be months probation will not be' granted
before the circuit court rounds to one whO doesn't cooperate.
the deals.
"If we can free up case loads
and be more equitable by
spending more money, it

State Trying To Develop A
Permanent Answer To Cold

:MUTE
These Sole Prices Good
through Tues., Feb. 22
Woven Wire Fence
36-6-12/
1
2

*SPECIALS*
1 Group

spo

Jewelry

might be worth a try," he said.
A - Louisville attorney
labeled the jury __process a
"palladium of liberty," "If an
innocent person pleads guilty
or a person is punished for
wanting a jury trial, we've
scarred the palladium. Judges
and attorney have to be
concerned with allexiating the
inequities in the bargaining
process as well as in
alleviating. their own case
loads."

$500
311, Mons'

1 Group

Handbags

Dixieland Center

Dr. Bryan L Thacker
Is pleased to announce

the association of

Dr. Ronald L Wuest
In the practice of Chiropractic at the

Murray Chiropractic Center
903 Sycamore Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-9909

HOURS

„ewe.

Monday - 9-9
Tuesday - 9-7282-6

Wednesday - 9-9
Thursday - 9- 128 2-6
Friday - 9-9
Saturday - 9-12

Dr. Bryan Thacker
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Barbed Wire

Heavy,our very best wire
12% Ga. 4-pt., 80 Rds

S1995

13% Ga. 2-pt., 80 rds
Cutlery

Case•Buck•Oueen
Hen & Rooster

10%

On Marked Price

Knight Circulator

Stoves

King Circulator

Car) tire box
was $21950 Save $30

Fire-brick lined
Was 271 95 Sart $30

2419"2199)

BE HERE BEFORE
WE KNOW Cf

As Kentucky struggles with coal burn more cleanlyWhile the center is working
a short-term solution to the
bitterly cold weather that has • on projects which are
beset-it this year, The state is--Prenlieingi- hewever.-'46t the -also trying to develop a more rate we're going it's not going
•a
- I
wer te be ;is quickly as weneed it,"
v$ s
e,a
to the' problem.
the center, said. Drake
In an attempt to develop
cleaner fuel from coal, which predicted that while some of
is abundant but sometimes the research's efforts may
considered a "dirty" fuel to make a dent on the total
replace gas, which is a clean_ energy problem in 10 years, it
fuel in short supply, Kentucky- will be the end of the century
has committed $50 million to before the projects will be in
ccial eonyersion research widespread use.
One $7 million project.
projects.
These projects, -being planned for Pike Count).
conducted by the Kentucky would provide -low BTU gas
Center for Energy Research for a commercial complex,
ih Lexington, include the light industry, high density
liquefaction and gasification housing and for an extended
of coal and the use of refining care center.
Another similar project is
techniques that would make
planned for a 170-acre industrial_ park in GeorgeWvn.
"I don't see that most of
these technologiii Would
make a significant impact,"
Drake said, however, unless
the nation would • make a
commitment
to financing and
Oft
working on the technololo.
And,he said,"I don't think we
as a nation have made that
sist.ie`,C
1
C
I\IIN1
/
43
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Mbar

Beale Hardware

Bel-Air ('enter

During Truth Days we're
Introducing the New 1917 Kirby Classic Ill

Cleaning System
For Home or
Free Business
with the
purchase
of every
upright -

Hand
Portable
Canister

A$40
Value

Kirby
Upright

Kirby
Nose
Attachments

All
In
One
Vacuum

"%simairdr
Kandi-Waxer
Unit

Mike Nutchens,
Owner, Distributor
500 Maple

Spray Goo,
Seds-O-Geo
Cap
Kirby-the Very
lest For Only A
Little Nero - We've
Biwa Clean* for 10 Tears

Kirby Sales
500 Maple

753-0359

-I.

0-t--<

Ork•

I TOINK I'LL PULL A
1.;"TTLE 5LIRFIZI5E
IN.4.PEC_TiON cN
"A' COMPAN't

50%

"The" Store
For Men

Third cad Main

4411mee•imermeme-9
,

Jeans
30% to

DEN

Offer Expires Feb 211. 1977

BEE LINE
The bee can perceive ultra- violet light which is
--=--to humans- and men u .ravesjet designs in flowers as a
guide to landing when collect--Ina nectar. — CNS

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger 8. Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News. Society .rd
Sports . 753- 19\/-3
Retail 'Display 04
vertising .753- 19 1 9
Classified Display
Classified, Cir-culo on and the Business
be
Office ,may
reached on 7531916ond 753-19 I 7 -

L

HE Liii:E5 5UiZPIRI5E
iNSPEZ:TiONS SOT PE
DOE504-r- gEALLY WANT
ANY 5‘..iitPRI5E5

I'LL CALL ANC,
TEL.L. TAEA4
CC.MANC7
Z

4 30 .

c.

•

01

2-le
Pregnant teen-agers have
the highest rate of any age
gioup of dead or damaged
babies, according te The
National Foundation-March of
Dimes. Medical complications
in their pregnancies are
common. Magnifying the
problem is a virtual epidemic
of adolescent pregnancies:among 17-year-old girls in
America, one out of 26 is a
mother.

Dr. Ronald Wuest
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Huddleston Introduces Emergency Legislation
Sen. Water D.' Huddleston
(D., Ks'.) ' has, introduced
legislation in the Senate that
would enable federal, state,

emergency
local
and
preparedness organizations to
better deal with emergencies
such as thOse'being caused by
severe weather, according to

Robert L. McFerren, deputy
director of the state's Division
of Disaster and Emergency
Services.
Huddleston explained that
his bill would provide •
em,ergency prepardness
planning for both natural and
nuclear emergencies.
McFerren had high praise
for the legislation, exilaining
that it Would providP clear
lines of responsibility in
disaster preparedness and
response that is currently
lacking.
Senate Bill 526 is designed to
modernize current legislation
enacted in 1950, the senator
explained. "The Civil Defense
Act of 1950 was conceived ma
vastly 'different atmosphere,"

Curd Named Counsel To State
Department, Human Resource'
David Wilson Curd was executive director of the
named General Counsel to the Jefferson County Housing and
Department for Human Community -DeveRipmenT
Resources recently by Human agency, and later that same
Resources Secretary Peter year he joined the Governor's
staff.-Conn. '
Curd, formerly an ad- .Curd has taught school at
ministrative assistant in the the elementary and college
Office of the Governor, has for level. He lives in Ancorage,
the .past month been coor- Ky.
dinating an evaluation of the
human resources department
for Conn. He also has
represented the Governor's
Office in work on a Comprehensive child development
plan for Kentucky.
As general counsel, Curd
will supervise a staff of some
20 attorneys who provide legal
advice and assistance in any
action•involving the
Department for Human
Resources. The general
counsel also is chief legal
advisor to the secretary.
Secretary Conn said Curd
brings "commitment and
dedication for the human
resources field" to his new
post. "David served me in the
Governor's Office where I
developed considerable
respect for his judgment and
his capacity for hard work,"
Conn said.
Curd, 30, is a Kentucky
native. He received a
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Arizona State University, and
a law degree from Drake
University in Des Moines,
Iowa.
In 1975 he served as attorney
to Jefferson County, Ky.-.
government in the areas of
housing 'and community
program
development;
planning and development;
consumer protection and
public housing.
In 1976 he served as

Huddleston said,"and now we
have to better address the
problenrof the 1970's. We need
to become as concerned with
the devastation Reused by
natural disasters as we are
with the possibility of nuclear
war." ,
We are pleased to work
with the senator on -this bill,"
McFerren said, "because it
provides mechanisms to
benefit not'only Kentucky but
the entire federal program. It
can give us much-needed
financial assistance in areas
that have suffered in the
past."
He cited construction of
local emergency operators
centers and warning systems
as examples of programs that

would be assisted
the bill
becomes law.
"Were every optimistic
about the bill," McFerren
said, "and we feel that other
state emergency preparedness organizations and other
legislators will support the bill
as they became familiar with
it. It certainly enhances the
programs of the Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency and the
federal Disaster Assistance
Administration, the two
agencies that are most concerned .with our problems."
He said that the bill is
particularly appropriate now,
as the nation faces natural
disasters resulting from the
severe winter weather.
McFerren said the bill, if
enacted, would assist virtually
every Kentucky emergency..
preparedness organization.

PAINTING
Residential-Ccurimercial—tnterior-Exterior-,-Spray-Brush -Roll.
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furnittirg - Shmtters - Etc

Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small

FREE ESTIMATES
'Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

•

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray

CATCH THESE TERRIFIC
WINTER SAVINGS
AT BIG IC

.4111
11-OZ.
EARTH BORN

SOPHIE MAE

SHAMPOO PEANUT BRITTLE

Stephens
Is Elected
To Board

REG. 88C

TEESHIRTS
50

John E. Stephens, Vice
President of Mid-South
Securities Co. of Nashville,
has been elected to the Board
of Directors of Lebanon Bank,
Lebanon, Tenn.
A graduate of Cumberland
University Law School and an
Air Force veteran Stephens
has been assoicated with MidSouth since 1968:
Stephens graduated from
Watertown High School and
was employed by the Lebanon
Bank and Trust Co., a
predecessor to the Lebanon
Bank, before joining the
military.
A 21-year Air Force veteran,
Stephens served in World War
II as a fighter pilot and during
the Korean and Viet Nam
conflicts, retiring as a
Lieutenant Colonel..
Stephens is a member of the
Wilson
Bar
County
Association, First Baptist
Church and the Rotary Club.
He and his wife'Nedra have
three children and reside at
606 West .Spring Street,
Lebanon, Tenn.
Stephens is the son of the
late Hatton Stephens of
Calloway County, and Mrs.
Agnes Stephens, now of -Lebanon, Tenn.

OUK
REG. 1.44

Delicious old-time peanut brittle in the new 1 -lb box.

11" X 14"
LINEN

SAMPLERS

3 DAYS
ONLY'
Sporty-- cotton knit'
shirts with gingham
or
two-tone trim.
colors.
Assorted
S.zes -small, medium and large.

Make a cross-stitch
or embroidery sampler from 18 charming
designs with heartwarming sentiments.

Make a beautiful rug
with this kit. Comes
with easy-to-follow
instructions. 20" X
7".

ON-HUMP
JUNIOR
PREWASHED

CAR CONSOLE
97

JEANS
00

Reg. 4.44

8

3 DAY•2
ONLY
jeans
Fancy
feature
vertical
stitched
panels,
side
novelty pockets and dot:doleV yoke in front
and back. 10006
cotton. Navy.
Sizes 5 to 13.

MODEL
1322
Permanently mounts to th
wall or floor. Has deadbolt
type key lock on each unit.
Fire-proof.

If fire broke out in yoiir home tonight, would you
get your family out in time?
e•

Features a 4" diameter and is decorated In'five bright colors, -

c•
The Dead Sea, the lowest
point on earth, i,s 1,292 feet below sea level.

ADIES PATCHWORK
LOAFER

7.

Check
Your
Ad
"
‘0-

4.0

CRIB
AND MATTRESS
- SET

vo•

ii-

ore
livertisers
rel4uested to check the
firit insertion of oFis for
This
correclicon
newspaper win be
responsible for only
one Incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE'CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY IN- CASE OF AN

111

88
,

Feature
solid post
constr.uc on, teething
aalIsse,.,s to inqpredalqrroep
rl e
,

side 'tick nr1'.,
_adiustable
1 ,Vitorriilelis
.
teg
_Walnut fihrZfl.

REG, 41.88 .
MODEL 8261
Special rebate direct from G.E. See store
for details. Batter' operated, sounds alarm
even if household power fails. Senses smoke
The rat-tie3ST-7STactris of ly-e". •

A.C. SMOKE ALARM
REG. 33.88
'."()P EL k202

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Set.
Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Sun.
lima Rights Reserved Acres of Frei' Parking

FRWOR

`•.
- a.

00%
Reg. 7.88
Handwhipped
mdc
vamp, with tricot
lining, and low heel.
Sizes to 10.

BRAND NAME
CANVAS SPORTS

88

SPECiAL
PURCHASE'

-Lots ot styles to
choose f m. Hurry'
Not all styles in all
siz-es
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Schedules For The Week Of Feb. 19 - 25

Billboard's
Top Hits

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
I WNGE-2.
.„..
7:00- Tom & Jerry
7:30- Jabber*
7:51-Scheelhata lock
11:00-Sce•by Dee
9:25 -Scheelbeene Rea
9:30-Kreffts
10:30-Sorporfirinds
11:00-Odd OM Couple
11:30- Smodetwed
12:30-him leper,
1:00-Sneaking hind
1:X-Clemealeas
2:00-Pr, Bowlersleer
3:30-Wild of Speen
5:00-Glee Causpholl
6:00-Lawrence Web
7:00- Illeeksy's lemeries
7:30- fish
0:00-Stinky & latch
9:00- Most Wenn
10:00-News
10:15-News
10:30-Seeing 1, Co.

6:30- Cliblrea's Gospel
,710-,Tea li berry
7:SO-lehberaw
0:40-Soong Dee
1:311- Kieft's
10.:30-Seed Thlie
11:30-Bandeteed
12:30-Sports
2:00-Pro Genera
3:30-Sports
S1111- TEM
6:N- Mosic Nall
7:00- Illmosky's 11011106411
730- Fisk
1:00-Seersky mid leach
7:00-Meat Wenn
10:40-Nowswatch
10:30- Wrestling
11:30- Bleat
1:011- PTL Club
3:00-News

• WPSD-6

se"
I

imomm.

/MO

•••••

al•MB

WM.

In•

On. MD••
AMMAN...

Record Review

By The Associated rress
Here- are died:001th singles
6:43- Mather
6:25-KOtin6ten
and albiuns as compiled by
6:011
Soaieeter
Sunrise
7:4111-Sylveriter Twat, 7:50- Weedy Woodpecker
6:SS -Farm Digest
Billboard magazine.
6:30- Nein
Chsh
7:01-Weedy Wraripeeher 7:3S-Ii.
7:35- Pik Panther
Bop Nwil
TOP TEN SINGLES - •
746 SYnteter II Teeny
7:30-Pin Panther
9:01-Speed leggy
7:10-Chre Club
1. NEW KID IN TOWN -,.
-5S1i.
9:30-Moore,Sneed
0:05-Speed Duff/
IL 00- Begs ban
9:30-Swum
Eagles(Asylum)
9:30- Meastst Sewed
111:00-Spent Ghost
Hoe_ AA,
0:50- Terme
II
EVERGREEN (Love
10:30-84 Jelm, Lithe lone 1:30- Aiventweo
10:00-Space Ghost
of
11:00-he Abort
10:30Joke, intle Jobeihs_
Theme - From "A Star Is
ow Games 11:00- land of the lost
10:00-The Sham
11:00- Len of the Lest
11:30- Meggsy
;;;:fti can
Born") - Barbra Streisand
11:00-Fat Abort
12:00-Facepost
11:30-Ai 11
tColumbia)
11'3.- Alegi
"
1:40-Fen City
12:30lieskehtell
2:06
12:00- Way Owl Games
'
'
6 "
1
3. BLINDED BY THE
1:30-Seed* 06 Sits 2:35-Ky. Afield
1:10-vk11o•
12:30-IN. Nation
2:40-News Canforesoce 3:00- Begothell
LIGHT - Manfred Mann's
2:20-ley hews
1:00-Publ
Policy
ic
Fens
2:30-CBS lavitatinal
Earth Band ( Warner B703.)
3:05-SIC Seskettall
5:00-Spirit of Inanition* 2:00 -Pieblic Affairs Fenno
4:00 -Sports Spectecolar 5:30-News
5:00-Porter Warmer
. 4. FLY LIKE AN EAGLE 2:30-CIS
terviteties.
5:1111-Cesdid Camera
S:311- Nashville Mink
6:00-News
Steve Miller Band(Capitol)
4:00-Sporn fpweteaNsw
5:30-News
6:N- News
6:10- Accent
5:00-New,
5. I LIKE DREAMIN' 6:50-N..
Nor
7:00- bargeery
6:30- Rest's
3:30-News
Kenny Nolan 20th Century)
7:00-Mary Tyler Ripen 5:00-Mere
710-Emergeacy
4:00-Nee
New
7:311- Bei Newhart
6. ENJOY YOURSELF 1:00-Mono
10:15- Nom
7:00- Men Trot Moen
11:110- AK ie The Family
The Jacksons(Epicf
10:15-News
10:45-Sarin Night
7:30-Sit Newhert
1:30-Gnaw, Awards
10:45-Sn. Night live
7. TORN BETWEEN TWQ
5:01- All in the Nab
10:30- News
12:25-Char0e Owe
1:30-Gramery Atari
LOVERS - Mary Macgregor
I I:00-Gmainho

WTVF-5
,,64-Semis'Semener

WSM-4

Me

•
•
• IM• Mr'
.
••e

KFVS-12

by J. D. Lancaster
we

• ME

4M.

••■••.111.• •1M•
•
•
••••I
•=:=:•

Jackson Browne
copying a chord grouping "Crackerbox Pala.
ce,"- his
When Patty Hearst and from an early song in the
latest hit single sounds like a Emily Harris were arrested in early sixties (the name has warped record. _
San Francisco the police found slipped my mind at the
Other great cuts on the several Jackson Browne present) with that of "My album are "It's What You
records and she herself has Sweet Lord" (Itirison's Value," "True Love" and
declared tube an avid fan of smash in 19711. On top of that "Beautiful Girl."
Jackson. Who is Jackson Harrison was also sued for not
Capsule Reviews
Browne? He is a songwriter having this LP released in
PARLIAMENT - The latest whose lyrics have a message Item by A&M records.
album "Tfie Clone( a-13fand in his latest album ."The
it 100KS axe his comeback Funkenstein" is one of the
Pretender," that message may be successful especially silliest albums I've heard. It
one •
of • parent-child with the new releases from his, may be great for some people
Ijkrinla Ameriehl.
Calabile
12:00-kande
rolatioashipaad-ot•death- - ....album- called "Csar.karlaza-byt I think it atipkik
Telethon for
1:05-News .
8. NIGHT MOVES - Elob
The greatest cut on the Palace" and "This Song."
AVERAGE WHITE BAND
Grand
1:30-Samosa Theatre
Piny
Seger I Capitol)
album
is "The Prentender." "This Song" was written in This all _white soul group has a
3:01-Sign Off
9. DANCING QUEEN - Not only are the lyrics ex- protest
and as a satire on the great 2 LP live album. There
Abba ( Atlantic)
cellent but so are his vocals lawsuit. It is a great cut, with are great vocals and in_10. WEEKEND IN NEW and the orchestration _ and the
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
vocals of the Mysterious strumentals. The only hangup
ENGLAND.- Barry Manilow guitars.
ex-Beatle
and great guitars. is that introductions and the
WNGE-2
WT V F-5
WSIL-3
WSM-4
WPSD-6
KFVS-12
Arista)
"The Only Child" and On , the
other
hand cuts may be a little too long.
-Unwise
Sonsister
TOP
6:00
4:311- Bilis Baptist
12:00- Tenth's' ,
TEN LP's
7:00- Menage
7:00-54.. MI* Ofeenet 646 Fore MOW
"Daddy's Tune" deal with
7:00
-Denis
the
Mown
7:40- loft Chinn
:NI- Wise of Worship
7:30- Gospel Singing
3:30- Mews
7:311-Day of Dhavery
1. BARBRA STREISAND & parent-child
relationships.
7:30-Genesee
7:30- Amazing Greco
1:00-James Ulna
6:00"-Sixty Minvies
II:30-Pena* Dentin
7'30-4°W'Call.
KELL% KRISTOFFERSON.- "The Only Child" leaves us,
1:00-16mbrille
Gespol
1:00- Jimmy Stenger,
1:01-Little Basads
9:15- limmiltee Bathers 7:00- bode
5:30-Orel itelsorts
"A Star Is Born" Original feeling lonely while "Daddy's
11:30-Day of Discovery
1:10-lemon lobisee
0:30- Throe Stooges
9:30-Ch0dren Gospel.
0:00-Old Time Gego
S ountltrar
Rero rd rtrg- Tune- advises "Live y6irrlife
9:00-Good News
9:01-lin Nissoloard
10:00-Adv. of Mem 9:40-Dionesiests in Faith
5:00-Switch
10:00 -Changed Lives
-(Columbia,
10:00- Testy & Susan
o- Woodmen Mahal 10:30- Atrisals, Animals 0:30-It Writy"
10:30- Knob of Truth
9:00- Delvecchie
day after day."
11,00 _ wise I Aomori 10:40-Comaimeity Worship 10:30 -Robert WHAM'
2. EAGLES - Hotel
11:21- Capitol News
10:00-News
11:00- Accent
"The Face" has great
10:30- heron of Truth
11:00- Outdoors
12:00-Seperrers
11:30- Men the Press
11:30- Den Teal
10:15- News
California I Asylum.)
vocals and piano and again
11:01- Elan Spectrem
11:30- HIA
2:00-Derma $OO
12:00 -Grmodstond
12:00-Sopentsn
10:30-Gammon
3. STEVIE WONDER - gives us another view of life.
11:30- beet the Press
12:00- lone Ranger
3:00- Award Moho
2:00-Dayton 500
11:30-Public Affairs
12:30-Besketball
Songs In The Key Of 'Life Another cut that intrigued me
12:00-Baskethat
12:30- TBA
12:00- Nevis
5:30-Wad KInedeas
1.30 World
2:30-Grundstaail
Tamla
was "Sleep's Dark and Silent
6:110-Drew mod Nerdy 14411 4:30-Glee Cassipb4 Golf 3:00- lationn Geographic 12:4S-Seskethen
3:00-Ashen Wedging
4. WINGS - Wings Over Gate." This song asks the
6:00- Drew/Nerdy Ons 4:00- Iteligioes Programming 5:00- News
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)7:00-Six Milks $ Man
3:30-flosonie & Su ster
One of the songwriters who
5:30 -News
America f Capitol)
11:00- Mono
4:00- Brwoolvewy Nits
7:00-Six Milks Mai 5:00-The Explorers
question of "Where has time The Grand Ole Opry is not the attends the sessions regularly
5:35
News
Manes
6:00-60
5:00- News
5:00- Movie
10:011-Newsweech
5, AL STEWART- Year Of gone?"
only place in NistVilleWhear_ is Rife VanHoy, who co-wrote
600-Diesel
110-IMS.
5:M.- News
10:00- News
10:30-hca
The Cat(Janus)
good country music.
I
recommend
this
album
as
7:00-2001:
A
*the recent George -Jones and
Spece
(Messy
-Phyla'
7:30
6:00-Welt Disney
11:00-Seel of the Oty
10:15-700 Closit
6. STEVE MILLER BAND far as lyrics are concerned
ThlYWiin sometime at 147- taininy Wynette hit "C,oldin
10:40-News
l:00-Sahel'
11:30-New Life New
7:00-Big Evan
---Fly Like An Eagle (Capitol) even thodgh the vocals are Jefferson Square Apartments
10:30- Deegan
9:00- What:hie
Event
12:00-News
1:30
Ring.'.
11:00- Ughadmans
7.
BOSTON
-Boston (Epic) lair.
10:00-News
For a "guitar pullin" - an
10:00- Ni.,
"It's a good chanceto share
12:00-With This Rini
10:30-Perry Mesa
8. PINK FLOYD- Animals
10:30-Gebee Ago
informal session where your music and heve a good
George Harrison
I I:30-Feat the Naha
(Columbia
It took an unusual lawsuit to songwriters perform -their . time," he said. "1 hate fo:
12:00-News
9. BOB SEGER.&-THE SIL- bring George Harrison and his recently written tunes for
anything to become work."
VER BULLET BAND- Night • • latest album "33 and One fellow artists. 'Lane, who wrote Miss
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
Moves(Capitol)
Third" on the music scene.
Often, it's the first time the „ :Wynette's "Till I Get It
10. FLEETWOOD. MAC
1 WTVF-5
- The unusual thing of the Suit -songs are performed maybe - Right," agreed.
WNGE-2
KFVS-12
WSM-4
•
WPSD-6
Rumours 4 Warner Bros.)
was that George was sued for they aren't recorded yet. It's
5:45-Weather
7:006:00
"It means a lot to do these
-%Prise Sem
6:25-Anti Smith
5:30-Cantry boron
America
6:00-Good Morn. Ms.
the industry's version of a songs for your peers. If they
5:53- liffereing Devotion 5:43-Carl Tiptoe
6:30- Breakfast Shim
6:54-Pester Syataks
9:00- 703 Chit
7:00-ten
545-Jeft Moan
sneak preview.
7:00-News
11K3111- Nero Deis
6:15-Menke lbw
2A/1:00-Ports.
like them,.the general public
COO-IWO Emory
9:00 -Sanford & Son
11:00-Dee No Show
1:00- Caron Kongeree
6:23- Mernistes On S
There are-no ties, no rules,510-Green Acres
• 7:00Tenn
9:00-Amly Griffith
1:30-Illeralmr 111••^0
11:30-know Non
9:00-Price Is liflo
7:00- Alerereq News
no frowns at the session.
One recent evening, Rock
7: -Soon Tony
1:5S -Csleftdor
12:00-Al My CIAlrea
10:00-Death Dere
11:00-Captaie Kaageree
0,30-Teen Own Thee
There's Camaraderie, beer Kilbrough'and Dan
7:30- Today
P0:30-Live of Life
EckleY,
9:00-Price Is Men
70:00- Wheel of Fortune
12:30- Fmally Feed
l0:00-4.o No Show
and songs that will be hits two neV writers, drew ac0:25-Sc... Today
10:30-Stumpers
10:55-News
10:00- D•vile Dare
1:00-520,000 Pyramid
10:30- liappyikin
weeks hence.
41:10- hors
14430-Love Of life
11:00- fang & trifloso
30-Dee Life
11:00-SO Greed Slam
colades for a composition
11:00-News Center 2
9:00- Dinah
•*1-rs -show and- _tell _
11:00- Yearog Am Rootless 71:30-The Gee1 Stew
11:30-Sara for Tomorrow
2:15-Gen. Mann
11:30- Al My Child.
---called-'-'Absent-ee-Father-s
;'
1040- When of /erten I 1:30-Search fin Tomorrow ):55
12:00-Fenm Picture
345--Ildge of Night•'
said Don Gant, who has the
12:1111-lven's Nola
- NI
(N'Hys
"That's terrific," Gant told
12:0001- Shoeing Cone.
12:03-lbws
10:30-Sheet tale Sten
12:00-News
3:30- Lean
12:30-Family Feed
in-ivis--horite.. Gent-is--them: 1140-Nome Thin Tao
24PM-Nomtflews
12110-,14arbi1em_.
1:00-520,000 Pyramid 4:4111K-Th MGM Thee.
42
.
30.-=.601611 titen
vice president of Tree
The performanre prompted
11:30
-11to
,"
Nese
still
Show
Doctors
12:301:30-The
1:
30
Werld
Genial
4:10
Light
Turas
Wyly,
Workshop
1:30-0.,Uf.te Live
Over a year's time, a ratings Was firmly holding down third International,' one of the Lane to recall,"I heard Larry
12:30-Days of Our Lives 1:30-Gn4.s Light
2:00-AN la the Funk
2:00 -Another World
4:30 0- Quartet
240-Goal Nose.
point at night can earn a TV place among network news world's
1:30- Wein
biggest
song Gatlin the third day he was in
2:00-Al In The Fesely
2:30-Mitch Gen 77
3:00-Senior se
1:15-Giant Nearital 5:40 -Send Train
2:011- bonne Wahl
network at least $I millin, or shows.
publishing firms with offices town. He knocked 'em out."
2:30-Mach Game
3:30-Gilipen s slond
3:00- Taffietslos
3:00-Ede* of light
3:00- Gees Show
3:40-Gnat Pyle
. 4:00-The Oren Bunch
3:30-Brody Wed
3:30- Ileverly Niihau
what Barbara Walters earns
But,it was seen in more than around the world. 'Gant said the songwriters .
3:30-Seems,
4:30- WNW&
3:3- Dng For Dolan
4:00- genitalia
4:00-51g Valley
7,canchoring
Said Red Lane, who lias have been meeting at his
the
ABC
7.5
million homes, a gain of
4:005:254:30-Andy
Griffith
5:30News
Wenn,
MK
5:00-AOC News
'Evening News" and doing sixth-tenths of a ratings point.. been attending the sessions. at house for-about eight months.
4:30-Emergency Oao
5:30_ goy,
'
5:00-Tel the Trait
5$-Ad.. 12
various
specials.
S:23- Weather
Sheehan was asked if that's various >locations for a dozen
6:00
Nom
3:30- News
"I started getting sick of the
6:01-Nessereta
5:30-News
But Bill Sheehan, head of about_ what he 'expected to years, "What you lear here is 'office- so some of us came
6:00-News
640-Scene et 6
on
the
ABC News,--gets a bit weary happen,
radio eight or 10 weeks here. We passed' guitars
when people keep noting that a
"Honest to God, I didn't later. We used to do this at around and pretty soon we
one-point hike in ratings for know - what to expect," the
Johnny) Cash's. You were on began having these sessions
TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
ABC's "Evening News" show ABC News chief said by phone a real hot seat out there-Joni on a fairly regular basis.
I WNGE-2
WS;1-3
can pay a year's salary for from New York. "But I think Mitchell used to get ati nervous
WTV F-5
WSM-4
WPSD-6
KFVS-12
"It's a relaxed situation
0:30-TIN fee Twit
,6:3111-DOT
Miss Walters - making we're on a steady upward she would throw up.
5:30-Caches Pete
610- Nevis
7:00-Unie Neese
without the pressure of the
6:30-Pep Goes
7:00-Caphin ead Tamils 4,15_ ginn
"The best thing that ever office.1t makes
ratings increases beyond that curve - and not dramatic in
630- Mogen Show
11:05-Nell Dileitiehil
the job c_sier
7:00-Ur/le Nene
7:00- Jefferson
5:00-Mini.
6:30-News
7:00- Jefferson
141-Demi Marti.
one point sheer gravy for the terms of big percentages- of happened to a songwriter is and more pleasant.
Dimon
PIA
II:00
1...s.
7:30-Besting
And you
1044- Newnan&
710-Captain & Tanis 10:00-New,
730-kill.,Lase
network.
a perceptable increase in the another songwriter," Lane get to know people this way.
5:00-.Maude
, 9:00-Demi Merlin
10:30-Miry Nertman
11:00-Movie
1:00- Maude
10:30- Tonight Show
"That's not what the whole (audience) levels. And that's said. '`I attend every one of
10:00-News
.1114-All'i Feir
11:00-Sheets of San ha 10:00-News
"All the people here have
12:00- Tomorrow
S:30- Al's Far
9:00- Andros Tergets
0:30- TearOt Slaw
these I can. The stimulation lots of talent. Whether
thing is about," he says. "In what counts.
1:00-PTI Club
10:30-Sts.of Sae Fen
000-Andrea Targets
they
Tremorrew
10:00
Shen
101
- News
The first place, we're not
12:11-News
"You don't turn news sets off a time bomb in your become extremely successful
70-00- News
11:00-Sorry & Cher
relating
head.
It
the
may
things"
two
not
a
go
off for a depends on their savvy."
10:30- Movie
audiences around . very
12:00-News
I
1:20-Now,
rating point and her salary - quickly," he added, meaning a while,but it's there."
-in any manner. They just massive shift of viewers to
Gant, who has produced Roy 'Italians, Greeks, and others
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
donlgo-together." _ .
_
any network's-news show.:it Qrbison, Sue Thompson, of Mediterranean descent.are
And he says, those who think doesn't happen that way. Mickey Newbury, John D. at
increased
risk
for
I WNGE-2
WS11-3
WSM-4
WTVF-5
1 WPSD-6
ABC hired her as a relatively Nobody has a quick turn- Loudermilk and Don Gibson, thalassemia,
a
severe
KFVS-12
0:30- Trimmers Nowt
5:30-Cocas Pere
4:10-T4 The Thai
7:00- Medi Sheep
inpypermiv_e_way to boost around"
sis•;-$12,000
agreed.
Oviatloo
hereditary blood disorder. A
11
6:00-News
7:00-Nappy Days
7:00-Who's Who
6:15-News
- w_.
skiw
8:00-Peke Woman
ratings fail to consider that
' It s impossible to get stale oup e can find out from a
During the interview,
6:30- lame That Ton
7:31-tonnes mod Shirley 6:30-News
5:00-Ur
*S*11
A
9:00-Pane Stay
8:01-P
Wesel
ABC also boosted its 1977 news Sheehan denied a report un if you listen to • the people genetic counselor what their
700- Wheis Who
5:00-hit Man, Poor Mee 740-Nappy Days
1:30-One Day At A Them
10:00-News
0:00-Pile.
5:00-M•A'S'Il
budget in "many multiples of the Chicago Daily News) that around you-. Writers get chances are of having an
9:03-festally
7:30-Lavern I Sonny
10:30_ ymiNky shwi
5 00-Kean
10:00-News
News
5:30-On Day at•Tien
10:00- honeyed
10:00-News
Barbara Walters' salary" as ABC is considering splitting around something -like this affected child, says the March
-.166 M",Peer 44561 12:00- Tonserrew
8:
"
10:30- Tonight Show
9:00-Kele
10134- Mary Minims
9:110-Fainly
10:30-Gensaieko
part of a big push to improve up its New York-based news and it inspires them."
of Dimes.
12:00- Tomorrow Show
10:00- Nowa
11:00-Movie
11:30-lanai&
• 10:00-News
the quality of the network's anchor team by moving Miss
10:30-Movie
12:30-PTL amb
10:30-Mini
2:30-News
news operated.
Walters to Washington .this
12:30-News
12:00-News
He declined to specify, in spring to coanchor the show
cash terms, what those while Reasoner stays in -Fun
"multiples" come to, but said City handling his end.of it.
•
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
the matter of the magic
The fact is, we don't have
ratings point and her salary any plans to move her," -he
WS11.-3
I WNGE-2
WSM-4
WTVF-5
KFVS-12
NPSD-6
'Isn't something that causes said, adding that not even a
5:30-Cacho Pate
6:30
Nashville
Wait
6:30- Tell The Truth
7:00-Griziny Alban
any conversation here at all." trial separation is planned:
6:00-News
6:36- MaY""Si"' 6:15-N..,
7:00- Grizzly Allem
7:00-Geed Times
1100-CPO Sharkey
7:00-Meek Weave
6:30- Price is Right
Miss Walters began coanlimo
6:30
I:00
-CPO
Sharkey
110- Maass Stevasoe
im
7
'
7:
30-114101,0
00
5:00sw
-Geed Times
7:00-Weeder Women
5:in
_ simis "
'
choring__ the ABC "Evening
5:30-Melon Stevenson
The Nal k Sea is bounded t)
ef
soneu
the
Ties
9:00
co_
Aeries
-Charlie's
9:00
7.30- hitherto:
9:00- Toles et Wm
News" with Hairy Reasoner the Sol. ict Union, Romania
10:11-News
thosepec000l
10:00-Nowswindi
5:00
Ann
9:011-Charles Aaron
Unexpected
10:30-Gossineeke
on Oct. 4. How an the show's Bulgaria arid Turkey •
1440-News
10:07- News
1 1"
10,30-*In'
10:05-News
146"
10:00- Mews
ratings compared-1- to-lest
10:30- Tooigla Show
11:10-bookies
, 1 1:30-Masi*
1037Movie
10:/0-Rookies
10:30- Tanen Show
12:30-News
12:00- Tanner
year? An A. C. Nielsen official
1:45-121 Oith
Alt Kilimanjaro rises ...1'9,340
12:30-News
12:00-News
12:00- Teonfornw Show
in New York, tallying com- ft.e). and is the hiVtirst--innion,pleted estimates from the lain peak in Africa,_
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
start of each season, provided
wiiTrori Ptasp
„ -icrrow
WNGE-2
these averages:
WSIL-3
WTVF-5
WSM-4
WPSD-6
IL.- Mad Monk, was killed
KFVS-12 ,
6:30-N...The Tone 640_(Awn Pet.
From
mid-September
1975
In,-:DV). h t, a' group of
4:00-News
6,30-Pellet wegellet
7:00-Inter
6:211 -Tel The Trill
6:15-lbws
through mid-January l926 the
6:30- %orb of Animals
7:00-Feirtertn ivereey
7:30-Whit', Napping 6,30-Now.
7:00-honestk /*creep. 7:"- Wahm"
Walters-less show was seen in
. 5,00 _swig g„.0
5:00--Sinew* Anima"
7:66-Wanes
0:011-Bean Milks
7,00_ &mow
11:01-Seventh Avenue
7,120,000 homes each week
COO -Nonni Five-0
10:00- News
IP
9:00 -11enseby barn
5:30-Ton Ihmidall
:00-News
7:30-"Os Kneen,
W
Within the c0 of- Rome Ire-s
9:01110:30Ten*
Bomb"
Show
mien
Joins
may
"
10:00night.
News
9:M1-Streets of See hill. coo _
10:30- Tonight Show
VatIr an city, an independerit
12:00- Tomerrow Sbevic
10:le- N•wi
10:30- Gasmen
10:00-Nowise:fa
T2:00- Tomerrew
From ,mid-September
0:30-Testy toodol
_
ti
(..1tiart. utiles
10:30- Movie
11:1111,- l000teille ,
10:30- Men liertomm I 0:00-Sts of Sao Francisco
through mid-January this
12:30- News
12:30 News
11:00-AK Special
iIs_
m Nsw
year, ABC's program, seen in
'Fht• Caspian Si-as 152.084
i
12:30-P1104
10:30-Specin
about 4_ million fewer homes square miles rraik.c it the
12.00 News
than watched the top-rated
4n the vo,rld

1

Opry Not Only Place
To Hear Good Countr
•

1

I

•

.44ce

ABC Not Plannitg -Separation Fo-r Barbara

I

Integon Life
Insurance Corporation
Wishes to Congratulate

******************************4:
*
*
We Have The Top Nits .
*
David
,*
*
Marshall Tucker bond
'

- TV GUIDE FOR iRIDAY
I

WNGE-2

I

6:39-Naar% a hoe lad
740-Doan 1, Mirie
141-Mere
Mlle-NwwwwsteN
10:311- Mary Norio=
11:011-S. W. A. T.
1240-Peter Marsha
1:011-PTL Oub

3:4-News•Movie

.

WSI1-3
040- Ceche Pete
6,15 _ Now

WSM-4

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:30- howl
740-Deany I isle

945-earn

6:10- Tel Me Trion
740-Cede R
5:00-Tea Who Dered
1:00 -Executive Soho

CM-Moo*
10:00- News

107011-11ews
10:XI-Tsai*

10:401-11owo
10:30-011111•10110

10:30- S.W.A.T.
12:00-Movie
1:111-News

12:110- Illierigirt Special

13:30-Newt
1:00-Surma Theatre

7:00-Saliba and Sun
7:30-Chia
gm_ eadderd RI.,

•I

6131-Candid Canon
7 MO- Wen'I, See
7:311-Chino
1:00-leafsod Thee
IVO.- Opium

KFVS-12
6:00-News
6-30-Oily ,
7.40-Cad. M
I:00-Sow/1 CI.,
000-Newt.,

10:00- Nem

10:00-Mows

10:30- Teeight Thew
1210- Illiaennot Special

10-30-Mini,

•

1

*
*
*

*
*
*
x•
*
*

Fleetwood Mac
Rumors

' Corohno Dreams"
ofea
Vhe Largest Selectton of Topes and A :,,,:,‘' '' s
\
All Students Each Week

1

*
*

.*
*
*
*
*

.*
**
Center
**
Service
TV
,nt

753 5865 *
t Ceral Shopping Center
•or-Oritr***************************

King, as Agent of the Month for
production placed during December, 1976.-•
He placed first leading an experienced field
bver 600 men. This production gave
force
him oVkr 1 million of volume in sales during
th -calendar year. Congratulations again to
Dave King,and have a better year in '77,

GI

INTEGON

-
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1.11
2. Notice

2. Notice

If You

Just
Arrived
153-1441
/534621
153-6952
153,9331

fne
12e,.ue
ltur.titniaeut
tics;ital

753-5131

Ass,%-ted baskets and
gift items

BAMBOO
GARDENS
11 AM to 5 PM
Monday thru Saturday

SET OF PRESCRIPTION
glasses found at intersection of Miller
Avenue and 16th. Call at
Ledger and Times and
identify.
LOST TWO YEAR OLD
Black Doberman PinScher . .Chàin
collar. Paradise Resort
off Highway 732. Call
436-5414.

14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY any
b,aseball cards. Call
after 6p. m. 7534019.
'
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.

15. Articles ND Sale

2/ Mobile Home Sales

32 Apartments For Rent

43. Real Estate

Itiid MASTERCRAPT,
Central air and heat.
Two bedrooms, 2 full
baths. Furnished. Call
489-2321 or 489-2392. ,

TWO BEDROOM all
electric brick duplex.
Private drive. $90.00 per
month.For 2 or Speopie.
Call 489-2595.

LOTS-LOTS-LOTS We still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
otTr_s_itarr at
$3,300. Some,wooded lots
still available. Owner
with
will finance
dawn
minimum
payment. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

20. Sports Equipment

OLD FASHIONED g1ati.49 1971
15,2 ft. Chrysler
showcase. Call 753-75,98. Currier
boat, 70 h. p.
motor and Holtselaw
16. Home Furnishings
traffkr for side. Best
offer. C,aU 436-5331,
LONG
GREEN
LEATHER couch. 16H. P. ROCKWELL air
Perfect condition. $70.
boat motor with con:Call 489-2141.
trots. $200. Call 436-5590.

15. Articles For Sale

12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
1%o'bedrooms 1 and 3/4
baths, all electric. Call
753-4.548 after 5 p. m.

TWO- BEDROOM -furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D. m. M-F.

MICROWAVE oven, 26" RALEIGH
Record 10
WHOLESALE
Tappan, 1976 model. $16
FREE!
speed bike. Like new. FOR SALE by owner. 2
Coldwater Rd
month. Call 753-0595
753 03. 17
Jewelry Catalog! Ex,prehentive
Call 753-7358. bedroom' mobile home
before 6.p.
clusive __Designers'
33 Rooms For Rent
One
'
753-6622
--unfurnished except
Bargains
Collections!
OIL
and
FOR
FREE
16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90 ' stove and refrigerator.
Poison Control
753-7588
ROOMS FOR RENT in
1824, - SPEED QUEEN washer
galore! Box
6. Help Wanted
adjust on any sewing
h. p. Johnson, trailer,
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Washer & Dryer con=
the country Call 436Cleveland..
„Ohio
44106.
"
$100.
and
Both
dryer.
Call
ririchine.
COMMERCIAL LOT...
skis and all gear, $1100.
lieedlove
, 153-11EiD
nectioris in use now. One
2510
Call
753-8071
„
Lakewood, 1-354-8619. $2,000.00 - MONTHLY!
Call 753-2241 after__6_
12511,ket deep, . the _only
Learn la Read
1512218
sto...ge
In
SPARETIM! Un- le KUM WALLTO wAti.,
lot available for sale
.and
-building'
insulated
34
Houses
_
for
Rent
.
no soil-at all, on carpets
CANOPY
MAPLE
Social Concerns
WILL THE LADY who hit
itingly
believably,
across from the new city
5'
by
8'
steel
lined,
one
cleaned with Blue
bedroom suite, $150. Box
the car in the hospital
selfeast.
Send
park.. . ideal for sports
storage shed. All on four THREE BEDROOM
Committee.and
Lustre. Rent electric-, .sprihgs and mattress, 15'RUNABOUT BOAT,55
parking lot, please
addressed and stamped
store.
Kick off' your
220'.
lots
100'
by
nice
horse power Evinrude
brick house near the
shampooer. Big K, Bel
00.- Baby bed and
contact
Edward
envelope to Box 1824,
shoes and settle in front
away
minutes
Just
3
motor,
and
15'
The Ledger 8.
University.
Newly
camAir Shopping Center.
Mattress,$25. TV stand.
Chadwick, 106 South
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
of the fire in this warm
_ decorated. Fully carfrorn
Call 7534333 evenings: . per-sleeps four. To be
12tt1, 753-7267.
family room, designed
- Times '
well and septic system.
sold together-$1650 or
peted:
No
pets.
$200.
Call
WOOL RUGS original
just for • you. Add 4
Under $9,000.00. Call 753best offer. . Contact
753-3942.BELTONE HEARING
handmade. All wool
BROWN COUCH AND
bedrooms, living room,
6:00
p.
5352-6:00
a.
m.
to
Gunner Nance at 753E100 Weekly Possible Sluff II.,
AID Sales. Free service
rugs extra heavy plush.
black and white TV. Call
dining area, 2 baths and
Envelopes. SEND Self
m.
4015
or
753-8300.
house
for
2
FIVE
ROOM
addressed stamped envelop,
on Al] makes. Open 9-1
All handmade and
753-9875.
SPECIAL
a 14' x 45' rec room for
to:
KASH-FL0
ENpeople. No pets. Good
designed to order.
daily, Monday-Friday.
TERPRISES -Bei- 60669
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
those teenagers . • •
22. Musical
753references.
Call
New Shipment woven
Sacramento, CA 95860 DEPT
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Suggest Navajo or
almost 4000 sq. ft. of
bedroom
mobile
home,
DY.
G.
E.
DRYER
,
paint
7449.
houseplant baskets
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Aboriginal or other
BALDWIN PIANOS and
comfortable living but
electric heat and central
'chipped
in
shipment.
$16
all shapes,all sizes
Phone 5274463.
desig,ns. Choose what
organs. Rent to purair. 28 x 32 heated
unbelieveable low heat
month. Call 753-0595
NEWLY DECORATED 2
you like. Call 763-6453.
chase
plan.
Lonardo
workshop.
bills.
Loretta Jobs
New
4"
deep
before 6.p. m.
.79 to $9.95
bedroom house, located
WHAT WE DO best is $25.00 PER HUNDRED
well. Water pipe to all 8
Piano Company, across
Realtors, 753-1492.
stuffing
envelopes.
Send
on a lake front lot in
care. Needline, 753-6333.
acres. All within 2 years
from Post Office, Paris,
DISHWASHER,
self-addressed, stamped SALE - CHAINSAW
Pine Bluff Shores. No
STARKS HDWE
old.
Tennessee.
Beautiful
location.
chains, 3.8" or 404 pitch.
Westinghouse,e4rmonths
SUMMERS DELIGHT
envelope: TK ENpets.
".children
or
12th & Poplar
Call
after
6p.
m.
901-247Would you like to
Enough for 12" bar,
old. $140. Call 753-9829.
TERPRISE, BOX 21679,
required.
Center Ridge home
References
.
Our 30th Year.
GRAND SPINET, ex5457, Puryear, Tenn.
ride esuP Church
$8.95. 16" bar, 49.95. 20"
DENVER, CO. 80221.
$135 month. Call 753offers two bedrooms cellent
condition.
$550.
Bus to' Sunday
Wallin
bar, $10.95
8355.
-fully- furnished, large
Call 753-6648.
HOUSE TRAILER FOR
School and morHardware, Paris, Tenn.'
COLOR PORTRAITS,
sun porch and patio.
sale, 1969 Marriott,
WANTED A SALES
ning worship serbring us yours for extra
ELECTROLUX SALES
Water front lot has
36
For
Rent
Or
Lease
LOWERY
organ
with
carpeted, 11
/
2 baths, 2
vices at
person to sell Jim
copies. Made from any
and service. Call Tony
ENdock and unique
TUB
private
BATH
brass symphonizer,
bedrooms, $3,800. Call
Walter Homes in the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
size into any size.
Montgomery, 753-6760
CLQSRE Kits. Martree house. Purdom and
FOR LEASE - Building,
is
rhythm
section
and
753-7490.
This
area.
Murray
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
If you do call Bill Crick at
day or night.
Thurman Real Estate
and solid colors
'
20x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
recorder. Cash or take
your opportunity to \bjizd
x.,10 $2.40.-Fast service.• 753-6647.
753-4451.
•
installed by
can
be
753-5881
over payments. Call 436- 1973 12 x 60 Criterion.
make good money as a.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
ELECTROLUX
Murray
amateur.
2124.
insales person. If
Fully furnished, and
753-0035. Free parking .
BEAUTIFULLY LandVACUUM - cleaner.
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
3. Card Of Thanks
terested call Gene Alien
carpeted. "TWO' FOR RENT OR LEASE,
lot. use our rear enBrand new. Still has
scaped 4 bedroom home
Paducah,
502-442-7368,
PIANOS
bedrooms. Extras. Call T retail store building on
trance.
TWO HAIRDRYERS and
guarantee. Has carpet CONRAD'S
in Kingswood, SubKy.
WE THE FAMILY' of
Organs, Kimball and
753-5807.
- south side court square
hydraulic chair for sale.
sweeper and all atdivision. Complete with
Mary Rubie Travis wish
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft. ...large- den including
-HAIRCUT $1.00. Shave,
Like new. Call 435-4554.
tachments $285. Call 753•
Call Dal Boyd, 1-24729. Mobile Home Re,7tals
f.75, at 71TOrn'birekle- -to-express our, -sincere- W
3634.
''
-- - -and- Clark. Largest
wood-burning ftreplacg,,,
T
ItIRE
selection in Western
appreecation
and
2833.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
kitchen has built-ins. babysitter-housekeeper
753-1424,
Kentucky,
gratitude for the many
MOBILE HOME - . 3
Street.
Monday
.Urethane -foam. All SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
Can be seen by making
weekdays.
for
37 Livestock Supplies
acts of kindness,such as
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
bedroom, furnished or
Thursday 7:30-11:10;
all densities. Cut
appointment with
500 Maple Street. Free
References and tran-_
Ky.
visits, brtis, food and
unfurnished. 100 x 200
FOday Se.Saturday 7:30to your specs. West Ky.
hose attachment with
Purdom and Thurman
sportation required. Call
USED BIG HORN saddle,
.
-f
lowers
shown
by
our
private lot. Three miles
3:30. Appointment at
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
the purchase of every
Real Estate 753-4451 or
753-9520 after 3 p. m.
for
/
1
2
ton
calliper
shell
East of Murray. Call •
_home. Call if needed 753- :relatives, friends and
Avenue. 7.53-6767.
after 3:00 Pat Mobley
upright_ R_ebuilt
1963
pickup,
step
side
neighbors during the
492-8120..
3685.
753-8958 or Geneva Giles
vacuums' starting at
COMP4NY WILL PAY
_Chevrolet with air and
diners,
- and death of our
753-6557.
$45.00. We rebuild your
$50 to person who fur- 'FACTORY CLOSE out
Oldest home
power everything: Call
beloved mother,
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
vacuum for $29.95. Call
nishes us With name of
TV $20 month.
19"
color
For Sale
489,2330,
owned
to
operated
grandmother and great
Private lot. In Murray.
BY OWNER mini farm on
someone who will
Call 753-0595 before 6 p. - 753-0359.
grandmother.- We are
in
Or
Calloway
Co.
Call 753-4661. -large residential lot:
purchase
siding,
room
m.
grateful to the doctors
18. Sewing Machines
Polled Hereford Bulls
Three acres located 3b2
addition
or
any
type
Lease
and nurses at Murray
TWO
BEDROOM
miles East of Murray on
home
improvement ATLANTA wood or coal
For Sale with or
Calloway
County
Zoned for commercial
SINGER SEWIN-G
TRAILER, us MILE
the Squire Workman
502-683-0690.
work.
Call
without
stove
in
etcellent
registration.
Hospital, Max Churchill
or professional use.
Machine,4ig zag and all
OUT CITY LIMITS ON
Road. Has water and is
condition. Call 753-4725.
Call after 6 p. m. 753Funeral Home, _the
House has over 1,400
attachments.
regular
121 South. $85 month,
in a restricted area. Call
WANTED
SALESGIRL,
5156.
sq. ft. of space,located
pallbearers, organist,
Fully guafahteed. Fully
$50 deposit. Call 753753-8355.
for counter work. Apply FOUR H. P. air comon highly traveled
singers and to Bro.
$39.50. Call
3175, after 5 p. m. 753cash
price
pressor
with
after 10 a. m. No phone
acBRED
GILTS,
3
way
street.
Glenn Armstrong, and
6649.
Martha Hopper. 1-354cessories. $250. Call 489112 ACRES ON Ky 280
calls. Dixie Cream
cross. Hampshire,
Call:..
Bro. Tom Powell. May
8619.
227.
Donuts,
1006
about six miles from
Chestnut.
Duroc
and
Yorkshire.
God bless each of you.
David King
TWO
BEDROOM
Murray and only two
Also
cross
bred
boars.
Rev. and Mrs. Roscoe,
TRAILER ON private
753-8355
FOR SALE - air com- FOR SALE - zig zag
miles from Ky Lake and
Phone 733.3914
753,9390.
Call
Mr.' and Mrs. Virgil
LA DI ES
lot. $85 month. Call 753sewing machine. Full
pressors, all types
TVA recreation area.
ort
Lockhart, grand7304.
cash price, $30. Call
electric
motors.
We
are
Long road frontage on
HUSBAND
1
WIFE
TEAMS
children and great
FREE! FREE! Drawing
GILTS AND 2 sows with
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
Need Extra Money' Queens
now buying used iir
both sides of 280.- Very
grandchildren.
for new $20.00 bill_ at
Way to Fashion. Home
pigs for sale. Call 435MOBILE
HOMES
and
conditioners.
Call
753fine
building sites. John
Fashion
Showings
is
the
antoo
13th
South
Country Music Show
19. Farm Equipment
4503:
swer. For information call
mobile home spaces for
9104.
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
Saturday, 8:00 p. m. WE WISH TO express
901485-9150 or 885-1289.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
505 Main Bt., Murray,Kentucky Lake Music
our sincere gratitude
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
38 Pets Supplies
Call 753-3280.
Miscellaneous
24
753-0101 or call Linda
CARPET
rubber
back
13
Barn. For information
and appreciation to the
needs.
Call
AAA
Fence
HOUSECLEANING, 2
Drake at 753-0492.
x
13,
like
new.
$40.
Also
' call 502-436-8806.
many friends and neighSupply Co., 1-444-6865, PEOPLE GIVE YOU
AKC REGISTERED Old
days week for elderly
one antique rocker. Call
bors who were so kind,
Paducah,
Ky.
English
Sheepdog
CASH, when you use Joe
couple. Call 753-9986
753-7523.
NEW HOME. We have a
DO YOU blieve the Holy
CLEANUP SHOP or body
thoughtful and conpuppies, 8 weeks old.
Dill's
753-5757.
Bailey
and
Linda
after
5
p.
m.
or
beautiful 3 bedroom
Bible is God's inspired
shop. At Midway. Call
cerned, during the
806 INTERNATIONALAlso 2 white German
Flea Market to sell
brick home in Lynnwood
1,kar,d2 Would yniallEn to
7534311
sudden , death of my
Shepaids, 5 months arid
• -tractati-wilh-cluals.-Good- items for you.. . .tables_ _
10 Business Opportunity .
Estates. This house has
learn more about God's
Daddy, Bill Stevens. We
1 year old. Call 753-6412
condition. Five in•
If
being
rented.
are
now
31
central electric heat and
Want
To
Rent
plan for you? Call 753especially:- thank BM.
Licks
or 753-0957 after 4 p. in.
ternational 16" breaking
you'have old precious,
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY 4
air, with a beautiful
leaks
0984. It is` not a recorHarry Yates, for being
plows. 9 tooth chisel
WOULD LIKE TO RENT
for
etc.
antiques,
relics,
•
•
view of the country side.
for
local
person
in
this
ding. This is also our
ever 'near when"- we
keeps' •
plow. 20 ft. gooseneck
private lot for mobile AMERICAN
items, call 615-232-6566.
HUSKY
Only two miles from
area to represent a •
business phone.
needed him Most-, and
•
trailer. 18 ft. Inhome. Preferable north
The FLEA MARKET is
town,and on city water.
male dog. One year old.
nationally known oil •
his words of condolence
•'
ternational fold up disc.
NEW!
•
orcity. Also would like
located
3
Miles
west
of
Call for details, Fulton
Call 733-6728 after 5:30
company. This is a per-,,
WILL THE LADY driving
present to the very end.
Call 489-2392.
to rent farm acreage.
Dover, Tenn., on high-,
Young Realty, 753-7233,
and on 'aturday.
manent, full time sales :PATCH MAGIC.
the red and white car
the
Thanks
to
Call after 6 p. m. 753way 69 across from
HO, SE,
tap,
•
home 753-4946.
position.
Offers • .s..lantly
who talked to the woman
pallbearers and each
stops a.I eaks'
6179.
•
SIDEWINDER
Bushog,
6'
Uncle'
Joe's
Discount
GERMAN
AKC
unusually high income,
cut and press ir place
involved in the aceidint
one who sent flowers
on gutterS, roots, flash1^,.
lift type, perfect conStore. Hundreds of
SHEPHERD. Three
opportunity for ad- •
in front of Big John's on
and food during the time
RENTAL INCOME"• weatherstripping du,-, •
items now turning into' PRIVATE
dition. Call 436-5870.
LOT
in
boats
plumbing
Waterpr,
months old.' Male - $65. ' PROPERTY just listed.
Nancement.-Knowledge •
November 18, please_ of. our sorrow, also
•
VVeatherproof Permaner'•
The
INthousands.
country fot house
Female - $45: Call 435of farm and industrial • tleicbte- wont shr.nk Cr - •
call 435-4302 after 4 p. m.
employees of the Byrn
Located
near
the
DOOR Flea Market
or sag Can be painte,1
•
trailer. Call 753-7707.
4385.
machinery
helpful. •
As soon as possible.
CONTACT
WEST
KY
'Funeral Home. The
University. Well built
• once
•
open
six
days
a
week
Special training if hired. • 1 ro111,
Handling
Grain
presence, prayers, and
older home has 4
15 sc,"*.n
•
and Sunday afternoons.
32. Apartments For Rent
comforting words of - For personal interview
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
29 GALLON Metaframe
bedrooMs and
see Jim _Reynolds,
each and everyone, will
345-2633:for Farm Fan
aquarium for sale, with
basement. Also separate
Western Dark
Murray Home
NICE
ONE
liedroom
Ramada Inn, Madison.'always- be remembered.
Seven-per rent YE 0411 Harsetradin•'
753Call
accessories.
all
garage
_
apartment and
:
fired Tobwo
apartment.
At
1414
Vine.
& Auto
Post and Auction.
May Goebless each of • yule,K,Fn.FebWa[
-Pre-Season Discount
0657.
mobile home with
Growers - "
0...1.0
Sr
General merchandise
7 p. m.or Sat. Feb. 19 at
you. -The fainily of Bill
through February.
separate utility m,eters.
Association
NICE
FURNISHED
wholesale and retail.
9a. m.
Stevens.
4,EIGHT WEEK OLD
Buy them all for $23,500.
apartment
for
four.
Call
Used furniture, and
For:refit 532 sq. ft.
•Poodre-for sale. Call 753KOPPERUD REALTY,
NEED GitAIN BINS, a
753-0669 or 7575.
DIS
ASHER,
75:W222.
THE -FAMILY- oT N. Y.
gram diyer, a new steel appliances, tntiqouS.-Office sp'ace.
Westhlghouse, 4 months
throw rugs, ,throw
building, graiw-cleaner
Glover would 'like to
'old.
$140.
Call
753-9829.
NEW
TWO
BEDROOM
pillows. Consignments
tilities turnished. take this opportunity to
° WE HAVE'PROSPECTS
or new spray equipment
townhouse apartment, GROOMING AND AKC
Insure
taken. Flea market
Now!
for -three bedroom
Agri.
for
spring.
thank
all
our neighbors
Phone
"miniature Schnauzers.
REFRIGERATOR,
all
carpet,
dishwasher,
space available. We
homes up to the 29's.
and friends who were so
Products has them. Call
Kennels.
Hidden
Valley
75,3.3341,or
washer,,gas cook stove
range, refrigerator,
buy, sell or horsetrade,
Come
753-2958,
by
Wilson
thoughtful
and
kind
in
436-4481,
Call
and bedroom suite. Call
753-3342
disposal, washer-dryer
607 South 4th. Call 753Insurance and Real
our time of sorrow. To.
753-0493.
hookup,
central
heat
and
9647.
Estate, across from the
each one that sent food,
41. Public Sales
FERGUSON 20 tractor.
air, private deck. Call
post ,office or call 753for the cards, And the
Tie 111111X6114•11 merit,
Call 435-4412.- -----NALF PRIIT
• 753-7550.
Conl26 To Racio
HALF PRICE winter
3263.
r•certlierns sad lour
beautiful
floral
Plete-laAer clarifier
rummage
clearance
ipolowi Moms.
arrangements. Also' Tor"
Two
trailer.
16' STOCK
NEW TWO BEDROOM
system, $200. Used only
21" RC black and white
sale, Bargain Barn, 13th
your prayers. Our
TWO ACRES OF land
Purdom
years old. Call 753-5464.
3 months. Call 435-4413.
garden apartment,___,
TV. Good condition. Ob.
-and Main,Saturday, 9-4.
thanks and appreciation
east of Almo on blacktop
Thurman Ins,
carpet, range,
Call 75336445.
All.clothing $1.00 or less. go to Rev. Glen Cope
road. Call 753-4418.
500
only
POOL
CASE
Si&
refrigerator,
disposal,
'TABLES.
1972,
Slate
111111114.11. 7113-441
and
Rev. Howard
bed-800 lb. Commercial
OVER
washer-dryer hookup.
hours. Used for mowing. TAKE
Conner or their words
Gas. No equipment.
tables with all equipPrivate patio. Call 753PAYMENTS, Zenith
Dixieland
of ,comfart, to the Oak
$4500. call after 5 p. m.
mint delivered and set
7550.
console stereo. $18.00
14 Want To Buy
Grove Cumberland
Shopping
Salaried position, Bonus Plan, Company Paid Inup, $650. Six models on435-4388.
month. Call 7534595
Presbyterian
Choir
for
surance
STACKS
OF
OLD
comic
display.
m.
p.
Many
other
before
6
BEDROOM
\-- Center, TWO
their beautiful singing,
Apply In Person Only To
books, magazines and
available.
Qiick 1969 3,000 FORD -tractor
lr
furnished
apartment
Murray
to the pallbearers for
Big Little books. Call
delivery. Call for apwith plow and dis`c.„ Call \ TV SALE. Drive to'cuba
unfurnished Call 75 Liner' service. We ap753-9829.
pointment\ 901-686-1177.
489-2463.
4726.
and save. We h ve the
preciate the services of
• lowest prices bn all
the Max Chkrchilf
753-7598
ANT TO BUY a used FOR SALE: Oak and
Zenith 'Sri. Ship
FURNISHED
NICE
JOHN 'DEERE.- 1240
Funeral Home. May
maple baby bed in exAppoirttn.;qr.')t Not
around and compare.
Hickory wood,- $12.50
apartment. May be neen
planter. Used I years.
God bless edch of you.
cellent condition. Call
rick delivered. Call 437Stamp's Zenith Sales,
at Kellys Pest Control,
Perfect condition. Call
Always Necessary- Parents, brothers and
K7
,53-8393 after 5.
See Richard Parker
4731 or 437-4346.,
Cuba, fry. 382-2426.
100 South 13th,
after 5 p.. tn. 753-4503.
•sistert""-•
tivrane Sotieh -

153 3994

1

-7

5 Lost And round

1

•

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

=MIK

JUDON'S
BEAUTY
SALON

0

•

Manager Needed

0
,
11.

S

•
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43 Real Estate

- LOTSseveral
left in
bdivision.
rater and
in price
Start- at
xided lots
Owner
with
e
down
y Spann
ycamore,

.LOT...
. the .9111Y
for sale
le new city
for sports
off your
le in front
this warm
designed
1. Add 4
ing room,
baths and
room for
ers . . .
sq. ft. of
living but
low heat
:ta Jobs
1492.

DELIGHT
ge home
edrooms ied, large
and patio.
t lot has
and unique
urdom and
!al Estate

Laud,Y
700M home
Doc!, Subiplete with
including
fireplace,,
built-ins.
by making
nt with
I Thurman
7534451 or
'at Mobley
eneva Giles

lini farm on
ential Iota
located 31-2
Murray on
Workman
ater and is
d area. Call

IN Ky 280
lilies from
only two
y Lake and
tion area.
rontage on
280. Very
sites. John
Realtor,
., Murray,
call Linda
4492.

We have a
bedroom
1 Lynnwood
5 house has
lc heat and
beautiful
iuntry side.
niles from
city water.
ails, Fulton
y, 753-7333,
6.
INCOME -just listed.
war
the
Well built
e has 4
is
and
so separate
trnent and
me
with
ity meters.
for $23,500.
REALTY.

ROSPECTS
bedroom
o the 20s.
Wilson
and Real
ss from the
r call 753-

OF land
on blacktop
3-4418.

44

175 ACRE FARM located
on State Line Road only
seven miles south of
Mursay. Large amount
of tendable land, some
additional land that
could be cleaned up and
some wooded land.
Tendable land has been
in beans. Good road
frontage. Also county
road access on other
part of land. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 7537531.

FOUR BEDROOM home
just listed in Canterbury
Estates.71fome is less
than one year old,-and is
outstanding-- in both
quality and design.
Large family roomrecreation room with
area for pool table, and
wet-bar, fireplace with
heatalator,
two
bedrooms downstairs, 2
bedrooms upstairs and
storage areas abound.
Large 2 car attached
garage. This home has
economic heat pump
heating and cooling
system, • Andersen
thermopane wind6ws,
plushn_e.ss
and
throughout. Priced in
low 50's. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 for more information.

I Mt Frit CAlf.

BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lot on Johnny Robertson
Road. Very large lot for
nice home. Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333,
home 752 4946.
NICE BUILDING LOTS
on 011_ Highway South.
Also 5 acre tract which
could be used for
business or residence.
Fulton Young Realty,
753-7333, home 753-4946.
LOT .FOR SALE in
Gatesborough. Call 7538448.
45. Farms For Sale
20 ACRE-FARIV1 located
off Highway 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire fence with steel
post. Cal for more
details, Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333, phone
753-4946.

SMALL FARM located on
Highway 94 East. Lots of
road frontage, tobacco
barn and pond. A
beautiful location to
build a new home. Call
us today for details,
Fulton Young Realty,
753-7333, home 753-4946.

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
$423.00 ea, fleeced, ready to es*. Also precut, yes build, as
low an 1300.00. I x B we to 24z 60 steadied, but will precut
soy site nodded. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114

MACHINERY
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
Thursday, Feb. 24, at 10 a. m.
Al Ike Auction Mal Wawa, Ky.

.
I TRACTORS: 1, 1974 model 990 David .Bradley
Diesel, only 1030 actual hours with a Heavy Duty
Front loader, 5' Bucket and 1 set of Forks - 1970
model IHC Td 15 crawler tractor with straight blade
and tilt cylinder, all in good condition - 6000 Ford
tractor - 350 IHC diesel tractor 930 Case - M Farmall - 3020 J. D. with front loader - Fordson magor
Diesel tractor,"220 engine."

3 TRICKS: 1970 Ford 1 ton truck -1970 Chev.50 dump
truck - 1965 Ford 34 P. U. with dual wheels & grain
bed.
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: Lillston, 4 row rolling
cultivator 'like new' - 51240 J.-D. 4 row corn planter
with fert. attch. 'like new'-John Deere corn picker Ford mower - 125 Jager air compressor - J. D. 30
pull type combine - 2, 16.9 x.34 tractor tires - Jay
Ram tamper - New Holland hay baler - IHC #541
breaking plow 4-16" - 40' bay & grain elevator -1972
model, 315 IHC combine with 10 grain and 2 row
corn head in perfect condition,- 3 ph 2 row cultivator
- 3 p. h. 6' disk - chain saw - 2 row corn drill - boom
pole - 4' pull type disk - 1, 14" plow - 3", 13' electric,
augor - 3 gang 12" plow - Ford Hay Baler -3, gang,
14" Breaking Plow 'like new'- 8"2 foot 3p. h. Heavy
Disk -842 foot Kewanee wheel disk.
ese items are listed as of Feb. 4: other items are
ing added daily. Free unloading & loading ,
citifies: ale held in heated building if need be.

Thomas White
& Sons
•Auction & Realty
Kittlaws, Kentucky

Office 333 1251

EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths
with 'central -electric
heat and air. Beautiful
fireplace in family
room. Lots of closets
and storage room.
Large lot with woods on
back boundary line.
Country living almost in .
town, city water. Also
new outbuilding with
electricity: -Call us
today, Fulton Young
Realty, phone 753-7333,
home 753-4946: •

Phone

"IF ONLY WE COULD CONNECT HIM
10 A GAS PIPELIME,"
i olive Serice
48. Autorn

49 Used Cars 8 Trucks

TWO
ENGINES
Chevrolet.283 and a 283
bored 60. Set of new 11 to
1 dome 283 pistons. Z-28
cam. Call 753-3197
between 9 a. m. and 2 p.
m.

1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 .cylinder
automatic, good condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5 p
m.

49 Used Cars & Ducks

1972 V. W. Lovx mileage
Call 753-3862.

1974
MATADOR
Brougham, excellent
1974 AUDI FOX. Take up
condition. I1700-71W-u" payment to responsible
sell. Call 753-4023.
person. Good condition
Very clean. Call 753-7699
'JEEP CJ-5-75 Renegade
nights, 753-0123 days.
Package, 1200 x 15 tires
on spoke wheels. Call
1966 RAMBI.ER. Runs
753-5532.
like new. Must sell Call
767-2357.
1975 CHEVROLET four

THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath brick on 1 acre.
Good location. Low 30's.
Call 753-9318.
PRICE
REDUCED!
Separate workshop, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
family room, office
space, landscaped, near
shopping. Call 753-9380.
BY OWNER nice, neat 2
bedroom house in quiet
near
neighborhood,
center.
shopping
Completely remodeled.
Call 474-2337.
OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 7531961.
47 Motorcycles

wheel drive with topper.
Automatic,
power
steering, power brakes.
Phone 489-2737.
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper, $295. 1968 Ford
LTD, $350. Call 489-2595.
1970 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE new paint, good
conditiOn7 $1200. :Call
753-2958.
1977 GRAND LEMANS.
8,000 miles. Plenty
extras-. Call 753-0492.
1974 CHEVY 1 eon with
cab and chassis, custom
deluxe, power brakes
and steering. Clean,
47,000 miles, 350 four
speed. Price is $2,650.
Call 753-0165 or see at 66
and
4th
Station,
Chestnut.
1971 , V. W. automatic.
$110b. Can be seen 1206
South 16th, after 6 call
435-4149.
1964 FAIRLANE, 6
cylinder, automatic,
condition.
excellent
$400 Call 753-3704.

1975 ELECTRIC miniLOCAL ONE OWNER,
bike. Ride all day for
like new _37,500
pe-n-n-i-e-s. Charge
1971 Chevrolet
miles.
for
overnight. Ideal
new
. commuting to town or to -- Impala, 2 door,
power brakes,
air,
tires,
sell.
to
Priced
classes..
steering. etc. See at 201
Call 753-6564.
South 13th, across from
Cartel. School. $2195.
1974 YAMAHA 360 trail.
Make offer. ,
$250. Call 489-2275.
1976 YAMAHA Enduro
DT 400B, 970 actual
miles. Excellent condition. Call 753-414 after
4. Must sell cheap. .
1975 HONDA CB-550.
Excellent condition.
Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.
1970 750 TRIUMPH, $600
Call 489-2399 after 4 p
m.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle Gallen 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.

1974 FIREBIRD. $3150.00
firm. Call 753-7853. •
1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
automatic, good condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4754 after 4 p.
m.
1964 BUICK SKYLARK
station wagon. $150.00.
tA good .work car. Call
753-3297.
1968 PLYMOUTH 4 door
sedan. Reduced for
quick sale. Excellent
mechanical condition.
New tires. $450 or best
offer. Call 753-8417.

WALLIS DRUG I
•PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAI
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETIC S

1968 PONTIAC AGoN.
Power, air, tape player
$450. 1967 Datsun. 4
door, $395. Call 489-2595
1966 MERCURY MONTEREY, 4 door, 38,000
actual miles Spare
never used, air. power
steering and Drakes.
Call 753-7523.
1976 VOLARE Wagon,
8,000 miles, power
brakes, 2254i-cylinder, 3
speed tranrnission. Call
753-7523.
1972 AUDIE 100 IS, air,
AM-FM, new radials.
$2000. Glyn Gordon, 7535312 or 753-7773.
FOR SALE 1950 DODGE,
bought ne,A in Murray.
In excellent condition.
Or will trade for
runabout boat. Call 4892275.

Offered

MANGRUM'S
Country Sausage is now on sale at
IGA Northside and Southside Stores

98`
20. 1.98

Try them well guarantee youll like

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at -753-2310 for free
estimates.

PART
'FREE THRE
Beagle puppies. Seven
weeks _old. Has been
wormed, and have
distemper
temporary
shots. Call 753-3994 after
4:3(1.

PA

eal
'Estate

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
p. in.
'

V..

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning„ and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

1972 CHEN ROLET Impala Coupe. excellent
condition Good tires.
Call 753-7508.
1968 CAMARO R-S. Clean
hardtop,
door
2
automat:', V-8, air,
power steering, and
brakes $1095. Call 7534428 after 5 p. m. 753•
9739
PLYMOUTH
1973
DUSTER with power
and air $1495. Call 436-

1970 BUICK Skylark - 2
dr. h t double power
and air Yellow with
briYwn vinyl top. Fac' %heels. $1000.00.
- torY.
Phone 354-6217.
1963 FORD customized
van, rnag wt aels, 8
track stereo. Must see to appreciate. Call 4928441.

COLEMAN RV AIR
conditioner sale. While
they last, Mach 1-$367,
Mach II -$403, Mach III $426. This Price includes
taxes and installation.
Open.6 days a week and
Sunday
afternoon.
• Murph),1'
Sales, Highway 62 E.
Dawsoo Rd., Princeton,
Ky. 502-365-5082.

FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Residential:
Service.
mobile home-hookup
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain. 435-4539.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backfioe
work needs call John
fAne. Phone 753-8669 or --436-2586.

PURDOM

WILL INT-17Iside or ?out1972 ( IIEVROLtT
side painting and small
Caprice ,ow mileage
carpentry work. l'horw
Two &per hardtop, all
527-9959.
a41 753-1 55f, after 5 (i•
WILL SET WITH an
elderly person. Day or
1966 CHEA ROLET Im- night. Experienced. Call
pala V-8. air. Good
753 7301 or 753-3739.
condition Call 753-7271.

Campers

EI.ECTRIC
COLSON
AND Plumbing. ('lent
Colson, licensed electtrician and licensed
master plumber. Alino.
Ky. 753-8549.,

RELIABLE WOMAN for
housecleaning. Call 474.2788

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route. 2.
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky..
42001. Phone day or
•
night 442-7026.

TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,"
DRIVEWAYS' WHITE
showers, entrance,
rocked and graded. Free TIMOTHY HAY for sale.
kitchens. Call J. R.
CAKES FOR ANY ocestirpates. Call Clifford
Hamilton, 753-8500.
Cal 435-4312
casion, and for wedGarrison 753-5429.
and
dings. VArious sizes
• .
shapes. Prefer one week
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille,• extra nice, new car
LICENSE
ELEC.
notice in, advance. Call
trade in
TRICIAN -and gas
489-2602.
'Lamb,
Polly
- stallation
will
do
1975 Cadillac Eldorado, extra nice, new car trade in.
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753ELECTRICAL REPAIR
7203.
1976 Catlin: Salon Coupe, 10,000 miles, new car
of electric heat, air
in.
trade
condition, appliances,
EXPERT BUILDING
water pumps, water
and remodeling - one
1977 Pontiac Lemans .Coupe, 4,000 miles, demonheaters and wiring. 30
cabinet to complete
strator
Years experience Call
home - planning to
436-5676. I,
completion. Call now
1977 Cutlass Salon,600 miles, demonstrator.
Roy Harmon's Car- GUTTERING
BY
penter Shop, 753-1124.
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix Demonstrator, 2,300 miles.
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
CARPET CLEANING
1973 V.W.
your specifications. Call
---exper-reitre-d,
Doug Taylus it 753-2310
reasonable rates,
for free estimates.
1973 Grand Torino, 4 door, nea car trade in
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying. TUTOR-REAbING. All
1967 Mustang, extra nice
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
ages, experience,
Good Used Cars Needed
references. Call 753-8987
HAVING TROUBLE' after 4:00.
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
ELECTROLUX SAI.ES
Then call 753-6614.
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, -753-6760,
PAINTING AND PAPER
Olds Pontiac Coafillec
day or night
hanging. interior or
.
.
or
extekior, by the hour
'Tkotwiwl(wham," An Ow
ELECLICENSED
job. Free estimate.
ofTRICIAN prompt,.
Phone 753-8343
ficient service. NO job
1406 Nest Maio 763.5315
too-. small. Call Ernest
CUSTOM HAY bailing
White, 753-0605
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
FOR A FREE estimate
Ott dll stump TeTTIO% at.
GENERAL BACKHOE
Contact K and S Stump
gravel,
work, white
Removal, 435-4343 or
bank gravel Call 436753-9490
2306

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
1972 JEEP( OMMANDO,
Taylor at 75.3-2310 far
drive,
v. heel
4
free estimates for your
automatic, power
needs
steerini: call 437-4817.

50

them.

DRIVEWAYS 'white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Huey.
753-8381.

.HLE -

1 kb.

Night 388 1088

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

(

heat Double glass enclosed

753-5862

51. Services Offered

FAIN'S, ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookur
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain,'4.35-4539.

BY OWNER - 406 South 6th
Street Brick, 2'2 bathe Upstairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wjll to wall carpet
Two be&ooms downstairs.
Large living room -den. lut•en and dining room
Glassed front porch with
back porch 2 fireplaces, one
gas log Large fall basement
- carpeted.
bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room, one kitchen sink,
shower Double car garage
,vntti extra room in back
completely insulated
Double paved driveway, one
brick outlluitcling, fruit
tree, 9 of an sere Completely fenced

50 Campers

51 Services

FOR
SALE

Tres 7 ti

HAMLIN, KY. a house TWO
BEDROOM
and one acre of land on
FRAME, 1 bath. CarKy 444 and McFarlane
peted. electric heat, air
Road. Good well and
conditioned. Call 753septic system. Many
8780.
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call BIG HOUSE for family,
John C. -Neubauer,
renters help pay. Five
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
bedrooms, 3 baths,
Pam
or
753-0101
fireplace, central heat.
Rodgers, 753-7116.
Call 753-9612.

Sold By:

S-4IY

MINI
FARM
approximately 4 acres on
FOUR BEDROOM
Overby Road with stock NEW
212 bath, 2 story brick
barn and fencing. Home
nearing completion. Be
offers 3 bedrooms and 2
ready to move into by
baths, den with fireplace
spring. Priced to sell
and full basement. By
now. Call 753-3903.
appointment only - 753,
4451
Purdom
Asa •
Thurman Real Estate r- MUST SE'LL'! Reduced
Price.3 Bedroom Brick,
Your most comfortable
.000 sq.
approximately
stop
two
between
ft. living spaces.- Phone
_homes.
753-7857.

3
WELL-DESIGNED
bedroom brick in excellent condition with
hardwood.
garage,
floors, attractive
decorating alid outside
storage. In good location
near University. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
FARM FOR SALE. 80
REAL ESTATE.
acres. 50 acres -open
high productive. 30
land,
REALTORS
acres good marketable
timber. Sale on contract. Call after 6 p. m.
901-247-5457, Puryear,
Tenn.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
46 Homes For Sale

fi

46 Homes For

IP X 30

M

SALE :1 KIRBY Carpet
Carr -Sleam clean one
room Ut 8 rilitsFwr sq
ft and' at' %%ill clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10 A 10' x 10' room
would only. be $8 00 call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0:159
GLASS REPAIR rand,
replacement for homes autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
Building
No.
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
('enter Phone 753-0180.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708 '

Realtor Pat Mobley
Purdom and thorn-Ian Real Estate

MORTGAGE INTEREIT VS EQUITY
It is true that owning
a home builds a dollar-yaltie
equity for you as you pay off
the mortgage, How much of
your monthly payment goes
to paying Off the principal
and how much goes to pay
off the interest is another
story. The outcome depends
on how long you have been
making payments.
Inasmuch as most mortgages are self-liquidating
loans you will pay a level
amount each month toward
paving off the interest and
reduction of print ipat
, SOMOMber .Jhai
-1443wW..WC

NEED TREES cut,
firowo(xl. land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707. •

the interest is first computed
on the balance Zak. and

therefore the first payment
is practically all interest and
Last payment is practically all
print if. About mid-waY
during the term of the mortgage, the interest and principal payments are bout
equal,
The one saving grace in
the early years of high interest payments, is that all of
this interest is tat deductible
which can be a hefty deduction indeed
(onsulting with prop...
about their real estate nerds
is our spy, oath Drop tw Put
h Litman on fh-e
(loud square tor tall Pat
MoltIt•
(-14i1 or -1189-di ‘it e re here to help'

Spring Break Special
All Regular Priced

Albums
Tapes

$499
$ 99
Reg. $7.98 NOW
$6.98 NOW

These Prices Include
The Top Billboard
Hits - Until
Further NOtice

T.V.
Towers
At
Wholesale
Prices
Antenna's
4'175 Mile Range
1,

$4995*

C.D.E. Rotors

"Shop And Compare"

Heavy Duty
$4495

T.Y. Service Center
Central Shopping Center

753-5865

•*
-
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Grace Church Will
Hear Rev. Burpoe

Deaths and Funerals

I

Lester McCann Dies School Principal, Mrs., Sarah Jones
Dies Thursday; Was
Dennis H. Taylor
At Age 69 Today
Lester McCann of 1616 Dies Here Thursday Sister, Mrs. Dunn
Miller Avenue, Murray, died

4•

this morning at 7:45 at the
Cedar Crest Senior Citizens
Home at Possum Trot. He was
69 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
ammunition specialist with
the Civil Service, and was a
member of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Mr. McCann is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Anne Mc:
Donough McCann. 1616 Miller,
Murray; seven daughters,
Mrs. Lawrence (Helen)
Farrar, Murray Route Three,
Mrs. Richard ( Marion) Davis,
Hamlin, Mrs. Balton (Kathy)
Spratling, 606 Broad Street,
Homer
Mrs.
Murray,
Beverly1 Kyrk, Union, Ill.,
Vernaeette)
Mrs. John
McAdams, Wadsworth, Ill.,
Shonfelt,
Patsy
Mrs.
Waukegan,Ill., and Mrs. Allen
(Connie) Cameron, South
Carolina; two sons, James
McCann,
Daniel
and
Waukegan, Ill.; twenty
grandchildren; several great
grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home after seven
p.m. on Saturday.

Dennis H. (Tubby) Taylor,
principal of Carter and
Elementary
Robertson
suddenly
Schools, died
Thursday at 5:45 p.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway

Sinking Spring To
Hear Pastor For
Sunday Services
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hold regular
services on Sunday, February
20, at eleven aim. and 6:45
p.m. with the pastor, the Rev.
Lawson Williamson, to speak
at both services.
David ,Smotherman will
serve as deacon of the week
and will assist in the morning
services. Bus driver will be
Bill Crick, phone 753-6647.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
"Jesus Did It For Me" and
"The Saviour's Name."
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30p.m. for practice and
will sing in the- evening service.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Sylvia Dalton, Martha
Matheny, and Ruth Warren.
Sunday School wit] be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
six p.m.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Seloscriliers wise have not
received =tar home-delivered
copy of The Wormy Ledger IL
Times by 5:30 p. in. eloaday•
Friday or by 310 p.m. ea Sewdeys ere *trill.% call 753-1916
between 5:30 p. m. mod bp. m.,
Monday-Friday. Of 330 p. m.
mid 4 p. m. Saturdays, to =are
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
most be placed by op. m. weelt•
days er 4 p. m. Saturdays to
goarentee delivery.

Dennis H. Taylor

Mrs. saw! Ann LampSin
Jones, sister of Mrs. Geneva
Dunn of Murray, died Thursday at 9:55 a. m. at the Trigg
County Hospital, Cadiz. She
was 71 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Mormon
Church. Born March 17, 1905,
in Trigg County, she was the
daughter of the late,_ Frank
Chambers and, Belle Lowe
Chambers.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
her husband, Arnold Jones;
three daughters, Mrs. Dorothy
Peak, Paducah, Mrs. Mae
Bland,Cadiz Route Three, and
Mrs. Betty Gaetano, San
Bernardino, Calif.; one son, H.
T. Lampkin, Cleveland, Ohio;
two sisters, Mrs. Dunn,
Murray, and Mrs. Florence
Minor, Muskogee, Okla.; two
brothers, Charlie Chambers,
Chicago, Ill., and Welsey
Chambers, Muskogee,
ten grandchildren; twelve
great grandchildren. Om,
grandson, Darrell Bland
preceded her in death.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with the Rev.
Paul Belt officiating. Burial
will follow in the Matheny
Cemetery in the Land Bet"ween,The-Lakes. —
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Hospital. He was 53 years of
age at the time of his sudden
and unexpected.death.
Mr. Taylor had been with
the Murray City School
System since 1952. He had
previously taught school in
Jackson, Tn., Nokomis, Ill.,
and Mayfield before coming to
Murray. He received his B. S.
_and Master's degrees from
Murray Stite-Univer-sity.
The Murray man was a
member of the First Christian
Church. Born August 22, 1923,
in Ripley, Tn., he was the son
of the late John and Louada
Taylor. He and his wife, the
former Ann McLean of
Murray, who survives, were
married July 17, 1946.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ann Taylor, • 1406 Hughes,
Edgar Wilkinson of 308
Murray; one daughter, Mrs. South _ Sixteenth Street,
Dan (Mary Ann) Anderson-, Murray, died suddenly
Auburn, Ala.; one son, Bob; Thursday at 9:30 p. m. at his
Taylor, Murray; three sisters, home. He was 73 years of age.
Mrs. Martha Hall, Mrs.
The Murray man, a retired
Dorothy Coker, and Mrs. carpenter, was a member of
Mary Lois Cannon, all of Carpenters Union Local No.
Memphis, Tn.; five brothers, 1734, and of the Grace Baptist
John Taylor, -Nebraska, Joe Church. Born July 12, 1903, in
and Clyde Taylor, Memphis, Calloway County, he was the
Tn., Tommy Taylor, Arizona, son of the late Elmer
and Bruce Taylor, Alexan- Wilkinson and Ina Holland
dria, Va.
Wilkinson.
The funeral will be held
Mr. Wilkinson is survived by
Saturday at two p.m. at the his wife, Mrs. Stella Hillman
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Wilkinson, to whom he was
Funeral Home with the Rev. married December 20, 1921;
Dr. David Roos officiating. one daughter, Mrs. John
Interment will be in the (Virginia) Gentry, Louisville;
Murray City Cemetery.
four granddaughters, Mrs.
The family 'requests that Ginny Lawrence, Mrs. Donna
expressions of sympathy take Jarrett, Mrs. Kathy Self, and
the form of contributions to Mrs. Becky Hardin; seven
the memorial fund of the First .great grandchildren.
Christian Church.
Funeral services will be
Friends may call at the held Sunday at two p. m. at the
funeral home after six p. m. chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral with the Rev. R. J.
tonight ( Friday).
Burpoe and the Rev. Wendell
RULING STAB
Rone officiating. The song
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 service will be by the' Grace
will meet Saturday, February Baptist Church Choir. Burial
19, at seven p.m. at the Lodge will follow in the Murray
Batt-All members are ex. Memorial Gardens.
pected to attend and visitors
Friends may call at the
are welcome, according to funeral home after
_ .Isis p. m.
Lloyd B. Arnold, master of the today (Friday).
lodge.

Stock Market

Prices of stock of local intereat at noon
&
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger of
`Timm-by First of Michigan. Corp.,
follows:
as
Murriy,are
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,, Heublein loc.
44 -44.
McDonalds C014).
ads tip
minister of.the Grace Bel** -Ponderosa/3=a=
+Oil
44%
........
Church, South Ninth Street Kimberly Clerk....
Union Carbide
the
at
27%
Extended, will speak
W.R. Grace
27% +44
10:45 a.m. and six p.m. Texaco
$044 AO
General Elec.
12 unc
worship services on Sunday, GAF Corp
-%
33's
Pacific........
February 20, at the church. Georgia
253*
Meer
John F. Wood will direct the Jim Walters
3$ -is
4
1
1P4 +/
music with Dwane Jones as Kirsch
V7f.
nivrovv
organist and Anita Underhill
Prices of stocks of local interest at
as pianist. Special music at
noon today funushed to the Ledger 6
Tunes by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:
the morning service will be
Tommy and Marilyn Walker.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. with singing to start at
5:30 p.m. prior to the evening
GENERAL VISITS HERE—Major General Charles Beach, Jr. (right), commander of Kentucky's 3000-niember 100th Division Army Reserve Unit visited with lecal dilzens and
made i presentation before Murray State University's ROTC cadets here yesterday.
Talking with Gen. Beach are (left to right) Hugh Oakley, dean of the Department of Industry and Technology at MSU, Circuit Court judge James M. Lassiter, and It. Col. Johnnie Prichard, chairman of the Department of Military Science at MSU. The purpose of
Gen. Beach's visit with the ROTC cadets was.to make them aware .of the 100th
Division Reserve unit as possibly the next step in their military career.
Stiff Photo by Gene McCutcheon

Industrial Avg
Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Ford
services.
Gen. Dynamics
Activities on Wednesday Gen. Motors
Ger. Tire
include teachers and officers Goodrich
Bible study at 6:30 p.m., Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
prayer services at seven p.m. Quaker Oats
and youth prayer and Bible Republic Steel
Singer
study also at seven p.m._
InPfmn.
Western Union

Poplar Spring To
Hear Rev. Perrin
The Rev. Lloyd Perrin,
minister of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, will speak on
the subject, "Clay In The
Potter's Hands" with scripture from Jeremiah 18:1-11, at
the eleven a.m. worship
services on Sunday, February
20.
Directing the song service
will be Paul Henderson with
Hazel Jean Brandon as
organist and Janet Byerly as
pianist.
Sunday at -SAO p.m. -the
youth from the Salem Baptist
Church will present a new
musical program.
The ordinance of baptism
'will be observed by the church
Sunday evening.

Edgar Wilkinson Is
Dead At Age 73;
Retired Carpenter

Rev. W. Edd Glover
To Speak Sunday

1 Legal Notice

1

Legal

-4.57
3044 +%
415 unc
34 unc
64% -41)
.51.5.15
56% A's
7115 -44
211% -%
2e% -%
20 -15
33 +4.4
mr% -44
3444 -te
21 -44
No Sale
tmc
li°4
—

Notice

Coararissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
crourt Mildred Dodd, Administratrix of The Estate
Of Ronald Dale Dodd, Plaintiff, Deceased Versus
Nora Dodd,ET AL Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the;February.10
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the
Division Of Property and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 28th day of February 1977,
at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a credit of
six months, the following described property, to
wit: Beginning at the northwest comer of B. C.
Dodd's portion of this land which is 210 poles west of
tlye.np4heast corner sit the:Northeast Quarter of

about lib poles

of the norSection 1gand is
thwest corner of the Northeast Quarter of Section 13
at a fence; thence west to the northwest corner of
said Northeast Quarter of Section 13, 110 poles more
or less; thence south with the west-line of said Quarter to the southwest corner of said Quarter; thence
east with the Quarter Section line 110 poles, more or
less, to the west line of said B. C. Dodd's portion;
thence north with the fence 160 poles to the point of
beginning, containing 110 acres, more or less.
A. L. Dodd derived title to the above described
tract of land by Deed from B. E. Dodd and B. C.
Dodd dated the Ifith day of November, 1918, which is
of record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court in Deed Book 40, Page 432.
ALSO: Ten acres to be taken out of the southeast
corner of the following described land, viz: The
west one-half of the following described land, viz;
Being a part-of the Northwest Quarter of Section 24,
Township I, Range 4 East and being all that part
remaining on the north side of said Quarter, supposed to contain-40 acres, more or less, after
deeding off 50 acres on the south side to Hester Alton
and also 30 acres more to W. W. Linn, the land just

"Excusing Our Faults" will
- be.the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. W. Edd Glover at
the eleven a.m. worship
services on Sunday, February
20, at the North Pleasant
Staff Photo by David Hill
Cumberland
Grove
Presbyterian Church.
Murray Postoffice To
Mrs. Emma Dean Lawson
'Be Closed On Monday
will be in charge of the music
The Murray Postoffice will with Jimmy Cain to preside at
and
monthly be closed Monday, February the services. Greg Cain
regular
The
will be
Continuing 21, in _observance of the Tommy Thornton
Community
described being110 acres.
Nursing Education meeting, national holiday, George greeters.
Sunday School will be at ten
ALSO: The east half pf the north half of the Norsponsored by the Murray Washington's birthday.
at
services
No rural or city mail a.m. with evening
tthwest Quarter of Section 24, Township 1, Range 4,
Calloway County Hospital,
East,containing 40 acres, more or less.
Monday, delivery will be made and the 6:30 p.m.
will be held
Prayer services will be held
A. L. Dodd derived title to the above described
February 21, at 7:30 p.m. in holiday dispatch schedule will
at 6:30 p.m. at the
tract of land by Deed from W. F. Spiceland, et ux,
the Hospital Conference be observed. Stamps may be Wednesday
purchased from the machine home of Mr. and Mrs. Glyco
dated the 18th day of May,1929, which is of record in
Room.
the lobby of the postoffice. Wells.
in
Dr. Charles Clark will be the
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
in Deed Book 54, Pike 506.
guest speaker and his topic
Fbr the Purchase price, the purchaser must
will be on "Hepatitis." This
LAKE DATA
bond, with approved securities, bearing
execute
program was originally
m.
a.
354.2
7
Lake,
Kentucky
scheduled in January but was
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
down 0.1.
cancelled due to weather
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
Below dam 304.2 up 1.4.
will be prepared to comply promptly with these terconditions.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4
All community and hospital
ms.
Worship services will be up 0.1.
Frank H. Ryan
nurses are invited to attend, a held at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday,
Below dam 308.7 no change.
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
hospital spokesman said.
Sunset 5:39. Sunrise 6:42.
February 20, at the Story's
Chapel United Methodist
Church and at eleven a.m. at
the South Pleasant Grove
Church.
The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mr. L's Restaurant
• Holy Communion will be
Mullins, Jr.; will speak at both
-celebrated by St_ John's
has purchased
The
Churches on the subject,Episcopal Church on Sunday,
Parable of the Prodigal Son"
1,000 1.2 oz.
February 20, at the services at
with scripture from Luke
9:45 a.m. with the Rev.
15:11-32.
Stephen Davenport as the
At South Pleasant Grove,
celebrant and Robert Whit- the Church Choir, directed by
rom the Kroger Co
mer as the acolyte.
Blonciavene Cook with Joan
309 No 16th
This will be in celebration of
Cooper as organist and
West Side Campus
Epiphany. Ash Wednesday Tommy Gaines as pianist, will
activities for February 23 will
sing "There's Coming A !
Starting Friday, Feb. 18th at 10 a. m. and ending
be evening prayer services at
'Day."
7:30 p.q11with Stephen Hale as
Saturday, Feb. 26at 10 p. m. We must sell these 1,000
Sunday School will be held
lay leader.
no
but
at both churches,
steaks at an unbelievable price of $2.98.
Church School and Adult
Sunday evening or weekday
Class will be held at the
services are planned at the
church at eleven a.m.
churches.
"COUNT YOUR RIESSINGS," says 'Dr. Kye jhin, the
guest speaker at last night's meeting of the Murray
Civitan Club. Dr. jhin spoke on "The Meaning of
Freedom in America."

Dr. Charles Clark
Speaker, Nurses

Services Planned
At Two Churches
Sunday Morning

Holy Communion At
Episcopal Church

T-Bone Steaks

All Gift Items

WESTERN AUTO

10% On
Selected Lot

South:ids Court Square

50% Off
„- •

MOUE-

ALUMS

•-co $

George's Friend
Edith Ann Says
"Fancy Plants" is
Honoring His Birthday
With A Sale!

-Original
Equipment-type
Shock Absorbers

Regu:a.
6 19

SAVE
25°

Powerful,
Lightweight
Wizard 10 In. Chain Saw

it
111:

-7 1 INI

1'v •

1tai

..tig
E1;1
Ock

fi•

ii-.

Ufkl`"

W..*,,Aug.. laelter•••

4: -°

•

SAVE

Our Famous

Catfish
Dinner

10% OFF
All Plants
Sat., Feb.19
Mon., Feb. 21

the po..or 44.47e• al
42 reakto Proolorleisl

TV
'
47.

SAVE 59"
55

$$V1

11, en • h ,•.••• 401. •I•• `L .

75 P.

Dependable)12 Volt
Charger 12 Battery
Convenient Credit Available'

Plan
Dixieland(enter

all you can eat

'269

with french fries white beans coie slaw and golden
brown hushpuppies

1.Sos.

7-Pc. Continental Dinette Set
.
1111.10.
ill$10 a up
•

'298

this includes
our famous salad bar potato of your choice and a loaf
of fresh baked bread

If you prefer Fish..

7995

•

1-Bone
Steaks

751-9668

We WillHave Extra
Cooksand Waitresses
For This Sale
•

